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To the Honorable the Governor

and Council of Maine:

In accordance with the act of the Legislature remodeling

the Maine Board of Agriculture, I have the honor to present

the Report for 1880.

Z. A. GILBERT,

Secretary.

East Turner, January 19, 1881.
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X\i Act to Eemodel tlie Board of Agriciiltiire.

Sect. 1. The president and the professor of agriculture of the state

college of agriculture and mechanic arts, together with one person from

each county in the state as now provided for, whose terms of office and

the election of tlieir successors shall also he as now provided for, shall

constitute the Maine board of agriculture for the improvement of agricul-

ture and the advancement of the general interests of husbandry.
Sect. 2. The board sliall hold a business session of not exceeding two

days, at the capital, on the first Wednesday of April next, and thereafter

aiuiuallj^ on the third Wednesday of Jaiuiary in each year, for tlie election

of officers and perfecting plans for the execution of the work for the

year.

Sect. 3. The board, by its secretary and one of its members, shall

hold annually one farmers' institute in each count}', and as many more

as it shall deem expedient or find practicable with tiie means at its dis-

posal, for the public discussion of topics relating to husbandrj\ either

independent!}' or in connection with any organization devoted to the same

general object, and it may. in its discretion, issue bulletins, employ

experts, lecturers, a reporter or other aids to enhance the usefulness of

said institutes to the public; and shall, as far as practicable, aid and

encourage agricultural societies and associations in their eftbrts. The

members of the board shall receive no compensation for time and ser-

vices rendered, but shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred in the

discharge of their duties, two dollars per day for subsistence and six

cents per mile for travel. The whole expenses under this section not to

exceed fourteen hundred dollars annually.

Sect. 4. The board shall appoint a secretaiy as its chief executive

officer for a term of three years and until his successor shall be appointed,

and may prescribe his duties, a part of which shall be. to acquaint him-

self, by personal observation, investigation, and correspondence with the

methods and wants of practical husbandry, the means of fertili/ation.

the adaptation of various products to the soils and climate of ]Maine ;

also with the progress of scientific and practical agriculture else\vhei-e,

with a view to the more complete developnu^nt of the natural resources

of the state, lie shall, annually, on or before the tiiird Wednesday in

January, present to the governor and council a report of tlie doings of

the board and the results of his own lal)ors and investigations, together

with such comnuinications, suggestions and recommendations as may be
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useful. Ten thousand copies of said report, in size not exceeding two
hundred pages, shall be printed; nine thousand bound in paper covers,
one thousand in cloth, one-half of those in paper covers for the use of the

legislatui'e, and the remainder, after reserving a suitable number for

foreign exchanges, for distribution under the direction of the board,

among the agricultural associations and the people of the state.

Sect. 5. The compensation of the secretary shall be six hundred dol-

lars per annum and reimbursement for necessary expenses incurred in the

discharge of his duties, an account thereof to be first audited bj' the gov-
ernor and council. The secretary shall be an ex-offlcio member of the

board of trustees of the state college of agriculture and the mechanic

arts, also of the boai-d of commissioners provided for in section fifty of

chapter fourteen of the revised statutes relative to contagious disease in

cattle.

Sect. 6. Such portions of sections one to six inclusive of chapty fifty-

eight of the revised statutes, and all other acts and parts of acts incon-

sistent with this act are hereby repealed.

Sect. 7. This act shall take efl"ect when approved.

[Approved March 18, 1880.]



REPORT.

In accordance with an act of the Le,o;islature of 18S(j, cntitlcHl

" an act to remodel the Board of Agriculture," (herein presented)

the Board met at the Capitol, April 7th, 1880, and elected the fol-

lowing officers : President—G. M. Gowell of Bowdoin
; Vice Fresi-

dent^-D. A. Wadlin of Belfast; vSecretary—Z. A. Gilbert of East

Turner. The necessary- committees were apponited, and such plans

perfected as were deemed necessary for the execution of the work

for the 3'ear. A feeling of hearty co-operation in the work in hand

was manifested among the members, and a determination expressed

to enter earnestly into whatever duties devolved upon them in the

execution of that work.

The time embraced in this report represents only nine months of

the calendar year—three months having passed before its organiza-

tion. Among the prescribed duties of the Board, as laid down in

the law, is the requirement that it shall, as far as practicable, aid;

and encourage agi'icultural societies and associations in their efforts.

In conformity therewith the Secretary- has represented the Board,

as far as time and his other duties would allow, at the Agricultural

Fairs, Grange Meetings, Farmers' Clubs and other public farmers'

gatherings ;
and the members have done much work in the same

direction. Aside from the assistance rendered these organizations,

it has been the means of learning much of the methods and wants

of the agi'iculture in the localities visited.

In further compliance with the law, the Board, by its Secretary
and one or more of its members, together with such other assistance

as was deemed necessar}^, has held two public Farmers' Institutes

in each of the larger counties of the State, and one in each of the

others. At those Institutes have been given nearly a hundred lec-

tures, which have been attentively listened to by full houses of in-

terested farmers. These lectures treated topics especially appro-

priate to the localit}^ in which they were delivered ; and while it has
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been the aim to present them in terras which would be attractive to

the hearers, at the same time care was taken that they be elevating

in their character and lead to a higher stud\- of, and further progress

in, the subjects ti'eated. Our agriculture being to a large degree

stock husbandr}' in some one or other of its branches, man}- of the

Institutes have been devoted largely to the discussion of principles

and practices relating to and bearing upon the feeding and care of

domestic animals. Other subjects have been introduced for A'ariet}',

and to conform to special wants in certain localities. To the extent

of the space allowed these lectures are presented herewith.

It is further specified that the Secretar}' shall acquaint himself by

personal observation, investigation and correspondence with the

methods and wants of practical husbandry, the means of fertiliza-

tion, tlic adaptation of various products to the soils and climate of

Maine ;
also with the progress of scientific and practical agriculture

elsewhere. In complying with these requirements, such time as has

remained from other duties has been devoted to the study, b}' ob-

servation and investigation, of our own agriculture
—its methods

and practices, conditions and wants ; and this has been the basis in

a measure from which the work of the Board has been shaped.

Science, in its application to practical agriculture, is continually

modifying methods and practices, and pressing these modifications

upon the attention of farmei-s. Investigation into their practiea-

bilit}' and into their adaptation to the conditions and to the wants

of our own husbandry-, is made a duty of the Secretary, and has

been, to a limited extent, pursued ; and is still being continued.

Some of the results of this work herein are presented.

The year just passed has been marked by the occurrence of one

the severest droughts on record, extending all over our broad

State, and also outside our own borders. It did not, however, affect

all quarters of the State alike
; and, foitunately. its greatest sever-

ity in any section was not reached till the cultivated crops of the

farm luul arrived to a degi-ee of maturity which placed them in a

measure bej'ond its influence. In Oxford count}-, the northern part

of Androscoggin and Kennebec, and in Somerset county, it reached

a degree of severity- never before experienced, and subjected the

inhal)itants to serious inconvenience on account of the scarcity of

water. Wells and streams were lower than ever was known Ijcfore,

and in some cases farmers were obliged to drive their cattle several

miles for water. The shore counties, and the extreme eastern
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counties of Wasliington and Aroostook wore in a measure exempt
from its severity.

The stand of orass was unusuallv good in earh- spring, and so

vi^oronslv and early did it start into growth that notwitlistandino;

the month of Jnne was dr^^, yet an abundant crop of hay was har-

vested—the onl}- exception being in Franklin count}', where an

unusually heav}' crop having been harvested the year before, it was

not above an average. Pasturage was sweet and abundant the earl}'

part of the season, but fell off seriouslj' the latter part, and stock

came earlj- to the barn, and in severe cases not in so good condition

as usual.

Grain crops were light all over the State, and especially so in the

central, western and northern portions. Wheat, which has again

become an important crop among us, was so serioush' cut off as to

be denominated a failure, except in the eastern part of the State and

in Aroostook county, where it made three-fourths of a crop. In

Washington county, as well as in Aroostook, wheat growing has

recently been rapidly on the increase, and pi'omises to assume an

iiuportance which will soon give a surplus above their own needs.

In Washington count\', in 1879, the average was thirty bushels to

the acre, and the present year, notwithstanding the drought, was

above twenty.

Potatoes are an important crop to the State. They were in

reduced yield in all parts, except in Aroostook county, where was

harvested the most bountiful crop ever realized in that section.

The long, hot and dry season was favorable to the perfection of

the corn crop, save in exceptional cases, on extremely drj- soils,

where it failed from di'ouglit. This crop is largely on the increase,

and is being considered liy our progressive farmers all through the

State, from York to Piscataquis, as one of the surest and at the

same time, one of the most profitable crops produced. A better

knowledge of the needs of the crop, together with improved
methods and improved implements is revolutionizing corn growing

among us.

The apple crop was a bountiful one. For three years in succes-

sion we have now been favored with an al>undant N'ield of this fruit.

So abundant also has been th? crop in adjoining States that prices

have ruled low, and in autumn fruits the markets have been so

crowded that paying prices were difficult to obtain. Late keeping
varieties are being held for improved prices later in the season.
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The fruit crop is rapidly increasing in importance among us. Many
orchards have recentl}' been set, which are just coming into bearing

and the increase is beginning to tell on the crop. Planting is still

soino; on, and this, together witli more attention to the needs of the

trees, which is ever3'where manifest, will soon giA'e additional im-

portance to the crop. The business of shipping apples to England
has recently assumed an importance not before reached, and the

superior keeping and handling qualities of Maine fruit render it

especially valuable for that trade. The chief part of our crop for

the past three years, which has gone on the market, has been taken

for shipping purposes. As long, therefore, as we can produce late

keeping fruit, and the shipping trade holds out, so long shall we

find a ready demand for all we may produce.

The business of evaporating fruits bj^ improved and rapid pro-

cesses, which was introduced into the State in 1879, and has been

largeh' extended the past j'ear, promises to be an important industry,

and will relieve fruit-growers of perishable fruit which shippers will

not take. For this purpose also it is found that our fruits furnish a

superior article which the market is readj- to take at a premium.

Dairy products have been cut short in quantity-, on account of

short supply of pasture grasses occasioned by drought. Butter

and cheese are gTaduallj' being improved in qualit}', 3-et thej' are not

increasing in quantity. It is a fact well worth}- of careful consider-

ation, that while it is conceded by all that our State is especiallv

adapted to the prosecution of this branch of farming, we are not

making as much butter as our population consumes, and of cheese

not more than half our consumption is supplied with our own

make. Associated dairying promised at one time to increase the

interest in this industr}-, and through that increase the products of

the dair}-. In 1874 and in 1875, the State Dairymen's Association

obtained returns from forty-three factories which were in operation

those two years. There ai*e now no means of knowing the number

still operating, yet, careful inquiry- will not warrant placing the num-

ber above twentj'-five. The patrons of those factories which have

been operated the past season, are generall}' well satisfied with the

business of dairying and with the associated sj'stem of cheese-

making. In those localities where the farmers have taken hold of

the business in earnest, and are making a specialty of it, the returns

are satisfactory, and indicate the possibilities of our State in this

direction.
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Sheep husbandry and wool production, to which broad sections of

our State -seem well adapted, are receiving increased attention.

This branch of stock husbandr}- is graduall3' establishing itself as a

specialt}' in those localities speciall}- suited to it, and much attention

is being given to the improvement of the flocks b}' increased care and

attention, and by the introduction of improved blood.

Agricultural societies have met with a gratifying degree of suc-

cess in their eflbrts the past 3-ear for the encouragement of practical

agriculture. Generally, the exhibitions have been of a compli-

mentary quality and the receipts satisfactor}'. The only exceptions
to this are where their number in a county has been unwisely multi-

plied till some or all are so weakened in their patronage and support
that their influence is as limited as their receipts. The question

ma}' well be considered, whether certain count}- societies would not

be greatly benefited—and the cause for which they were organized
meet with no check—if their efljorts were consolidated.

The State Agricultural Society is now located for a term of years
at Lewiston. While the exhibits there shown were complimentary
to the various branches of our agriculture there represented, the

receipts were sufficient to meet all the liabilities of the society, and
it now stands on a safe basis and has the confidence of the people.
Statistics of the operations of these societies for the past j-ear will

be found appended to this Report.

The State Pomological Society and the State Dairymen's Associ-

ation cancelled their winter meetings last year. Representing, as

these societies do, two of the most important branches of our agri-

culture, they should receive that encouragement and that support
which will enable them to go on in the important work so well

inaugurated by them in past years. The feature of their work
embraced in public meetings is too important to be passed by, as

through it their influence is chiefl}- felt.
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SILOS AND p:xsilage.

The foundation of INIaine aaricultare is stock forao-e. AVith a
CI? o

large majority of our farmers, their success in the business in which

they are engaged is measured, to a greater degree than with any

other class of products, by the aiuouut of stock forage of ditferent

kinds which the3' are able to grow upon their farms; and their

profits and their losses are usually measured by the abundance or

the failure of this class of products. With abundant crops of ha}'

aud other forage, large herds and flocks ma}' be kept and liberalh'

fed, whicli insures, in turn, l)v proper attention, abundant sui)plies

of manure. These manures are the means at hand for increased

fertility and still more abundant crops. This being the case, the

economical production of stock forage becomes a matter of para-

mount importance to all farmers. If it be so to the interior

farmers on their cheap lands and broad acres, it is even more so to

those farming high-priced lands. These premises being, as we

claim, correct, then certainly the preservation and disposition of

these same products are matters of equal importance, and may well

command our most thoughtful consideration. Abundant crops of

stock feed, however valuable they may be when grown, ma}', by

imperfect preservation, lose much of that value, and thus net the

owner but little. 80, also, fodder well preserved, may, by careless

inattention to the disposition of it, l)ring small returns from its use.

For generations we have been producing for stock fodder a

stereotyped list of products, and have all this time i)racticed a

uniform method of preserving it for future use, namely, by drying

and storing in barns. Unanimously we seem to have adopted a

settled policy in these matters, broken in upon only by limited exper-

i)iu'uts ill the production of some fodder products which formerly

did not enter the lists. It is a pretty safe conclusion, usually, that

the settled practice of a community of intelligent, thoughtful farmers,

is based on correct principles, and one nuiy adopt the methods and

practices found among them with tlie assurance that under like con-

ditions he will not be far out of the way. Still, these uniform

practices, many times, finally give way to others which prove to be

steps of progress. "We have seen this in the providing of warm
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quarters for stock in winter ; in tlie adoption of hotter methods for

saving and preserving numnres ; and, to a more uniform extent, in

tlie practice of tlie earlier cutting of the hay crop. These are all

innovations on the settled practices of former times—and man.y

others might be named—yet they are now admitted without ques-

tion to be improvements on the past. Should we not, then, in view

of the great importance of fodder crops in the economy of the farm,

and in view of the cost of present methods of preserving them,

consider carefully the question whether changes may not be intro-

duced which will reduce the cost of stock food and thereby increase

the profits. The margin of profit, at the present time, in all pro-

ducts obtained through the feeding of stock, is so small that any

successful experiments for the widening of this margin can but be

hailed with pleasure.

The attention of farmers has of late been called to the subject of

Silos and Ensilage. This is a method of preserving fodder in a

green state—without drying
—in pits or cisterns. The pit is termed

a Silo, and the material preserved in the silo is termed Ensilage.

This method of preserving fodder has been introdiiced to public

notice through the experiments of a farmer bj' the name of M.

Auguste Goffart. This gentleman has been experimenting on the

method for thirty years, and at last has perfected arrangements by
which fodder may be preserved in a perfectly green state for an

indefinite length of time. The results of his experiments were

given to the public through the publication of a book at Paris, in

1877, under the title of "•
Ensilage of Maize." This book was

translated by J. B. Brown, and published in English at New Y^ork

in 1879. Previous to the publication, however, of M. Goffart's

book in this country, this method of preserving fodder had been

tried with incomplete success by Mr. P^rancis Morris, of Oakland

Manor, Howard county, Maryland ; and also in a small way by

other parties. The appearance of the book gave greater publicity

to the matter here, and soon attracted the attention of farmers.

To Dr. John M. Bailey, of Billerica, Mass., we are indebted for

the first complete successful attempt to put in practice in this

countr}^ this method of preserving fodder. In the summer of 1879

Dr. Bailey constructed, in the most thorough manner, two large

silos, and in the autumn of the same year put down one hundred

and twentj'-five tons of green corn fodder. The silo was opened

December third, and from it stock was fed through the winter and
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till late in spring. The matter was deemed of sufficient importance
to claim the attention of the Board of Agriculture, and accordingly-

the Secretary visited the farm of Dr. Baile}', inspected his silos,

examined the preserved corn fodder, saw the stock which had been

fed on it, and saw it fed to tlie stock. He has also availed himself

of the opportunity' to carefully examine all that has been published
in relation to this system of preserving fodder, and here presents

the method of constructing a silo and lilling it, and also conclusions

in regard to the value and importance of this method of storing and

preserving stock forage. I might here add, that during the past

summer several silos have been constructed in our own State, which,

last^autumu, were filled with green corn fodder.

A silo should be located near the barn in which the stock to be

fed from it is kept, and should be excavated in a side hill, after the

manner of a barn cellar, that it may be filled from the top of the

embankment and emptied from the opposite end. In shape it

should be a rectangle, with its length about three times the width,

and twelve to sixteen feet in depth. A considerable depth is indis-

pensable, on account of the fact that the contents can thus be more

easil}- and securely compacted. If large quantities of fodder are to

be preserved, it is better to construct two silos side b}- side, rather

than have all the space in one. The walls ma}' be laid in stone,

brick or concrete
;
but must be perpendicular, and must be plastered

smooth with cement, in order to avoid all possible resistance to the

packing down of the ensilage, and also to keep out all water. An

opening should^ be left^ in the end, of dimensions sufficient for the

removal of the contents as wanted for use. The size should depend
on the amount of fodder to be preserved. The preservation of en-

silage in small silos is always less perfect than in large ones, j'et

thej- should not be so large that the^' cannot be economically filled,

packed and emptied. Dr. Baile}' has two, side b}' side, each fort}'

feet long, twelve feet wide and sixteen feet deep, and estimated to

hold about 800,000 pounds. A cubic foot of ensilage, after being

compacted, will weigh from forty to fifty pounds. The silo must be

covered bj' a roof, and must, of course, be protected from frost in

the winter, and from the ingress of water at all times.

The green corn or other fodder, witli which it is to be filled, must

be cut veiy fine—less than half an inch in length
—since the success

of this method of preserving fodder depends on excluding the air

by close packing, and the finer it be cut the more perfectly these
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conditions will be secured. After the silo is filled and trodden

down as solid as possible, a layer of six inches of dr}- straw is

placed over it, when it is covered closely with plank and weighted

heavily with stone. All understand that when air is admitted into

any moist substance, laying in a mass, that heat is generated, fer-

mentation sets in and decay follows. Hence the necessity for the

extremest care in this part of the process. The air, remaining in

the interstices as the mass settles, escapes, or is forced out through
cracks in the plank covering, and the heavy weight exerting a con-

tinual pressure reduces the mass almost to a solid. Sheep manure

and horse manure, when solidly packed by the continual treading of

the animals upon it, will remain for a long time with scarcely any
CAadence of change. With the ensilage, if the work be properly

done, only a slight change can take place. The aim is to prevent
fermentation as far as possible, and thus secure perfect preserva-

tion. The process admits of no errors without liability to loss.

The cost of silos will depend much on locality. Where suitable

stone are plenty and within easy reach, the walls can be built of

that material without heavy cost
; or, if brick are near at hand or

cobble stone plent}-, and the cement can l)e delivered at small cost

for cartage, then those materials will not be found expensive. Dr.

Bailey's two, of the dimensions before given, built of concrete, cost

$500, or about one dollar and a quarter per ton's capacity. In this

State, in the countrj- towns, the cost would not exceed one dollar
;

and in favorable localities would fall below it. It will be seen,

therefore, that the cost for storage-room for ensilaged fodder w^ould

be less in the first co^t than it is for the present method of dry

stoi-age ; while the pits, if properly constructed, will last indefinitely

without repairs.

Now, then, several important questions present themselves here

for consideration :

1. Can this method of preserving fodder be recommended to the

farmers of Maine for their adoption ?

If we accept the testimony of M. Goffart and Dr. Bailey, without

examination, there would be no hesitation on that point. The

advantages they claim would, if substantiated by facts, place the

matter aliove queston. In fact, the}' have succeeded in exciting a

ver}' lively interest in the subject among farmers, and have made

some converts here in our own State. There seems to be an ensilage

"boom" abroad, and judging from the way it is booming, the con-
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elusion is a safe one that all the bearings of the matter are not

taken into consideration. Dr. Bailey has published a book under

the title of "The Book of Ensilage," which he is selling at an

extravagant price, and in which, together with advertising himself,

his fiirm and his stock—with what he has done and much mere that

he is going to do—he gives an intelligent account of the construction

of his silos and his success with ensilage. In this book, and in M.

Goffart's also, most extravagant claims are made as to the advanta-

ges of the sA'stem. Whether designed or not, these claims are

calculated to mislead the careless readers of the books, and raise

expectations to a pitch that it is believed is not warranted by facts.

The translator of M. Gotfart, with prophetic vision catches a glimpse

of a pastoral paradise where real estate is to advance in value to

the extent that all the mortgages mav be cancelled, and still land

enough be left for the happy proprietor, since not so much will be

needed, as " cattle on a thousand hills can be supported in a few

vallevs." This increase of wealth wall bring new-found leisure which

we may confidently claim will be devoted to picking open the eyes

of the community to the wily snares of the trading politician, and

thus " the whole nation may look foi'ward to lighter taxes and an

easier life as the grand result of"—packing ^-our fodder in silos.

''Cat.le can ])e raised in New York— (and in New England as

well.) cheaper than they can be driven in Texas to the shipping

points." "A growth of farming villages, with all the social priv-

ileges, rather than this stupid life in scattered farm houses, ma}- be

anticipated as one of the happy results of"—ensilage. And, in

closing, he savs with apparent soberness and honest}', that "
it cer-

tainly seems to promise to contrilnite more to the happiness of the

human race than anj- other physical discover}' that has ever been

made/
'

Dr. Bailey, in summing up the advantages of the sj'stera, says its

introduction " will re-people and restore the deserted farms of New

England. In short, it will bring about an agricultural millennium—
almost."

These extracts are onlj- a sample of what is being published and

laid before the enquiring farmer. I might fill pages with similar

extracts, but the above is enough space to devote to that kind of

material. Unless one's head is level, it is not strange that extrava-

gant ideas are raised, and that grave mistakes are folloAved by

disappointment.
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From a standpoint unafTectod In' self-interest on the one hand, or

by a stolid conservatism on the other, the effort is here made to

examine the matter by the aid of such lis;ht as can be thrown around

it, and search out such merits as the practice raaA' justly claim.

Green fodder of all kinds—grass, rye, oats, corn fodder, and

fodder corn—can be preseved in silos in excellent condition for

stock food. It has been done and can again be done at the pleasure

of any who wish to try it. It is no longer an experiment but has-

become an established fact. The first point to be considered then, is :

What are its advantages? The fodder stored in its green state

must either be of greater value when kept in that condition, or the

cost of storage must bo essentially less than b}^ the present method

in order to commend the practice. So fixr as the grass crop is con-

cerned—and the same will hold true of rye, oats or any other small'

strawed forage product—the expense of harvesting, drying, storing,

and feeding out will not he lessened by the method of ensilage. .

There need be no minute calculation entered into here to prove this.

If any one doubts the ground taken, he has only to go over the •

items of cost entering into the work and he will obtain a correct

solution. Coarse fodder plants like corn, which are difficult to dry,

the cost will be in favor of the silos. In fact, this product is so-

difficult to dry that it is impracticable to store it under cover in

large quantities ; and if left exposed to the weather the deteriora-

tion in quality is gi'eat. Hence a distinction must be made between ,

the grasses and corn fodder.

If then the ensilaging of gi-ass has any advantage over the

present method of drying it, the superiority must come from its

being preserved and fed in a green instead of a dry condition.

Goffart siXYS, in the first paragraph of his book :
" If there is one fact

recognized by all agriculturists, it is that a certain quantity of grass .

which consumed in a green state represents an ascertained nutritive

value, loses a considera])le portion of that value in passing into the

state of hay intended for winter fodder." With due respect for the

opinions of all candid men, exception is here taken to Goffart's

statement. It is not admitted as a " fact" that grass loses a con-

siderable portion of its nutritive value by being dried into the form

of hay. Dr. Bailey, too, says in his work : "It does not seera to

have struck the scientific agriculturists that during the process of
'

curing by drying, a very large proportion of the most valuable ele--

ments of nutrition are returned to the atmosphere from, whence they
2
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came." Nor has it 3-et
" struck" the practical farmer that this is

the case. There is too nuich intelligence abroad among practical

farmers at the present time, to have such fallacies pass current for

established facts. It might be well to suggest to amateur farmers,

that if they would be the teachers, and win the confidence of those

who are leading this "
stupid life in scattered farm houses," it will

be well to keep within the limits of reason and truth.

Ha}' is grass dried—nothing more, nothing less. In drying the

grass has simpl}- parted with a part of its water. Grass, minus its

water, becomes haj-. All know that water has no nutritive value
;

hence grass in dr3'iug
—in changing into the form of hav, cannot,

b}' this process of drying, have " lost a considerable portion of its

nutritive value." If during the process of making into hay the par-

tially' dried grass gets washed b}- rains, or if allowed to ferment in

the mow, then another factor enters into the problem ;
and of course

a part of its nutritive value is thus lost. If then the chemist finds

no loss of nutrition through the process of making ha}' from grass,

we have only to resort to practice for further testimony.

Fresh grass is made up of from sevent}' to eighty-five per cent,

of its own weight of water, varying in different varieties and at dif-

ferent stages of its growth. Prof. Jordan found in Timothy, just

before blossoming, sevent^'-eight per cent, of water. (See report

of experiments at State College.) Young clover has much more.

In feeding gi'ass in this green state, it is found that this large per-

centage of water is more than the animal requires ; hence, the

almost universal practice, when feeding grass in the soiling s^'stem,

or second crop in autumn, is to partiall}' dr}' it before feeding.

Better results are secured than when it is fed fresh. The latest

researches have quite conclusively proved that the solids of green

grass are no more digestible in the animal system than the}' are

when the same is dried into hay ; or, to put it in another form—
as large a percentage of the solids of ha}' are digestible as of the

grass from which it is made. Drying grass does not decrease Us

digestibilitfj.

Grass dried—made into hay—returns to the feeder just as good
results as it would have produced if it had been fed, in the same

stage of its growth, in a green state. Hence we have this nmch for

evidence that this class of fodder is not improved by being pre-

served by the new process. There is an impression prevaiHng

among feeders, that when green grass is consumed by stock, that
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the physical modifications, which it must pass through before it is

assimilated, are more easily secured than if the same were fed in a

dr^' state. It is believed that this impression is gained from a com-

parison of green grass with hay made from grass in a more mature,

and perhaps ripe, condition. If reliable conclusions arc to be

reached, the comparison should be made in like stages of growth.

It ma^' be that further experiments will establish new facts, but just

now there is a lack of proof that grass will net the farmer greater

profits preserved in silos or fed in a green state than if dried and

stored in the fonn of hay.

The strong i)oint which the advocates of silos and ensilage make,

however, is that this process makes it practicable to grow and

utilize fodder-corn to any extent desired for stock forage. (The
term " fodder-corn" is used in the sense usually understood when

used to designate corn grown without ears of grain expressly for

stock fodder. ) The great obstacle heretofore to its extensive pro-

duction has been the difficulty of preserving it in its full value. The

process of ensilage overcomes that difficulty, and its enthusiastic

advocates claim, will, when adopted, entirely revolutionize our agri-

culture. Gotfart says :
" If I speak more particularly of maize, it

is because I have found in that wonderful plant all the elements of a

new and boundless agricultural wealth, from the day when I arrived

at the assurance of its indefinite preservation b}' ensilage for the

nourishment of cattle throughout the whole 3'ear." Dr. Bailey claims,

with apparent honesty, that by this system a half dozen cows may
be fed a full 3-ear from a single acre of land

;
and that butter maj' be

made at a handsome profit for ten cents a pound, milk at one cent

a quart, and mutton for nothing. E. W. Stewart, of Erie county,

N. Y., a gentleman of large experience in feeding stock, a careful

writer, and reliable authority in agricultural matters, says : "I have

great confidence in the silos for the preservation of green food for

stock, and believe that it is likely to revolutionize our present system ;

but let us keep the imagination within the bounds of probability."

Rather than depend on the imagination for guidance in this mat-

ter, it will be well to enquire into the value of fodder-corn as stock

food. It has been grown by the farmers of Maine to a greater or

less extent as a supplement to the short pasturage of autumn, and

the universal testiraon}- is that it is not a rich fodder. Many
closely observing farmers have stoutly maintained that they could

get no benefit from feeding it. At the present time, probabl}^ there
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is no farmer among us who makes it a chief reliance, and onl}- uses

it as an accompaniment to otlier and better feed.

Examined by tlie chemist the same conchision is reached. Dr.

Atwater, of the Connecticut Experiment Station, examined samples

grown on the college farm at Orono, and reported the thin sown as

containing 88.1 per cent, water; the thick, 93.6 per cent. A crop

of twenty tons—a good j'ield for one acre—would, using the lowest

per centage, contain 4.760 lbs. dry matter, and 35.240 lbs. of water.

Using the larger per centage would give 2.560 lbs. diy matter, and

37.440 lbs. of water. A silo containing 500 tons corn ensilage,

giving it the beiiefit of the smaller water content, would contain

440.5 tons of water.

When examined for nutritive elements the estimate put upon it

b}- the feeder is corroborated. Aside from the fact that it contains

an excessive amount of water, the nutritive elements are not prop-

erly balanced. The full explanation of the office of the different

elements of nutrition in stock food will not be attempted, and only

such allusion made to it as seems necessar3^ It is an important

matter, and worth}" of the closest stud}', and will be treated at some

length in another part of this report.

The value of any cattle food is based upon the percentages it

contains of albuminoids, carbohydrates and fats. Each of these

classes have certain functions to perform by which the animal

economy is carried on. One class may be able to do what another

cannot. In a perfect food the}^ should maintain a ratio correspond-

ing with the demands of the animal. The albuminoids occupy by
far the most important place ;

and no cattle food will produce satis-

factory results when this class of nutritive elements do not come up
to the proper ratio with the others. Fodder corn is found to be

largely deficient in albuminoids
;

which fact, taken in connection

with the excess of water, accounts for the unsatisfactor}^ results

following all attempts to use it as an exclusive ration. The opera-

tion of ensilaging cannot add anything to its nutritive contents, nor

can it correct the proi)ortions of its nutritive ingVedients. Therefore

the ensilage^ as well as the fodder before this process, needs to have

gi-ain, cotton-seed-meal or some other highh' nitrogenous food com-

bined with it in order to secure satisfactory- results in feeding
it. The enthusiastic advocates of the sj'stem admit this. M.

G-offart says: "Sheep and cattle fatten with wonderful rapidity

upon maize ensilage; with the addition of eight to ten per cent, in
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weight of oil-cake-moal
"—a statomont which no one will question.

The point, however, to ])e noted is that the oil-cake is required in

order to secure such results. Bailey says :
" To receive the fullest

benefit there should he some nitrogenous food fed with the corn

ensilage." And again says :
" The ensilage is by no means a per-

fect food ; it is deficient in albuminoids." So important does this

fact appear to him, that he has secured letters patent for mixing
concentrated feed with the corn in the silo. If any one, then, who

has built a silo wishes to make his ensilage corn suitable for stock

food b}' mixing bran, or cotton-seed-meal with it at time of packing,

he can do so b}- paying a royalty to that great discoverer and public

benefactor. So we learn b}' this that all the experience we have to

refer to in this matter, points to the fact that corn ensilage is the

same imperfect food that the corn has been heretofore found to be

b}- those who have extensively used it. Gotfart still further admits

this in a back-handed wa}- by saying:
" My fodder of all kinds,

fed exclusivel}' to my animals, produces exacth' the same effects,

the same abundance of milk and butter, the same flavor and the

same color to the butter." Those of us who have tried to make

choice butter, and much of it, from fodder corn alone, can appreciate

the value of this statement. It is not a rich food.

There now remains one point more to be considered :
—Is the

nutritive value of fodder increased b}' the process of ensilage ? I

have here again to quote from the authorities so many times referred

to before. Goffart says, notwithstanding he has before said that he

obtained exactly the same results with the preserved as with the

green fodder—that " the nutritive power increases when it has been

softened hy lying several weeks in a silo." Dr. Bailey saj's :
" From

m}- experience in. feeding, so far, I consider ensilage to be worth

one-half as much as the best timothy hay ;" a statement so wild that

it would not be quoted hero were it not for the purpose of showing
how unreliable statements maj' be when made b}' interested parties.

With his estimate of eighty tons of green corn to the acre, holding

good in fact, we should then have the equivalent of forty tons of

the best of timofhy hay to the acre. Compared with this modern

Don Quixote, his distinguished predecessor pales into insignificance.

Wouldn't this " revolutionize agriculture !" He further saj'S :
"
m}'

experiments thus far, satisf}' me that the value of corn-fodder is

doubled b}' the softening and fermentive process which it undergoes
in the silo."
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The value of ensilage, as compared with the same fodder in a

green state, for stock food can only be fully determined bj' experi-

ment. An analysis alone is only an indicator of value, and to a

certain extent is valuable aid in determining the feeding value of a

product ; but its true value can only be ascertained by putting it to

the test of the organs of digestion and assimilation found in the

animal to which it is fed. Still, before accepting the testimony here

given, it may be well, although eutirel}' without that safe and reliable

guide, experience, to apply to this question—as we should to all

others of whatever nature—such reason and common sense as ma}'

be at command. Experince—admitted the best of all teachers in

these matters—proves what we learn through analvsis—that fodder-

corn is a weak food, and altogether unfit, alone, for stock food
;

that it 1)ecomes necessary to combine with it concentrated and

richer food of some kind in order to secure satisfactor}' results from

its use. Analysis proves the same—that is, that the ingi-edients of

a rich and valuable stock food are not contained in its contents.

Analysis may and does show the ingredients contained in a food

product, and what are not there. If the chemist cannot find cer-

tain ingi-edients from the fact that the}' do not exist there, then

when it is fed to the animal the organs of digestion cannot find

them.

So, when this corn goes into the silo, it carries nothing with it

that it did not before contain
;
and in this "

softening down "
noth-

ing is created. Therefore the conclusion is sound that the ensilage

contains nothing that the corn did not contain before it went in

there. Then, if there can be any increased feeding value to this

material, in this form, over the form it was in before the process of

ensilaging, it must come from material being made more digestible

by the change through which it passes. The low estimate placed

upon it, when fed in a green state, comes from there being an

excess of water, a low percentage of nutritive ingredients, and a

deficiency of albuminoid compounds. These defects cannot be cor-

rected by the process of ensilaging, and therefore must exist in the

ensilage. Determined, then, by whatever test it niay be submitted

to, there can be no improvement in food value of the material after

it goes into the silo. I cannot do better at this point than to quote

from that eminent authority, Samuel W. Johnson :

" That the silo cannot create any fodder, or that we cannot take

out Of the silo any food element that we do not put in, is evident."
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" It is, I scarcely doubt, equally true that ensilage is no more

palatable, no more digestible, and no more nutritious than the fresh

corn from which it is produced. The rumor that ensilage is wortlt

more, nay, much more than the fresh corn fodder, has nothing solid

to rest upon."

In the further elucidation of the question, as to the comparative

values of the fodder before and after its preservation, the results are

given of careful experiments, wliich have recently been made by

Moser at the Vicuna Experiment Station, and which show the

changes taking place in the gi-een fodder. This seems to be the

only reliable data we have at the present time upon this vital point.

Table I. needs no explanation. The experiments were made by

dertermining by analysis the composition of the green corn. Bun-

dles of the same, weighing 13.2 lbs.,were placed at different depths

in the silos and surrounded by the cut corn where all was covered in

the usual manner. At the end of several months it was taken

out, the ingredients determined by analysis, and the table shows

the result.

Table I.—Composition of Water-free Substance.

Deschiption op Sample.
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From these figures it will be seen that the fodder lost iu the pro-

cess of ensilage from 8.9 to 34.8 per cent, of its solids.

The following table shows the loss in each ingredient :

Table III.

Ingredients.

Frosh maizo
Sour maize, 17 inches from top..

Loss
Sour maize, 34 inches from top ..

Loss

Brown maizo, 34 inches from top.
Loss

Brown maize, 68 inches from top.
Loss

Fresh maize
Sour maize, 38 inches from top. .

Loss
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mperseeded by corn, but will remain as now, the king of crops. The

owner of light and sandy lands, where corn ordinarily delights

to grow and grass produces but scanty yields, may well consider

whether a revolution in the system may not be desirable. By com-

bining concentrated foods with the large production of green corn,

a large anioimt of stock food ma}' be secured to a given ai-ea, but

that it will be at a greatly reduced cost from present management

is not quite conceded.

From whatever standpoint, then, this question of silos and ensi-

lage is viewed, the extravagant claims and wild estimates of the

interested enthusiasts, which have been of late thrown upon the

attention of the farmer, are not sustained. Facts should always

have their due weight, and farmers should always be progressive,

—
willing to give all methods and pi-actices an impartial and candid

hearing, but at the same time be so cautious and considerate, as to

ever be guarded against any great and sudden innovations on what

are now conceded to be the best practices. Our agriculture is not

so thoroughly and radically wrong as to need to be completely rev-

olutionized at one swoop of the reformer's wand.

What has been intended here, is to present the subject in all

its bearings, calling attention to its advantages, and presenting its

objections, that any farmer considering the practicability of this

method of preserving stock food, may not be deceived by highly

colored representations, but maj- be aided in reaching just those

conclusions which experience with its use, would in time bring.

While, without question, silos will come into use with those feeders

wishing to preserve sugar beet leaves and beet pulp, and where

fodder corn is to be substituted in place of pasturage and hay mows,

yet it is not admitted that all our rich pasturage is to be given up

and our fields of waving timothy and rank clover exchanged for

green corn. And this position is taken on the ground that a further

trial and greater experience will not prove the change a desirable

one onl}' in isolated cases. So, too, it may again be repeated, it

will not be found economy' to ensilage grasses or other forage crops,

which can be easily prepared for preservation by drying.
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Cattle Foods and Methods of Producing Tliem;

BY A . W . CHEEVER,

Agricultural Editor "New England Farmer."

Mr. CJiairman,, and Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am very glad that the subject for our consideration this after-

noon is so closely related to the one treated by the lecturer of the

forenoon. Had the Secretar}' of your Board of Agriculture, when

selecting- topics for discussion here to-day, given you a lecture in

the morning on cattle breeding, in the afternoon on horticulture,

and in the evening on the education of farmers' sons, 30U might
have found it a little difficult to "switch off'" from one train of

thought to another more or less remote. In conventions like these

you are holding I like to see the subjects investigated as far as may
be,—clear to the bottom, and all difficulties arising, met and over-

come, or the methods of meeting them clearly pointed out.

In the lecture of the morning, Mr. Barnes endeavored to show

you wh}' j'our cheese factory enterprise has not had a greater suc-

cess, and chief among the reasons given is the fact that you sent

too little milk to the factory. You built a fine, large structure, and

fitted it up with all the appliances for making a large amount of

cheese, but failed to furnish the one essentail factor—milk. He
tells 3'ou, that you not only send too little milk while the season

lasts, but you make the season too short at both ends. Carrying
on a business of this kind in a small, half hesitating way, the profits

are necessarily small, and this leads to the temptation of hiring cheap

help, "which is often the dearest in the end. Having compared the

profits of 3'our factory with the one at Houlton, he has shown you,
not only that one is earning for its patrons nearly twice as much as

the other, but that the product of one factory is establishing a rep-

utation in the market, which will allow of a great increase in the

amount of goods manufactured, with no danger of over-stocking the

market.
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He has told ^•o^ that if yon would make your cheese factory here

pay you a larger profit, you must, first of all, contrive in some wa}'

to furnish the cheese factory plenty of milk with which to work ;

that you must hegin sending earlier in the spring, and continue the

supi>ly as late in the fall as possible ;
in short, you must work the

factory to its full capacity, in order to obtain full rates of interest

on the capital invested. "Witli a larger supply of milk you can

afiTf)rd to employ more competent cheese-makers, and witli more

milk and a higlier grade of help, the product will be increased, both

in quantity and quality, while its character and reputation will go

far toward increasing the final net profits to be divided among the

patrons.

I have fancied, as I sat listening to the speaker this morning, that

some of you may have thought to yourselves, that it is not half so

easy to double the quantity of milk sent to the factory, as to figure

out the increased profits on paper. Indeed, I have already heard the

remark since I entered the town, that the factory here can never

j-ield so good returns as do factories in some of the surrounding

towns, because the pastures here are too cold and wet in the spring,

and pinched by drought in autumn, or they have been depleted by

a long continued course of cropping without receiving any return for

the plant-food they have yielded up. I have fancied too, when

noting the preponderance of gray heads in this audience, that possi-

bly many of the young men of this region had lost confidence in the

ability of New England soil to support a famil}' in accordance with

modern ideas, and that many of the boys, who were bred on these

once beautiful hills, and along the banks of these musical streams,

have alread}' been captured b}- some western railroad director or

land speculator, and are now engaged in sapping the fertility of the

prairies, just as a former genei-ation sapped the once fertile lands

of New England.

But I see some young men here, and some young women, too,

who, judging by the close attention they have given to the words of

the speaker, ai-e deeply interested in the subject which has been

presented and so ably discussed during the earlier session of the

day.

It will be my airti this afternoon, to endeavor to point out and

illustrate one of the methods by which a greater amount of milk

can be furnished to the factory. I might urge the selection or*

breeding of better cows, or cows better adapted to the cheese dairy,
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but this, it seems to me, is a seconclar}^ matter. It is of little use

to purchase superior cows, if they are to be turned into a barren

pasture to find their support. It is true that the cow manufactures

the milk, but equall}' true that not an ounce is drawn from the

udder that has not first entered the mouth in the shape of food. I

claim that no man is justified in purchasing an animal or in allowing

his animals to propagate the species on his hands, without first mak-

ing himself reasonably sure that he can furnish those animals with a

full sup[)ly of wholesome, nourishing food, suited to their wants.

80, in the time allotted me in this discussion, I will speak of

methods of increasing the food supply on dairy fainns.

I might urge the importance of improving pasture lands, and

would advise this course, wherever practicable, but I see many
obstacles in the wa}' for any marked or rajjid improvement in this

direction. Your pastures are large and the fences poor ;
their sur-

face is covered, in man}' cases, by slumps and ti-ees, which must be

removed before the land can be greatl}' improved b}' cultivation, and

a large portion can never be profitably worked, till it is brought

under a thorough sj'stem of drainage. These obstacles, if removed,

will incur an expense that would rarely be met b}" an}' return that

lands can possibly yield under a system of pasturage. At the best,

the pasturing season is short, requiring the feeding of mowing lands

in the fall, much to their damage, while in the flush of feed in mid-

summer, there is great waste from the tramping and defilement

caused by the animals pastured .

I would not, however, ignore all the advantages and conveniences

of a good pasture, but would endeavor by aU economic means to

keep the pastures worth}^ the name.

Whoever looks abroad over the farms of New England, cannot

but see that her agriculture is more or less in a trausitor}' state.

The old agriculture was a system of cropping, the new agriculture

will be a system of cultivation. The era of virgin soil and spon-

taneous productions has already passed awa}' in mv state, and is

rapidly passing away in 3'ours, except perhaps, in those valleys on

your northern border, which the western emigrant has unwisely

passed by. The old fields require cultivation and the application of

plant food to replace in part, that which successive cropping has

removed.

Were I to purchase a farm in Maine, I am sure that I should

transplant certain methods which I now follow on my dairy farm at
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Sheldonville. If I found a pasture, which h}' a littlo repairing ot

the out-side fence, would hold cattle so long as the feed was good
and abundant, I should certainly repair the fence and turn my stock

in after the ground was settled in the spring and tlic feed well

started
; hut, so soon as the feed became short and scanty, I should

take out all my best milkers, and let the young stock and dry
cows remain to use up what feed grew ; or I should feed the entire

herd, at the barn, night and morning, allowing the animals to drink,

perhaps, and take a little exercise in the pasture during a short

period each day. I should begin on the best plow-land near the

buildings to prepare for growing the food required for these morning
and night feedings. I might not remove every obstruction to the

plow at once, but as the best land near the buildings is to be con-

stantlj- devoted to ci'ops which require smooth lands, I should aim

to put it in first-class condition as early as practicable.

If the season is autumn, I should select the most suitable spot I

could find, and put in a crop of winter rye to be cut the following

spring, to feed green. Winter rye may be grown where potatoes

or the corn crop has been removed ; or it may be sown on an inverted

grass sod. li^e does best on a warm, sandy loam, where water will

never stand in Avinter, and where the frost cannot destroy it by heav-

ing. Four bushels of seed per acre will, on suitable land, produce
a fine, heavy growth, and cutting may commence just as soon as

it will turn out a foir, paying crop, which will be as soon as the first

indication of heading is noticeable. It will nearly double in weight

during the next week or ten da3's, and if not all fed green,

should be cut and made into hay before the blossoms full.

The land may then be ploughed and planted to potatoes, corn,

beans or man}- varieties of garden vegetables, or it may be sown

with other forage crop like millet or Hungarian grass. The weight
of the crop will depend very much upon the amount of manure

applied to the land at the time of sowing the seed, but one need

charge nothing to the crop for interest on capital, nor for the use of

the laud, as the rA'e will grow at both ends of the year, when the

land would otherwise lie idle.

If the r3'e is followed by field corn, it ma}', in the northern por-

tions of New England, be necessary to select an early maturing

variety. The season of green cutting may be somewhat extended

by having two or more sowings from September first to October
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first, oi" even later, though the difference in the time of blooming
will be less than the difl'erence in the time of sowing the seed.

Winter wheat is an equally good crop for feeding green and comes

in just after the rye season is past. My own farm of twent^'-six

acres has now growing upon it about nine acres of winter rye and

wheat which will be cut for green feed or hay next Ma}' ; from one

and one-half to two tons per acre being a moderate j'ield of well

cured dry fodder. These crops, whether dry or green, are a great

help to a farmer, who in the spring of the 3ear fiuds his hay mow
insufficient for carrying his stock through to the time for turning to

pasture. They add to the length of the green food season, and

cows will always increase in their ^neld of good milk or butter, when

changed from dry hay to green rye or wheat.

Owing to a short hay crop last 3'ear, my own cattle were kept on

rye ha^' for nearly- a month previous to turning to pasture, and the

past spring yielded nearh' their usual flow of milk. In California

hay from grain is more common and better known in the markets

than hay made from grasses.

Rj'e will, on man}- farms, fill the gap between ha}' and grass, but

when the area of pastui'e is limited, I would sow early in spring, as

soon as the soil is in suitable condition, a field of spring rye at the

rate of four bushels per acre. This crop will come immediately fol-

lowing the winter rye or wlieat. Oats may be sown at the same

season, but they will be longer in coming to the scythe. Oats will

need five bushels of seed, if it is desired to have the straw fine and

soft. A little later barley may be sown, for the same purpose, using

four bushels of seed.

After the danger from spring frosts is passed. Western or Southern

dent corn, may be sown broadcast at the rate of eight to ten bushels

of seed per acre, well worked in with a disk harrow or cultivator.

This is rather expensive seeding, and no larger plot should be

devoted to this crop than will be required for green feeding, and the

cutting should all be finished by the time the growth has reached

four feet in height. It will then be full of green, healtliy leaves and

but a small i)roportion of stalk. If allowed to stand late the lower

leaves fade and die, and the stalks which are densely shaded, are

very inferior, especially if they fall down and lie for weeks on the

ground. Corn sown thickly, later in the season, after the weather

becomes warm and favorable to rapid growth, would be almost sure

to lodge and rot on the ground. The later plantings I prefer to
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make in drills, using from fifteen to twenty quarts of seed per acre.

I have grown the sweet varieties quite largely, but a large variety- of

common field corn will bring a very satisfactory crop, planted thin

enough in drill to yield fair sized ears in case the crop exceeds the

demands of the stock kept. A stalk of sweet corn will usually be

preferred b}- cattle to a stalk of field corn of the same size, age

and weiglit, but the seed is slower to germinate, and it is more

expensive than seed of field corn. Corn ma}' be planted at inter-

vals of a week or ten days, from the first warm weather, till early in

Jul}'. If i)iit in later, its growth is slow, and earl}' frosts will be

likely to injure it ver}' seriously.

I suppose corn has been grown for green fodder, to a considerable

extent in Maine, for many j'cars, but I believe its culture may be

consideiably increased in all the dairy sections, and with satisfac-

tory results. It is gi'own, I suppose, for bridging over the usual

season of drought in early autumn, and is given morning and night

to cows that run in pastures all day. If one desires to increase his

business it may constitute with a ration of grain the entire forage

of the animals. The same ma}"^ be said of the other crops, I have

named—rye, oats, wheat, barley and millet.

The last named may be sown at any time when the season is

suited to corn planting. I think this plant, in some of its varieties,

should be better known in Maine, than it seems to be, judging by
the numerous enquiries on the subject, addressed to the New Eng-
Imid Farmer. Millet, whether the common variet}', with a green

head, turning to amber as it ripens ; Hungarian grass, with its

smaller purple spike, or the later and larger variety recenth' intro-

duced from the West, is not a perennial, producing crops 3'ear after

3'ear, like timothy grass and red top, but it is an annual plant, and

is valued chiefly, because of its luxuriant and rapid growth, allow-

ing a crop to be grown in a comparativel}' short time after the seed is

sown. It grows best in hot weather, and like corn, likes a light,

warm soil, though it will do well on clay land, that is sufficiently dry

and mellow. It will make a crop of hay in fewer days, from the

seed, than any agricultural plant known to New England farmers.

It is so vigorous a grower, that it will for once, make a large growth

on soils not over rich, but successive crops on the same land will

require manure. One bushel of seed (48 pounds) is the quantity

usually sown per acre, and a smaller quantity would be too little.
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"Where there is a mowing field that shows signs of decline, and needs

plowing and re-seeding, the grass may be cut early, say, b}- the mid-

dle or last of June, and the sod turned over for growing a crop of

millet. If the work is pushed along, and the cultivation well done,

and a fair dressing of some kind of fertilizer applied, there should

be no difficult}' in obtaining two tons of good hay from each acre

sown, provided the season is at all favorable. A full crop maybe
obtained from seed sown at am' time between June first and the

middle of Julv. The later variety, previously' alluded to, often

called golden millet, requires a longer season, and if a full crop is

expected, must not be sown later than the first of July. I grew a

a crop the past summer after early cut ha}', which in September,

yielded at the rate of over eighteen tons of green fodder per acre,

and a measured area cut, and dried near a kitchen stove for two

months, or till quite brittle, weighed at the rate of over four

and three-fourths tons per acre. The fodder is coarse, and

seldom lodges while growing, but cattle are very fond of it when

cured for hay.

Wheu the season becomes too fiir advanced, for sowing millet or

planting corn, I use all otherwise idle land for growing fall crops of

spring grain. I have grown oats, wheat and barley with excellent

success, but barley gives the best satisfaction, as it is less subject to

rust than oats, and the seed is usualh' cheaper than wheat. None

of these crops are materially injured by autumnal frosts. I have

cut heavy crops of barle}', that have stood under several inches of

snow, and have cut it after the germ was considerably frozen. Less

seed is required for fall sowing, as the growth is rapid during July
and August, and there is danger of waste from lodging, if it stands

too thickly. Three bushels of good seed barley is enough for fall

seeding. It may be sown from the middle of Juh- to the middle of

August. Have had a good crop from seed sown the 23d of August,
but the crop is usuall}' lighter when put in ver}' late.

These late grown summer and fall crops may be cured for hay

just so long as good hay weather lasts. I made hay this year of

barlc}', grown after a crop of winter wheat had been cut for seed,

the wheat being out of the way the 10th of Juh'. Hay often cures

very slowl}', late in the season, but as the cold increases, there is less

necessity for getting it very dry, as it will heat in the mow much less

readil}' in October than in Jul}'. In naming forage plants, I must

not forget our leading staple grass. Nothing is better than grass,
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and nothing is grown more clu'ivply on land that jnst snits it. The

crops I have previonsly named, except oats, all do best on rather

warm land, snch as is not the very best for growing successive crops

of hay without frequent re-dressing.

Nor are all grasses alike in their habits of growth or actual value

for hay. Orchard grass, {Drn^ti/Jis gJomernfa) is a grass that should,

I think, be better known by New England Farmers. It is one of the

earliest to ripen, coming into flower with the June or Kentiiek}'

blue grass, {Poa pratensis) sometimes called spear grass, and like

that is remarkable for its habit of producing heavy second, and even

third crops the same season ; and mainly composed of long, soft

leaves, which make the very best quality of rowen hay. My rule for

seeding an early mowing is two bushels orchard grass (28 lbs.), one

bushel June grass (14 lbs.), and eight to twelve pounds common
red clover. Have sown fields early in the spring, which have

yielded three heavy cuttings the same 3'ear ;
and have sown in

August and had a crop to cut in October.

I prefer to sow, usually, the last of Jul}' or first of August, as

orchard grass is too tender to bear very late fall seeding. After

the first year it is as hard}' as other grasses.

Orchard grass should be put on the best grass land, such as may
be expected under high manuring to produce heavy rowen crops

every season. Dry lands, like sandy plains, or gravelly knolls,

are unsuited to it, so are level meadows that are over-flowed in

winter and liable to be covered b}- a coating of ice. It is ver}^

desirable not to have the haying season come aW at once. Early
and late varieties, if kept separate, enable one to push his haying

leisurely, making it possible to cut each variety at the verN'best time,

which is not the case when Timothy, red-top and clover only are

grown, and these mixed in the same field.

The very latest crop for feeding green, except cabbages, that I

have yet grown, is winter rye and barley, sown together at the rate

of from one to one and one-half Imshels of seed per acre of each

variety. Winter rye sown very earl}' in autumn on rich land, will

sometimes make so heavy a growth, as to endanger the crop winter-

ing safely, and yet it may not pay very well for mowing ; but if

barley is sown with it the two together will turn out a large, hcav}'

swath. The barley running up with a strong stem helps some-

what to support the rye and prevent it from lodging or pressing too

closely on the ground. I have had but one season's experience

3
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with those grains mixed, l)ut am so well pleased with the results

thus far, that I shall continue the experiment further. Mr. A. W.
Putnam of Danvers, Mass., and others in the vicinity, have had a

larger experience, and write me highly favorable reports of their

success. The sowing of the two together, ma}' continue at intervals

of a week or ten da^s, from early in July to the middle or last of

September, and the crop will afford cuttings till after the ground
freezes. M3' last cutting this year was made the first week in

November, the late frost having injured it very slightly. One

advantage of growing these grains together is that a full crop of rN'e

may be expected the following spring and without the expense

of the second plowing and seeding. It is like sowing grass seed

with a grain crop, the gx-ain to be cut this 3'ear, and the grass next.

The question may be asked, which of these several forage crops

named is, on the whole, the best ? I should answer, that each is

best in its appropriate place and season. I grow them all, and can

at present dispense with none. When the growing of grain crops

specially for fodder Avas first introduced, some farmers felt that it

was wicked, claiming that it was interfering with nature, to cut

down a field of rye or oats just as it was coming into bloom. Well,

it may require a little courage to strike a scythe into the first rj^e

field in the spring before it is moi'e than half grown.

Some of us possibly, rnay estimate how many gallons of good

whiskey the crop would have made, if allowed to stand for seed.

But seriously, wh}' is it less natural to grow these gi-ains and cut

them for fodder, when they are in the very best condition for that

use, than to cut our common English grasses when in bloom, instead

of letting them stand to ripen their seed?

This talk about certain methods and customs being contraiy to

nature, is often verv weak talk. Almost everything we eat, drink

or wear, is in some sense, the result of methods that are more or

less contrary to nature. Our butter and cheese, the flesh of domes-

ticated animals, eggs, veal and all cultivated fruits, are more or less

artificial products. I contend that a man or a nation of men are

living up to the highest ideal of conformity to nature when all the

good things found on this beautiful earth of ours are made to serve

man's highest and purest desires. The time may come when popu-

lation will be so dense in this country, that it will be unprofitable to

keep cattle at all, and man will use food direct from nature at first

hands
;
when it will not, as now, be considered good economy to
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feed ten pounds of good corn nioal that would sustain a man a.

week to a hog, and take in return one pound of bone, muscle and

fat which will not support him well a single day. But that da^- has

not arrived. We are now wishing to know how we can remain in

New England on the farms where we were born, and among asso-

ciations that are dear to us, and obtain a good comfortable living
and maintain a respectable position in societj-. To do this we must
have money, and the main question is how to get it. Here in Milo

you have put capital into a cheese factory. Facts have been pro-
duced here to-day showing that there is some money in cheese

making l)y such systems as you have followed. The lecturer from

Aroostook county has given 3'ou figures proving it a better business,

as carried on there. Now whicli will you do, move to Aroostook,
or stay where you ai'e ?

A part of the business there is clearing and fencing new land.

Yours is already cleared and fenced. A part of the work of the

new settler is to build a house, a barn, and dig a well. You have

them all. A part of the income from farms in a new country goes
for building churches, school houses, roads and bridges. These

3'ou have in abundance, all built and paid for. With all these

advantages in your favor, can you not make as large a profit from

your lands here, as you could from the new lands of Aroostook

county, or the prairies of the West? I believe you can, but 3'ou

must Avork them more
; must make a more full use of the capital

you have invested. By adopting so much of the system I have

described as may seem adapted to your wants or locality, you will

be able to keep your land in almost constant use. The successful

merchant or manufacturer aims to turn his capital often, and by so

doing, to work on small margins. A profit of two per cent, a month,
is more than four times better than a profit of six per cent, a year.

Very few of the crops, I have named, require much over two months

for their growth. Our single crop of hay, which is grown on so

many thousands of acres here in New England, grows in less than

three months, and a rowen crop, when we get one, seldom requires

more than sixty days for its maturity. But there are twelve months

in the year, and if we have interest to pay on a mortgage, it is

reckoned for the whole 365 days. So our taxes and insurance are

paid for the whole year. Can we aflTord to do business in that way ?

If so, can we not better afford to use our capital more of the

time? I believe we can. I believe after a crop of potatoes has
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ripened, it is better to dig tliem, and tlien grow on the same land a

crop of barley for fodder, at the rate of one and a-half or two

tons per acre, than to leave the field to grow up to weeds, that may
have to be mowed and burned, before the potatoes can l)e reached.

If you find late in June, you have a piece of grass land so badly

run-out that it will need plowing before another year comes round,

I believe you will do better to cut what grass there is, turn over the

sod, apply a suitable quantity of fertilizer, and sow to millet, getting

two tons of good fodder per acre, for filling you empty hay mows,
than to let it lie idle all summer.

I believe that cultivated lands on side hills, are safer from blow-

ing and washing away tln-ough the late fall, winter and earh- spring,

when they are covered by a coat of winter r^-e or wheat, than if left

bare and exposed to the full action of the elements.

I believe that two or three annual forage crops grown in one year,

add much to the fertility and improve the texture of soils by the large

amount of roots and stubble that is left to be turned under. The

clay soils of this State, it seems to me, would be greatl}' improved
in texture by such a course. The stubble from a heav}- crop of

winter rye cut green, almost equals an average grass sod, in its

amount of vegetable matter. Of course, it is understood that

maiuire or fertilizer, in sufficient amount, must be applied to make

a crop grow.

The best rotation to follow in growing successiA'e crops the same

season, is a question for each to decide, according to his own i)ecu-

liar circumstances. Winter rye or wheat will follow almost all our

summer crops, except late cabbages and joots. An early variety of

field corn will have ample time to ripen fit to cut and stack, planted

after winter rye cut for fodder. Millet and fodder corn may be

grown after spring grains have been harvested, and all the spring

grains ma}' be grown after a crop of the same has ripened seed. A
heavy crop of fodder corn may be grown, by sowing the seed with

a drill, or planting by hand between rows of early potatoes, ten

days or two week before digging. The digging will equal one good

hoeing. A little fertilizer sprinkled on the rows at planting, will of

course, be required.

In an orchard of bearing apple trees, chiefly winter varieties, I

cut in the summer of 1878, a crop of winter rye in Ma}' ; a full crop

of oats in July, which was followed by a heavy crop of barlc}', fit

for cutting, in September, or before it was time to gather the fruit
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on the trees. Each of the forage crops was headed out. and all had

attained their full height. Such a system of culture, allows one to

work near his home, most of the time, and within hearing of his

dinner bell. It saves a vast amount of extra expense in travelino-

and teaming, if the work can be kept near the buildings. It makes
a man with a twenty-live-acre farm, feel that he has a fifty-aere

farm, except when he pavs taxes or interest, and it does enable one

to easily keep double the stock, and make double the milk, butter or

cheese, that can be made by the old one-crop-a-j-eair system. The
farmer who adopts this system to any considerable extent, will find

that his farm will be far less infested by grasshoppers and crickets,

than when the soil is left undisturbed year after year. These insects

hatch from eggs laid in the ground, usually mowing fields, where the

young will find suitable food at once, and in abundance, but if the

soil is worked often, their family afiairs are so interfered with, that

they have poor chance for existence. My own farm of twenty-six

acres, has at times, been badly over-run with these voracious insects,

but the past year, with tweutj' acres under the plow, a grasshopper
has been rarely seen.

But the one great advantage to be gained by a sj'stem of crop cul-

tivation, in [)hice of exclusive pasturing for dairy stock, is from the

saving in fences. A fence around a permanent pasture is a thing
of necessity, for the present at least, here in New P^ngland. In

countries where the land is cultivated better than with us, cattle are

sometimes tethered out, or are watched by an attendant ; but here

where pastui-e fences are required, as they are on most of our New
England farms, I care not how substantial they are built. Good
fences make good neighbors, but I find by referring to statistics

that our self-imposed fence taxes are b}* far the heaviest taxes we

pa}-, unless the tax for tobacco and spirits be excepted. According
to the returns of the United States census bureau, the live stock in

the whole country in the year 1870, including horses, cattle, mules,

sheep and swine, amounted to the sum of $1,095,211,935. The
estimated value of the fences required for restraining these animals,

was $1,748,529,185, while the value of all the crops gi'own that

year, and which had been saved from destruction by those animals,

amounted in round numbers to $2,450,000,000. These are large

amounts, almost beyond human comprehension, for to count a single

million of dollars, counting at the rate of one dollar a second, and

ten hours per day, would require a full month, Sundays included,
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and to count a billion, would at the same rate, take one the nice

little period of eighty-three years ; and to count the proceeds of our

country's agricultural productions for a single 3'ear, would require

the services of three eighty-year old men, their entire lives from the

cradle to the grave.

It is little use to attempt to realize the extent of such values, but

by casting awa}^ the seven right hand figures in these amounts, we

can comprehend the relative proportion one set bears to another set.

Looking at it in this way, we find that the relative value of our live

stock, fences and crops is 165 : 174 : 245
;
or in other words it takes

one dollar and seventy-four cents worth of fence to keep one dollar

and sixty-five cents worth of animals from eating up and destroying

two dollars and forty-five cents worth of products. Is this, I ask,

a specimen of good economy, either individual or political? It

occurs to me not.

You may saj' that these fences are largely, permanent structures,

and that the picture makes the case look worse than it realh* is.

Well, let us look at it in another light. It is estimated upon

equally- good authority that the cost of fences at the present time in

the United States, (1880) has reached $2,000,000,000. Now the

annual cost of keeping these in repair, of building when needed,

together with the interest and taxes on the same, is, according to

careful estimates made by Orange Judd and published in the Ameri-

can Agriculturist, sufficient to pay all the cost of our United States

arm}', nav}', general government expenses, including pensions, and

leave enough balance to pay ever}^ cent of the intei'est on the public

debt. This, remember, is our annual fencing tax.

I am very glad to learn through recent volumes of your reports

of the State Board of Agriculture, that the farmers of Maine are

looking into this matter.

I am glad also, to see so man}' farms with the roadside fences

removed, in your own and adjoining counties. The old saying that

good line fences make good neighbors, is no more true than that

no fences on the roadside make good neighbors. The law in nearly

all the states now makes it obligatory upon the owner of cattle to

keep those cattle upon his own premises, so that he who owns no

animals is not compelled to fence against those who do.

Roadside fences are a temptation to some persons to pasture the

higluva}', and they are alwa^'S inclined to cultivate habits of laziness

•or carelessness in boj's, who are sent to drive or watch cattle on the
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road. A case of my own may illustrate the point. A neigh])or,

some years ago, was in the habit of turning his animals into the

street to eat the grass growing on his own side, but the cattle find-

ing that insufficient, or liking that by ni}- fields better, were repeat-

edly- straying, and frequentlj' came inside through an}- open gate or

other entrance into m}- garden and fields. Finding that driving the

cattle home did little good, I unhung m}- roadside gates, pulled up
all the bar posts, loaded the bars upon a wagon and carried all to the

wood pile, selecting the best of course, for use in the pasture fences.

No words were spoken, no notices posted up, nor any threats made,
but not a hoof from that neighbor's stock has troubled me since ;

and now other neighbors are dispensing with their roadside fences,

though not to the commendable extent I find here in some of your
towns.

In this connection let us imagine what is the moral effect upon
those who build them, especially of fences around our village lots,

where there is nothing to fence out. Do we mean to give our neigh-

bors to understand that our yards are our castles, and that whoever

sets foot therein without permission may be kicked out ? Do we
need expensive picket fences all around our half acre or quarter

lots, to mark their boundary lines ? How much neater does a village

look, where there are no fences between lots of the different proprie-

tors ; how much more like an extensive lawn or park, all dotted

over b}- tast}- homes ! The corner of a fence affords a great temp-

tation to use it as a depositor}- for rubbish of all kinds, old boots,

broken crockery, disabled furniture, etc., and on farms, as a recep-

tacle for worn out implements, old wheels and the like.

I have seen both methods tried in villages, and I find that where

fences are dispensed with, both boundary and roadside, that the

surroundings are almost invariablj- kept neat and tid}-. A habit of

neatness comes naturall}-, and it is contagious too.

Now, b}' depending less upon pastures for our stock, and more

upon crops grown specially for feeding at the l>arn, (and all such crops

should be fed at the barn) we will gradually learn to dispense with

a verj- large proportion of the fences we now deem necessary, and

thus greatly lighten the burthen of taxation. The saving of manure

is also an item of no small account, when considering this matter of

doubling our stock and increasing our profits.

Manure, either solid or licpiid, dropped by cattle in wooded

pastures, mirey swamps or barren hillsides, is of little value to the
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farmer, compared to that wliich lies in his bain cellar mixed with

enough dr}' earth of some kind, or straw, or other material to retain

the liquids, and which can be drawn out at will and cultivated into

the soil for a farm crop.

In doubling up a stock of cows for cheese making, one will of

course use his own judgment as to the better course to pm-sue. He

can buy cows at once, and purchase feed sutlicient to keep them

the first 3"ear, after which, if he has plenty of good land he ma}' be

able to grow most of the food, by using the accumulated manure ;

or he maA' purchase manure or fertilizers, and raise his cattle foods

in advance. In either case capital will be required. I should ad-

vise no one to make very sudden changes in his plans or methods,

but to mature his plans fulh', and then adopt changes graduall}'. I

doubled the stock on mj' own farm, and also doubled its capacity

for production in four or five ^ears. The farm formerly- kept about

a dozen head, but now keeps more than twice that number. I

wanted to produce more milk, and saw no better way, as I thought

and still think, than to give more food. I find it better economy to

buy fertilizers and grow fodder than to bu}- fodder. I aim to keep

what capital I have in land constantly employed, and to gTow as

large crops as seems practicable. "What the possibilities of a twent}'-

five acre farm may be, I am hardl}- prepared, as j'et, to venture a

guess ;
but after five gears' trial of the s^-stem I have attempted to

describe, and keeping at least six times as much stock as m}' pas-

ture could carry, I am fully convinced that any land of fair qualit}'

may be depended upon to keep a stock of dair^' cows through the

3'ear at the rate of one cow for each and everj' acre cultivated, giving

them all the forage they can possibly consume. Whether the grain

ration, which ever}' cow in milk should have, could also be grown
on the same land, is with me an open question. It is claimed that

it has been done, and I am inclined to believe that it can be, on

very good land.

Buying wheat bran and cotton seed meal for feeding milch cows,

in connection with fodder grown on the farm, is one method of buy-

ing fertilizers for the soil. When large quantities of either of these

grains are purchased, fed judiciously, and the manure saved, a farm

should not grow poorer, even though the milk is sold for cheese-

making.

In closing I would again advise entering upon a new system with

caution. Do not adopt any new practice on a large scale till you
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have looked the ground well over, and decided wherein 3-011 en 11 im-

prove by a change. Adopt just so much of a new system as seems

adapted to your own peculiar needs. Don't give away your pas-

tures, nor spend a small fortune in removing fences at once. But

you ma^' put in an acre of winter rye in its season, to be cut green
for your cows early in spring. You may also put in a field of oats,

barley or othci- spring gi'ain for forage only. And 30U can safely

try some idle acre with a crop of millet, sown in midsummer. You
can endeavor to use your land more near the buildings instead of

running in debt for the adjoining ftirm. Learn to concentrate forces.

In sliort, do a good deal of thinking, and I doubt not you will come
to think wisely.
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PRINCIPLES OF MANURING.

A Paper on the value, production and use of Manures, by W. H. Jordan,

B. S., Instructor in Agriculture at the Maine State College.

General Considerations.

I do not want ni}" farmer friends to pass by this article and not

read it, because they more than half suspect that it is so very theo-

retical and scientific that they can't understand it, or gain an}' prac-

tical knowledge from it. I wish every word read, even if you do not

find a single fact new to you, or do not believe half I state. I shall

try to write, so that the ideas I advance can be understood and

applied to your farm practice. I also propose to state nothing but

facts, and these largel}' in the form of well established principles

that lie at the foundation of the farmer's prosperity. The life of the

farmer is too real ; his margin of profits too narrow for him to spend

veiy much time and money in proving any theory or notion to be

unsound.

I write this paper, not that I feel especially compi^tent to teach

others about the great facts of agricultural science, nor because it is

in m}' power to solve all the knott}' problems that farmers meet, but

because I wish to suggest some of the truths that have alreadv been

of help to thousands of farmers ; old truths the}' may be, but which

are still largeh* ignored.

Farmers live by doing two things, growing crops and growing

animals, and the millennium will come to agriculture when its devo-

tees possess all knowledge in regard to these two operations. From

the soil and air come crops ;
from the crops animals. "We make use

of manures as an aid to crop production, and therefore as an aid to

the growing of animals ; in fact we can say that for Maine farming,

manures serve as a basis for production of both kinds.

T\\ o important facts stare fanners in the face, viz : 1 . That b}'

certain methods of farming the soil can be brought into such a con-

dition that it will refuse to grow paying crops. 2. That ni.anures

will not only remedy but prevent such a state of alfairs.
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The method of farming that is surest to incapacitate most soils

for phmt production, is that of continuous cropping without the use

of manures. B}' such practices the fertile plains of the West have

in some states been brought to a condition that requires for their

cultivation, methods similar to those for a long time used of neces-

sit}- in Maine. A sj^stem of farming that leads to such a resnlt

should be designated as careless, and ignorant, especiall}- in older

states. Judged b}- its results, what proportion of Maine agriculture

could escape the above designation ?

Cause of Infertility.

What change does the soil undergo that diminishes its power for

plant production? We must arrive at an answer to this question

somewhat indirectl}'. A discussion of the changed composition of

the soil, as shown by analysis, would not tell us all we desire to

know.

If a plant is burned some of it passes off and disappears in the

air, and a portion remains behind as the ash. When wood is burned

we speak of the residue as " ashes." Were I to burn a stalk of

wheat or corn with the ripened grain attached, and carefully save

and anah'ze the ash, I should find it to contain several compounds,

made up principally of the following substances, viz : phosphorous,

sulphur, silicon, chlorine, potassium, sodium, calcium, maguesium
and iron. A similar examination of that portion of the plant which

passed off in the air would reveal the presence of oxygen, hydrogen,

nitrogen and carbon. The plant in growing had gathered these ma-

terials from the soil and air. From them the plant had been builded

by the forces of nature. Now if these materials are available in

sufficient quantities, there seems to be no reason wh}' a plant

may not reach its fullest size and development. In fact, there sel-

dom is any reason wh}* luxuriant crops do not grow, save a simple

lack of materials to grow from. Is this lack one that extends to

all, or onl}' part of the ingredients that plants are found to contain?

In replying to this question, it should first be stated that not all the

substances found in plants are absolutely essential to their growth.

It seems that vegetable life n)akes use of some substances snnply

because they are at hand, and not because they are needed.

Our German friends have proved for us what are the essential

constituents of the structure of our common agricultural plants, and

they have conclusively shown that any of our ordinary crops could
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not be growu ou land entirel}- destitute of the compouiuls of an}- one

of the substances, nitrogen, phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, potash,

lime, magnesia or iron.* Oxygen and hydrogen can be furnished

from water, and carbon may come entirely' from the air. Nature

must have ever}' one of the above ingredients in order to construct

phiuts. But if the demand is absohite, what about the supply. To

state our former question a little more differently',
—what one or ones

of these essential ingredients do plants fail to obtain from "run out"

soils?

So long as it is a fact that poor crops are almost always the result

of a deficiency of the materials of growth, it is very necessary for

us to know just what is deficient, in order that we ma}' supply a

larger quantity of the material lacking. 1 have growing this year,

on the college farm, a piece of experimental corn. Some of the

plots received no manure this year, while others were manured with

a mixture containing bones that had been treated with oil of vitriol,

potash salts and dried blood. The corn receiving no fertilizer is

small and poorly eared, or with no ears at all, while that to which

was applied the above mixture is quite tall, and very fairly eared.

Had it not been for the drought, the latter would have been nice

corn. Evidently the mixture of substances applied furnished an

additional supply of those ingredients that were not present in the

soil in an available form sufficiently large to meet the demands of a

good crop of corn. The mixture contained phosphoric acid (in the

bone) , potash (in the potash salts) ,
and nitrogen (in the dried blood) ,

as the essential ingredients. Sulphuric acid, lime and magnesia

were also present in the fertilizer. Besides the ingredients men-

tioned as present in the mixture, the plant took up oxygen, hydro-

gen, carbon, silica, chlorine, sodium, iron, and possibly small quan-

tities of one or two other substances. Experience has demonstrated,

however, that when a fertilizer supplies phosphoric acid, potash and

nitrogen compounds, nature can do the rest. To epitomize the

whole matter I will make the following statements :

1. To grow fifty bushels of corn a certain quantity of a certain

number of ingredients are absolutely necessary.

2. The soil and air can always furnish a sufficient quantity of a

part of these ingredients, while the supply of others in an available

form may become exhausted.

* Chlorine and silica may be necessary in very minute quantities.
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3. The ossonti;il materials for vegetable growth that the soil and

air can always furnish in abundance are oxygen, hydrogen, carbon

and iron, sulphuric acid, lime and magnesia being very seldom

wanting. So long as only minute quantities of silica and chlorine

are needed we have no occasion to fear but that any soil will meet

all the possible demands that can be made for those substances.

Inexhaustible stores of carbon exist in the air and in decaying

vegetable and animal matter, oxygen and hydrogen are as free as

water, while it would be utter nonsence to purposely' put iron iu a

fertilizer.

4. The substances that plants most often have need to hunger
after are nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash. A "run out" soil

may Inck one, two or all of these in an available condition, but a

soil is seldom found that fails in any other materials.

5. The main reason why sulistances called manure cause an

increase of crops is that they contain all or part of these valuable

ingredients, nitrogen, phosporic acid and potash. This is true of

both conmiercial and fai'ra manures.

6. The chief value of any manure depends upon what it contains

of these last mentioned substances. It is not a question of bulk,

color, odor, or any other condition save the one mentioned that

chiefly determines the value of manures. Remove these three ingre-

dients wholly from any manure and it would be of ver}' little value.

7. One farmer manufactures better manure than another simplj-

because his cattle are so fed that larger quantities of nitrogen, phos-

phoric acid and potash are found in it. A manufactures better

phosphates than B because he causes them to contain more phos-

phoric acid in an available form. ,

Means by Which a Soil Becomes Barren or Run Out.

Soils become run out by continuous cropping without the subse-

quent return to them of the materials that the plants have removed,

especially niti'ogen, phosporic acid and potash. The same weight

of diflerent crops does not remove the same number of pounds of

these valuable ingredients. The removal of a ton of wheat impover-

ishes the land much more than the removal of a ton of sugar l)eets.

The following table shows quite n(>arly the quantities of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash contained in a ton of the various

productions, that a farmer in Maine would be likel}' to sell from his

farm. The figures are taken from a German book, "Fraktische

DUngerlehre," written by Dr. Emil Wolff.
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These figures are given onl}- as approximations, but they serve

to show in a gen(>ral way the amounts of the valuabU; ingredients

that an acre of ditferent kinds of farm produce woukl make use of;

also the rehitive quantities tliat different crops extract from the soil.

While studying tiiese tables it should be remembered that the com-

position of our farm crops varies according to the climate, season and

manner of manuring the soil. Well fertilized soil produces crops

richer in these essential ingredients, than will that whicli is poor and

unmanured. It must also be borne in mind that the amount of any

substance that a plant takes up is not a measure of the didiculty

with which it obtains the material. For instance, an acre of land

would need to contain more available niti'ogen in order for thirty

bushels of wheat to be grown, using about fifty-nine pounds of

nitrogen, than would be necessar}' for the growth ot two tons

of clover hay, using nearly ninety pounds of nitrogen. In other

words, clover can gather nitrogen more easily than wheat. The

table shows very plainly that different crops would exhaust the land

very differently. Twent}' tons of beets contain over four times as

much potash as sevent^'-five bushels of corn, but not very much more

phosi)horic acid. Like beets, potatoes and clover ha}' use a large

relative amount of potash. But we shall have occasion to note the

special needs of different crops later.

A stud}' of the first table reveals one fact of great moment to the

farmer. It is plainly' shown that it makes a great difference as to

the form in which a farmer sells his surplus productions, if he would

harvest the resources of his land. In selling an ox weighing one

ton, only as much nitrogen is sent from the farm as would be lost

bj' selling about one and one-half tons of English hay. Of phos-

phoric acid, such an animal represents an amount found in less than

five tons of hay, while an eighth of a ton of hay would furnish the

ox with all the potash he has in his body. If the ftirmer were to

sell the hay and grain necessary to use in the production of two

thousand pounds of live animal weight, he would send from his

farm vastly more of those substances that have a manurial value

than if the animals had been grown and the manure returned to the

land from which the hay or grain was taken. It will be seen

later, that when food passes through an animal, only a small portion

of its nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash is retained, while a larger

part of these substances passes into the manure. Unless a farmer

buys manure, the method of farming surest to retain or increase
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the fertility of his fields, consists in the production of meat or but-

ter.

Selling milk or cheese would economise the resources of the farm

to a less extent, -while the most wasteful course of all to pursue, is

the selling of crops as such. Any man's method of farming must

depend ver^' largely upon his locality and other circumstances. Any
method that results in the impoverishing of the soil is unwise and

often ruinous, even as a temporary expedient. Every pound of the

more valuable ingredients of plants that a farmer sends out of his

reach, results in the loss of so much capital. What man, who has

had the experience, does not know the cost of making a fertile out

of a run out field?

We have considered the means by which our fields may be made

barren. Let us now turn our attention to the methods to be used

in retaining or increasing fertility.

We increase the crop producing power of our fields in two

general ways :

1 . By cultivation.

2. By use of manures.

The Theory and Practice of Cultivation.

Some one who has read the foregoing veiy likely may sa}-,—
"
Why, I don't see how that can all be true ! I have raised a good

crop from a worn out field without adding a thing to the land.

How can it be that the soil was deficient in certain ingredients that

you say are absolutel}' essential to the growth of plants?" M}^

friend, you did something to your land? Yes, I summer fallowed

it, l)ut that did not add anything to the soil did it? Certainly not.

I will explain. Now I have not made the statement that when land

is
" run out" there is no nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash in it.

T have siin[)ly stated that in nearly all cases the reason why crops do

not fiouiish, is that they cannot get from the soil on which they are

growing enough of some one or more of those three ingredients.

The ingredients may be there but not available to plants. Such

indeed seems to be the fact. The following table shows the amounts

of the so-called valuable ingredients found in three samples of soil

taken from the College Farm :*

* From report by ProfesBor W. 0. Atwater for 1877-8.
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In one aero to depth of one foot. Nitrogen.

"Wheat soil ..

Timothy soil

Clover soil. .

In Acid Extract.

Phosphoric
acid. Potash.

5,772 lbs.

4,537

4,735

3,319 lbs.

972

2,029

3,89Glbs.

4,861

5,074

No one of the above soils could grow a large crop of corn without

the help of manure, and yet the corn would require for its use but a

small fraction of the above quantities of nitrogen, phosphoric acid

and potash. Suppose the Farm Superintendent were to summer

fiiUow an acre of soil of like character and composition with the

ones analyzed. The crops that it would then be able to produce for

one year would be largely in excess of a crop grown on the land

without fallowing. Evidently cultivation works a change in the

soil.

Harris in his books on manures says that "Tillage is manure."

He is right. Soils contain inert plant food. Tillage renders it

active. It does this by causing more rapid disintegration. When

soil is turned over and over and thoroughly pulverized the ox3'gen

of the air can more readily act upon its organic, as well as mineral,

constituents. This increased yet slow combustion of vegetable

matter, aided by the solvent and decomposing action of its products,

renders useful material that before had been securely locked up.

We must remember that in most soils the upper layers are still a

storehouse of plant food, while the under strata are no less so, and

that cultivation is one of the efficient means of bringing such latent

material into useful activity. The farmer who makes good use of

his plows, cultivators and harrows, not onl}' renders his land easy

to work, and keeps down the weeds, but he helps feed his growing

crops. And here let me make a statement that farmers will do

well to heed. The use of a large quantity of yard or stable manure

should alwaj's be accompanied by thorough tillage. To the extent

that farmers fail in this respect, especially on heavy soils, to that

extent do they stand in danger of having quite a portion of the

manure lie inert in the soil for a long time. Tlie completeness with

which the manurial value of any organic fertilizer is utilized must

depend very largely upon the thoroughness of cultivation following
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its application. Don't turn a heav}' coat of manure ten inches

under the surface and let it lie there. Or if turned under do not let

it lie there but bring it back and mix it with the soil. But more

concerning farm manures later.

No farmer can pulverize land as it should be when it is too dry

or too wet. Land constantly' wet must be drained before it can be

properh' tilled or before it will properl}' respond to tillage. Any
soil that is full of water is prettj' well preserved against the action

of the various agencies of decomposition. Farmers, drain your wet

fields, use a plow that pulverizes, also some effective cultivator, and

when the land is lump}- roll it and plow or cultivate again. Do not

be afraid of an extra plowing. Till thoroughly, for ''tillage is

manure."

Commercial Manures.

We have in our markets a class of subtances known as commer-

cial fertilizers. Whenever they are of value, they contain one or

more of the ingredients of plant food that have been pointed out,

as especiall3' liable to be lacking in the soil, in a form available to

plants. In all first-class commercial manures these ingredients

exist in quite large percentages ; they are concentrated as compared
with farm manures. While there would be 320 lbs. of phosphoric

acid in a ton of first-class dissolved bone, (superphosphate) in a

ton of farm manure from good hay, there would be only four or five

pounds. Dried fish scraps would contain per ton, 150 to 160 lbs.

of nitrogen, if of good qualitj', but not over a dozen pounds of that

ingredient could be found in a ton of stable manure from the best of

hay. Condense animal excrement b}- ridding it sufficiently of its

large quantities of carbonaceous material and water, and it would

then approach in character the fertilizers of our markets. Commer-

cial manures are concentrated plant food, or ought to be.

Classes of Fertilizers.

The fertilizers called "commercial," are made up of various

classes, according to their principal ingredient. They are nitrog-

enous, phosphatic, or potash manures, according as they contain

principally nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash. Some fertilizers

cannot be distinguished b}' either of the above names, because they

are made up of a mixture of two, or all of the three valuable ingre-

dients.
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Below are given the names of most of the principal manures sold

in our markets, arranged in classes as indicated above.

Nitrogenous Manures.
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geroiis as it would be to use nitrates in sucli a way. It is probably

advisable, however, to apply both forms of nitrogen in the spring.

Dried blood, dried fish, meat scraps, and all animal substances con-

tain nitrogen in the organic forms in which it was built up in the

animal bodj'. When in such combinations it cannot serve as plant

food until a certain amount of oxidation or decomposition has taken

place. The various organic substances in the market differ very

much in the ease and rapidit}' with which the}' decompose and ren-

der available their nitrogen in the form of ammonia or nitric acid.

This transformation takes place rapidly with dried blood, fish and

meat, but slowly with hair, horn and leather waste. This iniport-

;ant difference has an effect upon the price and upon the methods of

using such nitrogenous fei-tilizei'S. Such materials as horn dust,

leather waste, &c., would be of value to a crop if applied to the

soil long enough before the crop is grown, so that considerable

decomposition could be effected ; so that while it may not be an

incorrect practice to manure a piece of land with dried blood just

before it is sown to wheat, any substance resembling horn should

liave been applied some months previous. A very good method of

effecting the decomposition of animal substances that do not readily

pass through such a process is to compost them. By this means

their manurial value is more quickly and profitably utilized. INIore

or less phosphoric acid is contained in the above mentioned organic

manures in the insoluble form, which becomes slowly available. In

iicidulated fish the phosphoric acid is to an extent soluble as in a

superphosphate. Nitrogen in the organic form varies in price accord-

ing to the substance containing it, costing in fish scraps and horn

only three-fourths what it does in dried blood and meat. In an}''

case a finely powdered fertilizer of this class would in justice bear

a higher price than one very coarse. Certainly the agricultural

value is increased by fineness of division.

Superphosphates contain phosphoric acid as their principal ingre-

dient. They are manufactured by treating some form of bone or

phosphatic rock with oil of vitriol. Part of the phosphoric acid is

thus rendered soluble in water, the amount of this depending upon

the amount of oil of vitriol used. A portion of the bone or rock

are not acted upon, but this amount need be very small. The larger

part should have its phosphoric acid rendered soluble. Besides

the *' soluble" and " nnsolul)le" forms of ingredients, we have iri

nearly all superphosphates a form called "reverted." This name
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applies to the phosphoric acid that was at first rendered sohil)le in

water, but hy chemical change has become insoluble in that licjuid.

Its chemical and molecular conditions give it a value greater than

tliough it never had been soluble. Its value as comj^ared with that

which remains soluble is not determined ;
some experiments seem-

ing to show that it is of equal value. In the market, however, it

takes a lower valuation. Sui)erphosphates made from ground phos-

phatic rock ( usually phosphorite ) , are more likely to contain

reverted phosphoric acid than those made from bone, owing to the

influence of the iron and alumina compounds in the rock. Moisture

also has a tendency to cause reversion.

The commercial values of the different forms of phosporic acid,

soluble, reverted and insoluble, diminish in the order mentioned.

The insoluble form is valued in price according to the form and

condition of the substance containing it. "When in bone, its value

varies with the fineness of the bone. It is worth the least in ground
rock. It is well known that superphosphate has a much more

immediate effect on crops than bone or phosphorite that have not

been treated with oil of vitriol. This results from the solubility of

the phosphoric acid in the superphosphate,—at least, that is the

explanation offered. But how is it that solubility is able to effect

the value of this ingredient? Is it simply because that when solu-

ble, it remains in the soil and can thus be readily taken up by plants ?

Not at all. Phosphoric acid when applied to the land as a super-

phosphate, remains soluble but a verj' short time. The lime, ron and

alumina compounds in the soil soon precipitate it over the particles

of earth, but in a very finely divided condition, so that the soil,

water and roots are enabled to make a solution sufficient for the use

of growing plants. The state of solubilit}' seems desirable, chiefly,

as a means of obtaining an extensive, even and intimate mixture of

the phosphate with the soil.

From the facts just stated, it would seem that the finer bone is

ground, the more nearly will its effect compare with that of super-

phosphate, so far as the phosphoric acid is concerned. The ditfer-

ence in the value of bone, according to its degree of fineness, is

recognized by the Connecticut Experiment Station.

Nevertheless, bone meal is not a manure that generally causes a

large increase of growth the fii'st year of its application. At the

same time its phosphoric acid is the most valuable of any that can

be obtained in the insoluble condition. It is not advisable to appl}-
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bone meal to land, when the full benefits of it ax'e desired at once.

It is most rationally used whei'e a gradual, lasting effect would be

profitable. An admirable waj- to utilize bone meal or even ground

phosphatic rock, when a farmer has land that responds to phosphoric

acid, is to mix it with a fermenting manure or comjwst heap. The

carbonic acid generated in a pile of moist decaying organic matter,

is able to bring into an available condition a portion of the phos-

phates, which action in the case of the bone meal is aided b}- the

fermentation communicated to it.

No farmer should ever buy bone black to apply to the land as such,

for it is very slow in giving up its phosphoric acid, owing to the

presence of cai'bon, wliich protects the particles of phosphate from

decomposing influences. Phosphatic rock is still slower in allowing

its phosphoric acid to become available. The application of any

phosphate that has not been treated with sulphuric acid, cannot be

depended upon to cause a large increase of crop the first year. The

matter of home-made supeiphosphate is one of some importance.

It is manufactured on a small scale by some farmers. Bones can be

purchased before the}- are ground, for a cent a pound ;
bone meal

costs uearl}' two cents per pound. If one lives near a bone mill,

and can get the bones, it is a much cheaper wa}- to purchase thorn

and have them ground, than to pay thirty-five dollars per ton for no

better bone meal. "When a small quantity of superphosphate only

is desired, it is doubtful if it is wise to take the trouble of manufac-

turing it
;

if one had a demand for several tons it would be another

matter. It is wise, however, to save all the bones that collect about

the house ; purchase all that can be convenicnth' obtained from the

neighbors, and then after they are crushed, put them in the compost

heap or in moistened ashes. Do not burn the bones, as they contain

considerable nitrogeucous material that is valualile. Bones decom-

pose more quickly if the fat is extracted by steaming.

The idea of obtaining phosphoric acid cheaply by purchasing its

insoluble for)ns and submitting to the action of a compost heap, is

undoubtedl}- a practical one for a farmer, who finds that his soil

needs that ingredient. A pound of insoluble phosphoric acid can be

purchased from three and one-half to five cents, costing twelve and

one-half cents when bought of the maiuifacturers in a soluble condi-

tion. If the consumer can get the same eflfect without paying the

extra cost, it is exceedingly wise to do so. At least, do not allow

an}- waste of bones.
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Potash manures come largel}- from Germany in the shape of

potash salts. We have also potash that is extracted from ashes,

but is not used in this form as a fertilizer. The German potash salts

ax'e mined, and exist at first associated with other minerals. They

are purified and sent to this country in quite large quantities. The

substances found associated with them are common salt, and the

sulphate and chloride of magnesia. These compounds are not

always sufficiently removed from the imported potash manures, and

while the common salt and sulphate of magnesia do no liarm,

chloride of magnesia in an}- considerable quantity- is actuall}- poison-

ous to plants.

For this reason it is well to apply potash salts, especiallj' the

chloride, to the land, some little time before the seed is put into the

soil, so that the poisonous compounds, if present, can become suffi-

ciently diffused to prevent harmful results. The sulphate of potash

is the safer manure to use, but is more costly than the chloride,

(mui'iate) .

Unleached ashes contain quite a percentage of potash, which varies

much according to the wood from which the ashes come, and the

manner of burning. The potash in wood ashes is in a valuable form,

(the carbonate) and ordinarily can be bought as cheaply as when

purchased in any other form, if we take into account the phosphoric

acid and lime which the ashes contain besides.

Good hard wood ashes from wood burned in fire-places or cooking

stoves, are well worth twenty-five cents a bushel to any farmer, if

he finds that his farm needs potash. The question is often asked,

what is the difference between leached and unleached ashes, and

which is the cheaper at ordinary prices ? The chief difference is

that the former contains much more potash than the latter. The

process of leaching takes out very little but potash.

Now as to which kind a farmer had better buy, depends upon what

he wants of the ashes. If his land needs potash manures, then he

had better buy the unleached ;
but if he wishes to use the ashes

simply as a means of liming his land, then the leached will serve his

purpose just as well and be much cheaper. The manner in which

a farmer is to learn whether he needs potash, lime, or any other

ingredient applied to his fields, we will consider later.
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The Commercial Value of Fertilizers.

At a. Farmers' Institute held in Hampden, I made the following

remarks :

"At present there is in the State of Maine an admirable chance

for farmers to get cheated when buying commercial manures.

No one can tell the value of superphosphate by its color or odor.

Not even bj- appl3'ing it to the soil can its commercial value be told,

only its value to the man who uses it. It ma}' do no good in one

case and much good in another, but neither test can determine what

it is worth in the markets. That is determined b}' the demand and

supply. The value of an}' particular fertilizer depends upon its

composition, and that the chemist must discover. We need in

Maine a station where the fertilizers offered in our markets can be

analyzed. Such a plan would save thousands of dollars to the farm-

ers of the State. In Connecticut, such a station has effected a great

change in the fertilizer business, so that farmers there now bu}- their

fertilizers at twenty-five per cent, cheaper than before the station was

established. $500,000 are probably expended aunuall}' in Maine

for commercial manures. A saving of ten per cent, of their value

would result in a total saving of $50,000. I believe a greater sav-

ing than that could be made. One-tenth of that sum would pa}- the

expenses of the station that would be able to look after our fertil-

izers and do much more other valuable work for agriculture. Such

a su})ervision would give farmers more confidence in the fertilizers

offered them."

In order to substantiate the above statements, I insert the follow-

ing, taken from the First Annual Report of the Connecticut Experi-
ment Station, (1876).*

"Among the commercial fertilizers analyzed during the past year
were some 35 samples of articles sold outside of the supervision of

the Station, mostl}' in 1875, before its establishment, and some 77

samples sold in 1876, under its supervision. The number of these

articles seems ample, and the range in quality is certainly wide

enough to aflbrd a fair exhibit of the effect of the supervision exer-

cised b}- the Station. Basing the comparison upon the cost of the

valuable ingredients, as determined from composition and selling

prices, it stands as follows :

*Bj Prof. W. 0. Atwater.
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Valuable Ingredients.

Nitrogen
Sulublo Phosphoric Acid..
Insoluble Pho.sphorio Acid

Average Cost per Pound,

In ferlilizovs sold be- In fertilizers sold

fore establishment
|

under supervision of

of Station. Station.

47.00 cents.

18.00 cents.

11.36 cents.

23.00 cents.

13.08 cents.

5.51 cents.

If, iustead of taking the fertilizers all together, we select a single

class, and one of the most important ones, the nitrogenous (ammon-

iated) phosphates, the comparison will stand as follows :

Valuable Ingredients.

Nitrogen
Soluble Phosphoric Acid..
Insoluble Phosphoric Acid

Average Cost per Pound.

In fertilizers sold be-

fore establishment
of Station.

In fertilizers sold

under supervision of

Station.

59.4 cents.

19.5 cents.

21.1 cents.

24.9 cents.

15.1 cents.

5.G cents.

In brief, the average actual cost of the fertilizers sold under the

supervision of the Station is less than half that of those sold before

the Station was established."

The above shows how sadly the farmers of Connecticut were being

defrauded b^' the dealers in commercial manures. At that time a

similar state of affairs probably existed in the fertilizer trade in

Maine, and though the work of the Connecticut station has prob-

ably had an indirect effect in causing a better quality' of fertilizers

to be sold in our own State, yet there is no doubt but that a similar

station in Maine would effect a great saving to its farmers.

Just how valuations are made by experiment stations, and what

are the advantages derived from them, I can best show in part, by
some extracts from the Connecticut Experiment Station report for

1879.*

I insert first a list of prices which are as near as possible to those

ruling with standard articles sold at fair prices.

"The average trade-values or cost in market, per pound, of the

ordinarily occurring forms of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash,

as recently found in the Connecticut and New York markets, and

employed by the station during 1879 and which it is proposed to use

in 1880, are as follows :

*By Dr. S. W. Johnson.
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Trade-Values fob 1879 and 1880.

Cts. per lb.

Nitrogen in nitrates 26

" ammonia salts '22^

" Peruvian Guano, fine steamed bone, dried and fine ground blood,

meat and fish 20

" fine ground bone, horn and wool dust 18

" fine medium bone 17^
" medium bono 16 J

" coarse medium bone 15|
" coarse bone, horn shavings, hair and fish scrap 15

Phosphoric acid soluble in water 12^
" "reverted" and in Peruvian Guano 9

"
insoluble, in fine bone and fish guano - 7

" " fine medium bone 6J
*' " medium bone 6

" " coarse medium bone 5^
" " coarse bone, bone ash and bone black 5

" " fine ground rock phosphate 3 J

Potash in high grade sulphate 7 J

" low grade sulphate and kainite 6

" muriate or potassium chloride 4^

These " trade-values" of the elements of fertilizers are not fixed,

hut vary with the state of the market, and are from time to time

subject to revision. They are not exact to the cent or its fractions,

because the same article sells cheaper at commercial or manufac-

turing centers than in countr}' towns, cheaper in large lots than in

small, cheaper for cash than on time. These values are high enough

to do no injustice to the dealer, and accurate enough to serve the

object of the consumer.

To estimate the value of a fertilizer we multiply the per cent, of

nitrogen, &c., by the trade-value per pound, and that product by

20, we thus get the values per ton of the several ingredients, and

adding them together we obtain the total estimated value per ton."

"The uses of the 'Valuation
'

are, 1st, to show whether a given

lot or brand of fertilizer is worth as a commodity of trade what it

costs. If the selling price is no higher than the estimated value,

the purchaser may be quite sure that the price is reasonable. If the

selling price is but $2 to $3 per ton more than the estimated value it

may still be a fair price, but if the cost per ton is $5 or more over

the estimated value, it would be well to look further. 2d, compari-

sons of the estimated values and selling prices, of a number of

fertilizers, will generally indicate fairly which is the best for the money.

But the ' estimated value
'

is not to be too literally construed, for
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analysis cannot alwa3's decide accurately what is the form of nitro-

gen, &c., while the mechanical condition of a fertilizer is an item

whose influence cannot alwa3-s be rightl}' expressed or appreciated."

My excuse for making such copious extracts from Dr. Johnson's

report is, that the matter is one of importance, and I wish to show

that there is a legitimate and effectual method of controlling the

prices of commercial manures, so as to keep them witliin reasonable

limits. In most cases where the price asked for a fertilizer is too

large, it is only by a few dollars per ton. Occasionally monstrous

frauds are detected. In the report for the Connecticut Experiment

Station, for 1876, an anal^'sis of one fertilizer is given where the

nitrogen it contained was costing the consumers Si. 90 per pound
and the phosplioric acid, S-l cents. Another fertilizer, costing 8-48

per ton, was found to be worth not far from $13.

How soon are Maine farmers going to protect themselves from

fraud ?

I do not wish what I have written to prevent any farmer from

buying commercial fertihzers, because afraid of getting cheated. A
much more sensible act is to set about procuring a means of protec-

tion. As it is, buy onlj- of reliable parties those fertilizers that

have stood the test of examination by our experiment stations.

There is no doubt, but that the compounded fertilizers of some

pai'ticular firm are more costl^^, than when the ingi'edients are pur-

chased separately' and compounded by the farmer.

The Use of Commercial Manures. .

The question, is it profitable to purchase commercial fertilizers, is

a ver}^ common one. In attempting a partial answer, I shall first

make the statement that the profits of raising crops by the use of

such manures, depend ver}'- much upon the kind of fertilizers pur-

chased, and the methods adopted in their application. It is hard to

understand, why the valuable ingredients of plant food, as applied

in the manures called commercial, should be anj^ less valuable or

effective, than when carried to the soil in manures manufactured on

the farm. There is no reason why phosphoric acid tliat is available

in a superphosphate should be worth very much more or less than

that which is available in the fermented exci'ement of animals. The
' same would hold true in comparing nitrogen and potash as contained

in the two kinds of manures. But is there no difference between

yard manure and commercial fertilizers ? Now, so long as farmers
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must use manure of some kind, and as man}- can bu\' it, either as

made from the excrement of animals, or in the form of concentrated

fertilizers, an answer to this inquiry is deemed pertinent to the ques-

tion of the profits resulting from the use of the latter.

1. Farm manures contain all, while commercial fertilizers may
contain only a portion of the ingredients which plants use for food.

Stable manure can thus be seen to be one that is pretty sure to meet

the demands of plants, which is in one sense, an advantage. But

if a farmer were to find it profitable for him to appl}- large quan-

tities of phosphates to his fields, as is often the case, he would

probably' get that material more cheaph' by purchasing a superphos-

phate or bone meal, than bj- getting horse manure from cit}- stables.

This would be true, especially if the phosphate and horse manure

were valued according to their composition, for in the case of the

latter the farmer would have to purchase a larger percentage of

nitrogen and potash than he desired. It is undoubtedlj' a fact, that

if any special ingredient is lacking in a soil, that want can be most

cheaph' met by purchasing some commercial fertilizer that contains

chiefl}- tlie substance needed, provided, the manure must in either

case be bought.

2. The excrements of animals contain a large percentage of

organic material that commercial fertilizers do not. This is undoubt-

edlj- a point in favor of stable manure, not that the carbonaceous

compounds of the latter are needed to supply an}' deficiencies of

plant food. They can furnish only water and carbonic acid, both of

which the ^oil and air can supply in abundance. The chief benefits

arising from applying organic material to an}- soil, results from a

change in its physical conditions, and the effecting of a more abun-

dant use of its natural fertilit}-. The addition of decaying vegetable

material to the soil, often brings about a faA^orable change in texture

and color, while the liberation of so much carbonic acid as comes

from the decomposing manure, accelerates the disintegration of the

soil itself. We have seen how the valuable plant food which is

latent in a soil may be made useful through disintegration. These

two distinct effects are not to be disregarded, when we compare the

manures made on the farm and those found in the markets, and they

constitute a strong argument in favor of the 'former.

3. It costs more to handle the same amount of plant food in

stable manure than in commercial fertilizers. This is obvious, when

we consider the bulky nature of the former.
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Although there are instances of the successful maintainance of

the fertility of the soil by the use of commercial fertilizers alone, the

basis of good farming in IMaine, consists in the manufacture of

manure from the food of cattle. I believe the most profitable use

that JNIaine farmers can make of the fertilizers of the markets, con-

sists in making them an amendment of those produced on the farm
;

as such, the}- ma}' often be made a pa3'ing investment. It is no

argument against their use, that the purchasers do not alwa3-s get

their mone}- back. The same would undoubtedly hold true of the

purchasing of stable manure in an equal number of cases.

Let us now return to a consideration of what fertilizers to buy
and how to use them. The first principle to be laid down is that a

farmer can oul}' buy fertilizers with profit, when he buys what he

needs. Let me illustrate what I mean bj' citing two cases reported

by Professor W. O. Atwater :

Chester Sage, Esq., of Middletown, Conn., raised corn at the rate

of 62 bushels per acre, b}' the application of four and a-half dollars

worth of potash manures, a gain of 51 bushels over the corn, that

had no manure. Superphosphate produced no increase of crops

with him. W. J. Bartholomew of the same State found potash

useless on his land, while superphosphate caused an increased pro-

duction of 13 bushels of corn per acre. Would any sane person

advise both of these farmers to manure their farms alike? We
think not. It is not to be expected, that soils differing in origin

and treatment, will each call for the same fertilizer. Practice proves

that such is not the case.

Neither are we safe in assuming that the various farm crops

should all receive the same kind of manuring. It is not wise to fur-

nish a plant with what it can get for itself. No shrewd farmer would

ever think of applying nitrogeneous fertilizers to clover, for clover

can get its own nitrogen. Plants have different capacities for gath-

ering the various substances they need for food, and we must

recognize these diflTerences.

But some one asks,—How am I to discover what my soil and the

various crops I grow most need? M}' answer would be : Make

a study of your soil and crops ; you know about the different fertil-

izers in the markets, or ought to ; 3'ou know when 3'ou are buying

largel}- of nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potash, or a mixture of

these,—at least you should know. Now appl3' them separately and

mixed, and if you are a close observer, 3'ou will not fail to discover
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which insures you the greatest profit, or if there is an}- profit in the

use of an}' kind. The chances are that j'ou will find that one kind

has a much better effect on 3-our corn or wheat than another. Do not

watch 3-our neighbor, and judge from his results, what 3-ou had bet-

ter do, tr}- for 3-ourself. We have alread3- learned some facts that ma}'^

serve as hints, nothing more. All other things being equal, save the

difference in the crops growing, good results are most likel3^ to fol-

low from the use of nitrogeneous fertilizers on grain or grass ; potash

on potatoes and roots, while phosphates seem in general, to come

in well with all crops. Generalh', a mixture of the three valuable

ingredients, with one or two greatl}' preponderating, is best. Prof.

Atwater's efforts have prett3- clearl}- brought out the fact that it does

not pa3- to use much nitrogen in growing corn, but that phosphoric

acid and potash, one or both, with a small quantit3- of nitrogeneous

manures can most safel3' be applied if a profit is desired.

In the case of sugar beets, manured solel}- with commercial fertil-

izers, a mixture of the three valuable ingredients is wisest w-hen the

interests of both the farmer and sugar manufacturer are considered.

The application of phosphoric acid tends to increase the percentage

of sugar in the beets, but if superphosphate alone be used, they

stop growing and ripen too earl3'. To counteract this tendenc3- to

earl3' ripening and keep them growing until the}- are large, nitrogen-

ous manures should also be used. The large quautit3- of potash,

which beets extract from the soil, would cause the soil to become
"

beet-sick," (as the Germans sa3-) after a while, if no potash was

in the manure. As before stated, no nitrogen compounds need be

applied to clover, and this doubtless holds true for all leguminous

plants, such as peas and beans. I will again quote from former

remarks :

"Is it well for farmers to bu3' commercial fertilizers? The profits

of so doing will depend largel3- upon three conditions :

1. Some reliable guarantee of the quality of the fertilizer bought,

should be furnished.

2. Farmers should be sufficiently informed about commercial

manures to understand how to buy the ingredients the}- desire.

3. Farmers should be sufficientl3- acquainted with the needs of

their farm to know what ingredients the soil needs in order to give

a profitable increase of an3- particular crop."

Man3' manuring formulas have been concocted, such as the

"
Stockbridge Manures,"

"
Mapes Complete Manures," &c.
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The pvinci{)lc imderlyiug these formulas is scientifically and

practicall}- wrong. The assumption that a universal .system of

manuring can be made most profitable, is of the barest kind, and is

not supported by facts of any sort. "Why apply 72 pounds of nitro-

gen to an acre of corn, as Prof. Stockbridge's formula demands,
when in no case out of over ninety accurate trials, has such a

proceeding failed to result in loss ? The Stockbridge manures were

at first compounded according to the theory that we must applj- to

the soil all the nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, that the

expected increase of crops would contain. What a theory by which

to manure clover, a plant that contains a large percentage of nitrogen,
but does not trouble the farmer to furnish any of it.

The Production of Farm Manures.

No one will dispute me when I state that it is an essential thins:

for each farmer to see that his manure heap attains the maximum
in quantity and quality. There should be as much as possible, as

good as possible. Farm manures still constitute the basis of suc-

cessful farming in Maine.

The relation of Manure to the Food producing it.—I wish first to

impress the fact that primarily' the value of a manure heap depends

upon the food from which it was produced. It is not enough to say
that the more food the more manure. The difl^erences in the ma-
nure made from two kinds of cattle food are as broad as the diflfer-

ences in the foods themselves. This is a fact that I believe farmers

have generally ftiiled to appreciate. Let us consider the matter

more in detail.

We have seen that any substance called manure has a value that

corresponds to its contents of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash,
so that it is easy to understand that the manurial value of an}' cattle

food must depend upon what that food is able to contribute to the ma-
nure heap of one, two or all of the above named valuable ingredients.

Now the materials in common use as food for cattle vary greatly in

the amounts of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash they contain,
as can be seen from the following table :*

Taken from Wolff's Praktische Dungerlehre.
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Kind of Cattle Food.

English hay
Clover hay
Young grass
Green fodder corn .

Potatoes
Fodder beets

Sugar beets

Turnips
Sugar beet pulp...
Wheat straw

Rye straw

Barley straw
Oat straw

Corn

Barley
Oats
Buckwheat
Peas
Beans
Wheat bran
Cotton-seed cake . .

Liiseed cako

Quantities of valuable ingredients in one
ton of each cattle food.

Nitrogen.
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Percentages of the valuable manurial ingredients
(if thu cattio foods that pass into the inanuro

they produce, determined for the common farm
animals.

Nitrogen

Cow.
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posed and made over into plant food than those of the solid

.excrements, therefore are more valuable. Now, while not over 50

per cent, of the nitrogenous substances contained in straw would be

digested, as much as 85 per cent, of the same compounds in corn meal

would pass through the process of digestion. A larger per centage of

the nitrogen of the latter would therefore be found in the urine, conse-

quentlj ten pounds of that element as existing in manure produced

by corn would be more valuable than the same quantity in manure

made from ha3\ In general, it can be said that the valuable con-

stituents of the excrements from concentrated cattle foods have a

higher value, pound for pound, than do those from coarse fodder.

However, in calculating the money value of manure made in

the various waj'S these differences cannot easil}' be taken into

'account. "We will take the above-mentioned price of the nitro-

gen of fish as a basis for calculation. Soluble phosphoric acid is

worth 12| cents per pound. Only a portion of that even in

well rotted manure is soluble, so that 9 cents may be assumed as a

fair price for the phosphoric acid of stable manure. The alkalies

are to quite an extent soluble, as they go out largely in the urine, and

can probably be considered as worth 4 cents in the total excrement.

The mone}- values given in the following table ai-e calculated on

the basis given above, viz : 80 per cent, of the nitrogen, and 95

per cent, of the phosphoric acid and potash of the food are consid-

ered as passing into the manure, these three ingredients being

estimated as worth 20, 9, and 4 cents per pound, respectively.

From the values thus obtained 20 per cent, is deducted on account

of gi-eater bulk and larger dilution of farm compared with com-

mercial manures. The greater bulk causes more expense in

handling, and the dilution causes slower action, the returns from

invested capital not being so immediate as is the case with concen-

trated fertilizers.

Kind of Cattle Food.

English hay
Clover hay
Young grass
Green fodder corn

Potatoes

Fodder beets

Sugar beets

Turnips
Sugar beet pulp..
Wheat straw

Rye straw

Money value of

manure from 1 ton.

$5 86

60
67

1 04
1 58

87
84
87

1 26
2 61

2 77

Kind of Cattle Food.

Barley straw

Oat straw
Corn

Barley
Oats
Buckwheat
Peas
Beans
Wheat bran
Cotton-seed cake
Linseed cake . . . .

Money value of

manure from 1 ton.

$2 71

2 46
5 55

5 95

6 63
5 10

12 00
14 15

11 37
16 18

16 00
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I believe that if a farmer can afford to bu}- commercial fertilizers

he can safely make use of the above estimates in calculating the

manure value of purchased cattle foods, even if the food stuffs are

fed to milch cows or growing aniu):ils. When fed to fattening ani-

mals, still higher values could riglitfull}- be used. The table phiinly

indicates that when any material is bought to feed to cattle tlie

purchaser desires profit from two sources. He gets an increased

production of meat or milk, and also is able to raise larger crops

because of the greater amount of fertilizing material he is enabled

to appl}- to his land. Is it not a fact that the cheapest way to buy
fertilizers is to purchase them in the form of wheat bran, corn meal, .

or cotton-seed meal ?

The weight of fresh manure that would be produced b}' a ton of

any food stuff" can be approximately determined. About 50 per

cent, of the solids of the food passes into the solid and liquid excre-

ments. The mixed excrements contain about three-fourths water.

Taking one-half of the solid matter in a ton of haj', which would be

half of about 1760 lbs. and multipl3'ing that weight by four, we

should have 3520 lbs. as the weight of manure from one ton of hay.

To this must be added the litter, bringing the quantity up to about

two tons. A cow wintered upon two tons and a half of hay would

therefore produce not far from five tons of manure, provided she be

well littered and none of the excrements be wasted.

If the hay be first class, according to the estimates of the pre-

vious table the above five tons of manure made from two tons and a

half of hay would be worth about $14. G5, no account being made

of the value of the litter. What, over $14.00 worth of manure

from one cow in one winter, when she eats nothing but good hay?

Yes, at the present prices paid for fertilizers it would cost that sum .

to replace the nitrogen, phosporic acid and potash in that manure if

it were sold from the farm.

It might possibl}' be of some interest to estimate the money value

of a cord of stable manure, basing the calculations upon its chemi-

cal composition. Such manure varies so, howcA^er, in the amount

of water it contains, and because of the food that may have pro-

duced it, that the value placed upon any given sample would apply

only to manure produced under like conditions of food and treat-

ment. The excrements of A's animals, that eat nothing but ha}' and

straw, are much inferior to those from B's cattle that consume lai'ge

quantities of corn meal, bran and cotton seed. AVhen one purchases
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stable manure, it is well to know what the animals that procluce it

have eaten. Partially rotted stable manure is worth more than

fresh, because, as it decomposes, it tends to become more concen-

trated.

The Preservaxiom of Farm Manures.

It is not enougli to convert food into manure. The latter must be

economically preserved, in order that the best results ma}' be ob-

tained. The estimates made in the previous tables onl}- hold where

all of the solid and liquid excrements are saved. Successful farm-

ing demands that this be done. But is it generally done in Maine?

I fear not. Let me mention some of the ruinous practices that

many Maine farmers are still following.

How man}' manure heaps there are that lie under the eaves of a

barn, in a barn-3ard, from which a stream of black water flows after

ever}' rain. Do 3'ou know, farmer, that the compounds of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash that give 3'our manure heap the larger

part of its value are, to quite an extent, soluble in water, and that

the}' can easily be leached out, thei-eby causing you, indirectly, a loss

of dollars and cents?

What more conclusive proof of the above statements do you want

than the sight of the luxuiient grass growing in the track of the

leachings from the barn-yard. If such leaehings could all be taken

up by your mowing fields it would be another matter, but very often

this is not the case. Dr. Yolcker, of England, carried on an inves-

tigation that led to a satisfactory demonstration of the etfect of

exposure and leaching upon a heap of yard manure. He exposed
manure under four different conditions, and by weighings and analy-

ses at stated periods, was able to take account of the changes and

loss that were taking place. The manure was submitted to the

various conditions for nearly a year, which were as follows :

No. 1 . Fresh manure exposed in a heap against a wall.

No. 2. Fresh manure kept under a shed.

No. 3. Fresh manure spread in open yard.

No. 4. Well rotted manure exposed in a heap against a wall.

When the manure was fii-st placed under the above named condi-

tions, it was weighed and analyzed, and during the year's time that

it remained where it was placed, was weighed and analyzed four

more times, in order to discover the changes that were going on. In

the following tables are given the dates at which the weighings and
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analyses were made, and the composition, and percentage of loss

by weight :

The manure was first exposed to the various conditions November

3d, 1854.

No. 1 . Fresh manure exposed in a heap against a wall :

Water
Soluble organic substance. . .

Soluble inorganic substance.

Containing nitrogen
Per cent, of loss in weight..

Nov. 3,
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fresh manure kept ont of doors that in heap suffered least. The

heap that was rotted in the start sutfered more than the fresh. It is

to be noticed that the manure kept under a shed lost considerable in

weight, but the loss was largely in water which dried out, and in

carbonic acid which resulted from the combustion going on in the

heap. A little calculation shows that there was more soluble nitro-

gen in the covered pile at the end of the 3'ear than at the beginning,

while in all the other samples of manure there was considerable

loss of valable material. The following table may be interesting in

showing the relative actual loss of organic material and nitrogen by

keeping mamire under various conditions, also in giving a hint as to

whether there is a loss in fermenting manure under favorable condi-

tions. If any valuable ingredient would be lost from manure

decomposing under a shed, it would be niti-ogen.
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tion aud are not used by the animal, pass out in the urine. The

potash goes out in the same channel, while the phosphoric acid is

retained with the solid excrement. The manurial ingredients of the

liquid excrement are more valuable, pound for pound, than those of

the same kind existing in the solid. Then why not save them?

Until farmers avoid the wastes incurred in the two wa^-s mentioned

above, let them not complain of hard times or the barrenness of

their fields. "What foolishness, also, to bu}' commercial fertilizers

and pay for what might be obtained nuich more cheaply b^- the ex-

ercise of a little care !
•

What is the best method of preserving manure? Use plenty of

absorbents, unless 3-ou have water-tight tanks in the cellar. It

seems to me that dr}- loam or muck is better for that purpose than

straw, for the reason that strawy manure cannot easilj' be distributed

in the soil in an even and finely divided condition. Have a good

barn cellar, with water-tight tanks, if possible ;
if not, then build a

manure shed. In the latter case, or if the manure must be thrown

into an open yard, have the floor behind the cattle water-tight, so

that all the liquid can be taken up by the absorbent used.

Some suggestions with reference to the differences of treatment

demanded by the manure from the different farm animals, may not

be amiss. It is well known to farmers that horse and sheep manure,

under certain conditions, are very liable to ferment so rapidly as to

get hot. When this occurs the manure grows white, and seems to

have been burned. The question is often asked me, Does it cause

any loss to have such a thing happen? I answer, Yes. Almost the

entire amount of nitrogen in a heap of manure may thus be driven

out largely in the form of ammonia. The reason why horse manure

"heats" so much more readily than that from cows, is, that it is

coarser and not so wet. This coarseness allows a free circulation of

air through the heap, while the dryness admits of a more rapid rise

of temperature than would be possible if it contained more moisture.

A larger amount of water would also increase the capacit}* of the ma-

nure to absorb and retain its products of decomposition. The more

compact and moist a pile of horse manure can be kept, the less danger

there is of loss from heating. It is an admirable plan to throw the

excrements of horses and cows together, where they can become

thoroughly mixed, the mutual effect of the two kinds upon one

another causing a saving in the case of the one and an increased

activity of the other. The manure of sheep had better be trodden
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under their feet, to lie in a compact condition until about the time it

is used.

The Treatment and Application of Farm Manures to

THE Soil.

The questions most commonly asked in regard to how to treat

and use farm manures, are :

(1) Is it better to ferment manure or apply it gi-een? and

(2) When it is applied, is top dressing, or working manure into

the soil, the better method?

In answering the first inquiiy, let us first consider the differences

between rotted manure and "gi-een" manure.

When the excrements first come from the animal the manurial in-

gredients, especially' in the undigested portions or solids, exist in

the same form that the}' did in the plant. Now, one plant, unless

parisitic, cannot teed upon the material that exists in another until

such material has undergone certain changes. In order that the in-

gredients contained in vegetable fabric maj' become plant food, a

decomposition or combination must take place. The phosphoric acid

needs to be liberated from its organic combinations, and the nitro-

genous substances in the vegetable material must be broken down

so that the nitrogen can be converted into ammonia and nitric acid.

Now, when manure is rotted there occurs a partial, and to a certain

extent a complete breaking down of the vegetable compounds in the

excrements, and an additional decomposition of the substances in

the urine, which are chiefl}' the result of a previous partial breaking

down of the albuminoids in the animal.

While but little ammonia and nitric acid may be formed in fer-

mented manure, the decomposition that has taken place has carried

the valuable ingredients of the fresh excrements quite a long dis-

tance in the direction of the forms into which the^' must finall}' come

in order to serve the purposes of the plant. Consequently-, rotted

manure can more quickly produce a vigorous effect upon growing

crops than that which is fresh. Farmers recognize this fact when

they put well rotted manure under a hill of corn instead of gi*eeu.

But the question of the availability of the plant food in stable

manure at the time it enters the soil is not the only one that must

be considered. It is essential for us to know whether, in fermenting

manure, or in making its nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash more
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available to plants, there is not a loss of these substances. Again,

is there reason for believing that an}' beneficial effects result from

having the manure go through its chemical changes in contact with

the soil rather than before it is applied to the luud ?

As to the matter of loss from fermenting manure, I will again

refer to the table showing the results of Dr. Volcker's investigations

when he found that only six per cent, of nitrogen was lost from the

manure fermented under a shed. 1 presume it is safe to assume

that there would not be an appreciable loss of the mineral ingredi-

ants of animal excrements during a process of decomposition

providmg no leaching takes place.

"Manure fermented under proper conditions doubtless does not

suffer a ver}^ large loss. And I mean by proper conditions, the

keeping of the heap moist after the excrements have received a

mixture of absorbents. If manure be allowed to rot, great care

should be taken to secure a complete absorption of the products of

decomposition, and to this end it should not be too rapid and should

be accompanied by moistui-e. With manure largely from concen-

trated food, there is no doubt but that the use of absorbents tends

also to insure against loss from the chemical changes that take place.

Granting that rotted manure is more efficient at first, and can be

obtained without much loss, it is to be said on the other hand that

the excrements of animals cannot be put through a thorough process

of decomposition without involving an extra expense, and this is

especially true of manure treated so as to ferment without loss.

The factor of expense must be allowed.

The other question to be considered is that of the benefit coming
from having the manure go through the chemical changes necessary

to convert it into plant food, when in contact with the soil. Although

it is to a certain extent still a matter of theory, j'et we have no

doubt but that the decomposition of stable manure after it is mixed

with the soil causes an increased disintegration of the latter.

Previous figures show the large amounts of inert plant food that

may exist in even run-out fields. When we have brought this into

a condition for plants to use we have added so much more to the

capital applied to our farming operations. Our soils are still a store-

house of plant food, and there is every reason to believe that the

decay of the organic material of animal excrements after its appli-

cation to the land is an efficient agent in forcing into service the

inactive mineral substances.
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Now, in all I have written I have not answered the question
—Is

it best to decompose manure out of the soil, or in it ? I have simply

presented some of the arguments pro and eon. The special circum-

stances of a market gardener would seem to indicate that he can

best use rotted manure, while it might be equalh' wise for a farmer

on a light, loose soQ to apply it in a fresh state. At the same time

no exact experimental work has been done to determine the relative

profits from the use of stable manures in the two conditions. It is

a somewhat complicated question, aud one that demands further

investigation.

The matter of top dressing as compared with working manure

into the soil, is one of importance. And here we cannot appeal to

definite results to establish the correctness of either method of

practice. I have not the slightest doubt but that so far as theo-

retical arguments are concerned, they are strongl}' against top

dressing. This is especiall3' true if horse manure be the one used.

By putting fresh manure on the surface of the land we lose the good
efifect that would result from its decomposition in the soil, we stand

in danger of a certain amount of loss of manurial value, and when

the manure is in a coarse, lumpy condition, as it is likeh' to be

when not rotted, we get a poor distribution and slow returns. Do
not say that it costs something to mix manure with the soil. Culti-

vation pays for itself in the greater utilization of the natural fertility

of your fields.

Nevertheless, in spite of the weight of evidence furnished by

theory, we are not prepared to assert that top dressing is always

less profitable than some other method of applying manure. We
are waiting for accurate facts.

It is not claimed that this paper approaches an\'thing like com-

pleteness as a presentation of the facts bearing upon the manuring
of land. It does contain facts enough, when heeded, to greatly

improve the condition aud profits of Maine agriculture.
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EXTEXSIVE FARMING FOR SUCCESS;

BY rUOF. .1. W. SANBORN,

Of tlie Xcw ITanipsliire College of Agriculture.

"We are liv-ing in a decisive period in the history of New Enghmd
farming

—at the parting of two S3'stems of husbandry, stan(hng in

marked contrast to each other. The watchword of the old has been
" Small ai'cas well tilled." The new for |)rofit will exact large areas

well tilled. The old was based upon a limited supply of yard ma-

nure and limited use of hired labor
; assumed that laljor could not

be prolital)ly employed, and exacted the farmer's fullest capacit}' to

toil. The new, upon an unlimited supplj- of plant food, the free

employment of machinery in supplementing labor in extended tillage.

The old, made hay the leading crop and reaped a gross income but

little above a satisfactory net income. It had all the marks of a

low type of farming. We have rallied around " small areas well

tilled" to the tune of lower-priced farms, and have rallied again to

smaller ones to be answered b}- still declining values, and this has

gone on for thirtj- to fort}' years. No business for so long a period

of time ever sold its original property for less than cost of improve-

ments and was considered prosperous. Prosperous bank, manu-

facturing or railroad stocks never, for extended periods, underpaying
dividends sell for fifty cents on the dollar. Unpleasant as it ma}'

be to measure the prosperit}' of farming 1)y this axiomatic fact, yet

the interest of true men are best served by looking facts squarely in

the face. Only then can they act to best advantage. The facts

are, then, that western products aided l)y cheap freights have given

a low price to our products ;
that cheap products of a small business

can give only small gross profits.

Large Profits

Are the product only of an extended business under low prices, in

farming as elsewhere. Large leases have given a rich tenantry to

England, while ten acre fan us have clothed the French peasants

with wooden shoes. The policy by which we have lost for a long

period isi obviously not the one to pursue further. I Avould till,
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instead of ten to fifteen per cent, of the possible arable land of the

farm, fifty per cent, at lowest, and thence on, governed bj' circum-

stances, up to sixt\', sevent}, eighty, ninety, or even one hundred

per cent, of such land, always including clover as one of the rota-

tion crops. In order to secure the materials of fertility I would

feed well bred early maturity animals on home grown and purchased

foods, rich in the elements of plant food. I would use large

amounts of purchased chemicals ; give thorough tillage ; adopt a

system of rotation of crops, and substitute machiner}^ for hand labor

so far as practicable. This policy will multipl}' the gross revenue

of our farms from three to five times or from an average of $500 or

$600, as is now realized by many farmers in Maine to from $1500

to $2500.

The gross revenue of an acre of hoed or gi-ain crop may vary

from $4:0 for a grain crop to $75 for a hoed crop, per acre. As it

now stands in Maine, an acre of grass will average one ton, worth

on average for all qualities, seasons and localities, say $10 per ton.

The average profit of a hoed or grain crop may })e made to double

the gross receipts of an acre of grass. The point is made that

large crops on large areas is vetoed in the want of plant food.

For 1879, England had of its 32,102,000 acres of field and pas-

ture land, only 14,427,000 acres to permanent pasture and grass, or

45 per cent, of total; 8,876,000 were in grain, wheat being the

principal grain crop, selling in Liverpool for but little more than in

central Maine, 3,477,000 in green crops, 812,000 bare fallow, and

4,434,000 in clover and rotation crops. France and other continental

countries had a large proportion of tillage, in one case amounting to

69 per cent, of total arable land. Multitudes of English farms of

from 200 to 500 acres sell from $10,000 to $25,000 in products

annually. I w^ould not cop}' English practice but simply draw

inspiration from it. If the change proposed can be carried to suc-

cess it will make a complete revolution in the standing of New Eng-
land farming, and in the social position of the farmer.

Principles in Farming.

The system of farming mostly pursued at present, is perhaps,

considering the soil and situation of New England, coupled with

the information at the command of the masses, the most rational

that could l)c devised for the conditions that have existed. Thanks

to the combined work of modern investigators enough is now known
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of many of the laws that underlie or should underlie farm practices,

not onh- to warrant but to demand a change in our methods, aside

from the strong reasons that arise from pureh' commercial changes.

Farming is now rapidh' becoming a profession. And other things

being equal, he who works nearest in consonance with its known

(not conjectured) principles works most effectively.

It shall be ni}- purpose to briefly review some of the principles of

agriculture that rest upon reliable data not now known, or practiced

only to a limited extent, by the farming masses. I shall only touch

those principles of agriculture and illustrate b}- facts of practice to

enforce them, that to me seem to afford a logical inducement to

enter boldly- into broader tillage.

Plant Food a Necessity,

and large amounts required. We wish to draw heaviest upon its

cheapest source. At present T believe that source to be animal ma-

nures. If so, true polic}- requires us to use animals for manure

manufacturers in the most effective way possible. This polic}' I

consider of prime importance. It is well known that the quality of

manure depends mainly, although not entireh', upon the character of

the food. The chemical materials, nitrogen (at 20 cents) , phosi)horic

acid (at 10 cents), and potash (at 4 cents) recognized as deficient

in our soils, and in natural supply- in quantities in sufficient abund-

ance for maximum plant growth, would cost, at the prices named, in

the following foods, as follows, per ton :

Swedish turnips $ 1 11

Oat straw 3 58

Corn meal 8 51

Goodhay 8 00

Clover hay 12 19

Bran 18 67

Middlings 18 41

Peas 19 13

Linseed cake 24 QG

Cotton seed cake 34 93

The values I have used are less than those given to nitrogen in

sulphate of ammonia ; and to soluble phosphoric acid and potash in

their commercial forms. The values used mav be slightlv high for

these materials for plant nutrition as they occur in these foods.
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They are an approximation that will serve the purpose desired to

show the relative values of different foods for manure. Professor

Collier analyzed for me a sample of cotton seed meal, richer than

the one given. In feeding, it is said to require twelve pounds of

haj' to produce one of growth. Not so iiuuli of the concentrated

foods would be required. Dr. Lawes estimated that after allowance

for materials that enter into the growth of the animal and slight un-

aA'oidable losses, the manure left after feeding these foods would

stand as follows :

Swedish turnips $ 91

Corn meal 6 65

Good hay 6 43

Clover hay 9 64

Bran 14 59

Middlings 14 36

Peas 13 38

Linseed cake 19 72

Cotton seed meal 27 86

Oat straw 2 90

In American practice, I do not believe that these values will be

found low enough by at least one-third. Nitrogen is not of so much

moment in our practice as in English farming, for reasons noted

further along. Whatever the absolute values of manures from

these foods in practice, it is clearly' the fact that the manure from a

ton of cotton seed meal is worth four times as much as from a ton

of corn meal, and bran twice as much. The proportions in which

the minerals and nitrogen exist in each food, will modify these theo-

retical data in application to diverse soils and even crops, jet they
will be close approximations in practice, to their relative values.

All theories are worthless that will not stand, or do not rest upon
the crucial test of practice. The one great question with English

feeders is the manurial value of food purchased. The}* have long

bought our linseed meal and are now importing heavily* of our cotton

seed meal. Much of it is fed to stock in pastures, to enrich them.

Lawes and Gilbert, in an exact experiment, fed a given number of

sheep on two acres of ground, one ton of cotton seed meal. On
two adjoining acres they fed the same number with one ton of corn

meal. 'J'hey cut two crops of ha^' the first 3'ear. These, with the

first crop of the next year, gave 1,500 lbs. more of hay for ground
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receiving the droppings from cotton seed meal than from that

covered with manure from corn meal. They, and others, h)ng used

rape cake as a manure. This food is a good cattle food. Gentle-

men in our State have used both cotton seed meal and bran as

fertilizers. I have done the same. I received at the rate of 49.4

bushels of corn and G,!)00 lbs. of stover from 1,000 lbs. of this

meal, where no manure gave 24.9 bushels corn and 2,480 lbs. stover

per acre. A great many car loads of bran have been used direct

as a manure in one section of New Hampshire, and the users tell

me that it is cheaper than superphosphates, the bran costing $15

per ton. There has been each ^ear a time when it could be thus

bought. A little chemistr}- will throw some light on this opinion of

our farmers. One ton of superphosphate will ordinarily contain 50

to 60 lbs. of nitrogen and 200 lbs. of phosphoric acid, and cost

$45. Three tons of bran will contain 153 lbs. of nitrogen, 87 lbs.

of potash, and 219 lbs. of phosphoric acid, costing $45. After

crediting to cotton seed meal the phosphoric acid and potash it con-

tains, this food remains one of the cheapest sources of nitrogen in

the market. Blood meal, meal scraps and fish are now used directly

as manures. It will be soon seen that I have used these manures

profitably as foods, and still had the great bulk left after so feeding,

as manure. With farm animals turning to growth, or otherwise

diverting from the excrement but about ten per cent, of the materi-

als of the food of use in plant nutrition ; with foods in the market

worth their cost for fertilization, it follows that feeding domestic

animals foods rich in the element of plant food, is our cheapest

source of manure, and that our true polic}' consists in the purchase
of such foods. Such a policy has almost no footing in American

farming, although it is rapidly becoming a practice.

Science and Practice of Feeding.

Fortunately these food materials named perform a double ofHce on

the farm. The class of foods having the highest value for manure

have the highest value as animal foods when rationally fed. Feed-

ing is a science resting for its data upon the facts gathered by the

actual experiments of a corps of trained investigators whose work

covers years of enquiry. As another will present this matter to 3'ou

I will only say on the science side of the question that all foods are

made up of materials that go to make flesh, and to produce work,
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and are called albuminoids or flesh formers ; of materials that go to

support heat and perhaps to make fat, called carboh3-drates ; of

materials that go to make fat and heat, called fats or oils. The fact

that interests us the most is that the heat producers or carbohydrates,

or fats can not produce flesh, and that an animal can not grow unless

flesh is produced, and that some foods are quite deficient in flesh

makers, like sti'aw, corn fodder and swale hay, while others have an

excess of flesh formers, like bran, cotton seed meal, blood, fish and

oil cake meal. German investigators have told us that growing
cattle require 14 lbs. of digestible flesh formers per day for a 700 lb.

beast, for best results. I find that I cannot induce such an animal

to consume over 13 lbs. per day of straw. This would contain, by
the same authorities, only .18 lbs., or but barel}' ^ of the quantity

required. The animal would have to consume 100 lbs. in order to

get flesh formers enough. I have had samples of cotton seed meal

that would give 1.4 lbs of flesh formers for 4 lbs. of the meal, or when

fed with the oat straw 3 lbs. would make a well-balanced ration.

Presuming that the facts in full will be presented to you, with

digestion tables, &c., I pass the subject with a brief review of a

table of one winter's feeding trials, of the four made b}' me at our

College Farm.

The swale ha^', ground meal and cotton seed meal were analyzed

b}' Prof. Collier of Department of Agriculture at AVashiugton, and

the good hay by Prof. Johnson of the Connecticut Experiment
Station.

I have resorted to Wolff"s tables for my computations relating to

the other foods used :
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, It will be seen from a study of the table that good ha}- for the

gain made was the most costly food given, excepting where corn meal

was added to lot 5. These experiments were especially designed to

test and to elucidate this theorj' of food combinations in American

practice. In ever}' case but one flesh forming foods were joined to

carbonaceous foods, and with economy. Lot 2, on good hay, con-

sumed 50 lbs. hay dail}', costing 30 cents, while lot 1, on cotton

seed meal ate but 35 lbs. swale hay per day and 8 lbs. cotton seed

meal costing but 21^ cents, and gave a more valuable manure. The

cotton seed meal, has not onl}' returned ever}- dollar it cost and

more, but it has nearly doubled the market value of swale hay and

left a manure equal to nearly its cost in value. The dried blood that

I have usually paid §40 to 845 per ton for, for a manure for profit,

has, for 3 lbs. a day, in conjunction with 2 lbs. corn meal daily, given

a good growth to our steers where only 35 lbs. of straw have been

eaten in the place of 50 lbs. of ha}'. The cost being but 20 cents

per day or only § as much as on good hay. Now if we have paid

$45 for blood as a fertilizer, and made it pay, how much better the

hay, or how much cheaper the source of nitrogen, to make it as in

this case, first bring more than cost as a cattle food and then return,

say 4-5 of its original amount in the manure heap, or $36 worth of

manure for nothing. I value clover hay higher than I do good Eng-
lish hay. It contains a large proportion of flesh formers, and hence,

when fed in combination with those foods deficient in flesh formers

it takes on a value unknown to it when fed alone.

The average result of several experiments has been, that I have

made as good growth on clover hay and oat straw mixed as with

good hay, less food of the former ration being required than of the

hay ration. These facts in food combination are given to illustrate

Si general law—a law that, observed in Maine practice, would add

perhaps 20 per cent, to the value of the food fed by your farmers.

It may be well to observe that the animals fed were of the same

age, weight, and breed. You can grow with proper food combina-

tions with your oat straw, swale hay or corn fodder, an animal as

fast as on good hay and do it for less money.

If these statements are accepted as facts well proven, then we

are led into the practice of wide tillage quite naturally, for we can

dispense with hay quite largely. The feeding as proposed, will not

cut down the amount of stock kept but increase it ; more stock

being kept from an acre of straw or colrn fodder than is now kept.
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The grain being sold direct gives us a cash crop, or one quickly

returned through pigs and the manure saved to the farm if so fed.

If sold a large cash return is made to the acre, and yet more cattle

kept per acre by using cotton seed meal. If 60 bushels of meal is

sold per acre it will require the feeding of but 750 lbs. of cotton

seed meal to replace the manure of 3,3G0 lbs. of corn sold; but

little more than half as much to replace 30 bushels of wheat or

barle}', and 300 lbs. of cotton seed meal will furnish as much nitro-

gen and nearl}' as much phosphoric acid as 100 bushels of potatoes

would if fed, but not quite as much potash. These are good crops

to sell, oats and hay seldom are.

The Animal to Feed.

Cheap beef, cheap manure ;
as well as cheap manure, cheap crops.

I have laid so much stress upon purchased foods for manure, fed in

proper proportions that I beg to be allowed to name some of the

conditions under which it must be consumed. I believe in large

breeds against small breeds, because large animals expose less sur-

face for heat radiation in proportion to weight than small ones.

Large breeds require less food to make a pound of growth than

small. (Although I have experimented some, I express this as an

opinion.) Objection is made that pastures will' not admit of large

animals. The time has come to Spring and Fall feed grain in part.

Such a policy will improve the pastures and cheapen growth. The

animal fed must have large capacitv for consumption, digestion

and assimilation. Successful feeding cannot be carried on with a

low t3'pe animal an}' more than successful cotton manufacturing can

be caiTied on with old machinery' in use thirt}^ 3'ears ago. I find a

steer weighing 1000 lbs. will consume 17 to 20 lbs. of ha}' a da}'

and neither gain nor lose. All that is eaten above this amount goes

to growth. Other things being equal the steer that eats 7 lbs. more

than this amount is a very much more economical feeder than one

that eats but 5 lbs. more. Again, a certain class of stock may eat

this food because palatable and yet have a capacity for digestion and

assimilation so low as to make poor use of it. Indeed they may, for

maintenance fodder, require more than a well-fed steer. It is a

familiar fact that a class of cows eating a given amount of food

will not make one-half of the milk that another class will on the same

food. So familiar is this fact that I need not illustrate it from an

accumulation of statistics of our stable. For cheap beef or pork,
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and cheap manui'e as a resultant, well bred animals must be had.

These will come chiefly by female selections and the use of males

having desired qualities.

Early Matuuity.

Early beef is cheap beef. Young pork is cheap pork. If our

animal machines to make manure are not to do their best work we

should abandon this source of plant food in despair. Four year old

steers and eighteen months hogs would bankrupt this part of the

scheme and leave chemicals our onh- sufficient resource. No beef

be3'ond two to two and one-half years can be made at other than a

loss, or pork that is over six to eight months old.

In three experiments covering 16 to 59 days, I found that calves

averaging 425 lbs. ate 3.3 part of live weight daily and required

10 lbs. of hay to make 1 lb. of growth. With 3-ounger calves 7.7 lbs.

have given 1 lb. of growth. With cattle averaging 750 lbs, in five

experiments 2.6 per cent, of live weight was eaten daily, and 19^ lbs.

of haj^ required to make 1 lb. of growth. With steers weighing

1000 to 1100 lbs. each, in eight experiments 2.16 per cent, of live

weight was eaten daih', and 26 lbs. of hay were required to make

1 lb. of growth ;
the gain per day averaging .85 lbs. I fed two

calves in five periods of two weeks each. The amount of food for

first period was 20 quarts skim milk daily. After the first period it

required a constantly increasing amount of grain and hay to main-

tain the first growth made per day. Two pigs, on skim milk alone,

required for the first period of 28 days 9.8 quarts to make one pound
of gi*owth. At the end of the third period, when the}- were five

months old, it required 15 quarts to make one of growth. Last

summer it required more food to make a pound of growth on a

shote than on a pig in a set of comparative experiments. Professors

Stewart and Miles have found the same facts in their practice. The

large show j'ards of England and the Chicago live stock show have

brought out the same facts very prominently. In these shows it was

a universal result that the older an animal grew the less it grew per

da}'. As they grew older, of course the more food it required to

make a lessened growth. We sell a steer, sa}' at 1500 lbs. weight ; it

can be made in two winters and three summers, or two and one-half

years. Suppose it is made in four winters and five summers, or at

four and one-half years, then it has eaten maintenance fodder for

two winters more than is required. I find that it requires approxi-
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matoly 14 lbs. ha}' a day to maintain an 800 lb. steer without gain

or loss. The steer in question will have an average weight of nearl}''

800 ll)s. for the period of his growth. If matured in four and one-

half instead of two and one-half years he will have eaten mainten-

ance fodder (14 lbs. daily) for two winters more than is required,

or for 330 days, or 4G20 lbs. of hay worth, at Sl2 per ton, S27.72,

and two summerings, worth $d more, or total of $3G.20. Yet I am
told bj' farmers that it pays best to feed heavy steers and shotes,

over pigs. No mistake is more fatal in feeding ;
and no wonder

that such men, who are often in the majority, complain that farming

don't pa}'. Then the position taken is, that if cheap manure is to

be obtained, well bred animals, quickly matured upon home grown
and upon purchased foods rich in the elements of plant nutrition,

fed in rations in accordance with principles of recent investigation,

must be fed.

Cost of Animal Products.

Can the manure of cattle, sheep and pigs, be got for attendance?

If so, the whole question of profitable farming for New England is

answered, for an unlimited supply of manure is at our command by

purchase of foods and feediug. I have weighed constantly' for four

winters the food to animals of diflTerent ages in a herd of fifty head,

and have given all of the foods, coarse and concentrated, commonly

fed in New England. The same has been done in summers with

pigs. And a few experiments made with sheep. Basing m}' opinion

upon those results and those of careful men that I have met, I be-

lieve it can be done. Ver}- man}- are putting calves upon the market

in weights varying from 400 to 800 lbs., at good compensation.

F. F. Fisk of Webster, N. H., sold a calf weighing 1200 lbs. at

364 days old, and dressing 902 lbs. He says it was done at a sat-

isfactor}' cost on skim milk, bran and green fodders in summer and

hay in winter. A fair statement and results of nursing calves to

pasture ma}' be made from four calves turned to pasture by G. W.

Sanborn, Gilmautou, N. H., for 1880. I name this gentleman

because he is a free user of scales, and I am personally familiar with

his methods of feediug and with his stock. The four young mothers

averaged in round numbers 700 lbs. each, and were fed entirely on

corn fodder, oat straw, swale hay, and 3 lbs. each of mixed cob

meal and cotton seed meal daily. They ate not over two per cent,

of live weight daily, or 14 lbs. at $6 per ton, and 480 lbs. mixed
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meal at 1 1-16 cts. per 11)., or $5.40, or total of $12.15, plus pas-

turing $5 more, or total of $17.15. The first of November thej'

averaged 500 lbs. at 4 cents per lb. The mothers were worth more

than the fall before by growth, and the two or three months of

milking remaining. Spring calves could be fed undoubtedly to

better advantage on skim milk, grain and pasture crops up to 400

or 500 lbs., and then sold for veal. I weighed everything for two

calves in barn and on costlier winter food
;
skim milk at 4 mills, hay

at $10 per ton, and mixed corn and cotton seed meal and bran.

The gain for 86 da3'S ending Februar}- 24, was 4^ lbs. daih'. The

average cost 3 1-17 cents per lb. The}- were worth some over 4

cents per lb. I do not know how extensive a market can be found

for such baby beef. It is quite easy to carr^^ a March calf over to

eighteen months of age or in earl}- September, and obtain 1000 lbs.

of nice beef, at 4 cents per lb., live weight, if the qualit}" is made

what it ma}- be made. Cost, 20 days to 7 quarts new milk at 2 cents,

$2.80, sixty days more until pasturing, 8 quarts skim milk daily,

and total of hay 60 lbs., and 75 lbs. of mixed meal. Hay is rated

at $10 per ton and mixed meal at 1 ^ cents per lb. Cost, 60 days

to June 1st, $3.16. To November 1st, pasturing $1.00, 6 quarts

skim milk daily and 2 lbs. mixed grains at pasture, cost $8.35. The

calf will then weigh 550 lbs., at a cost of $14.37. The skim

milk is rated at 4 mills a quart. It will require Ij tons of hay to

winter, and 3 lbs. mixed grains, at a cost of $21.75. It will require

at pasture 3 lbs. of grain daily. This, coupled with pasture at

$4.00 will make a cost of $10.75. The steer will gain for the year

1| lbs. daily and will, September 1st, weigh 1189 lbs., and be easily

saleable at 4 cents per lb. or $47.56. Cost $46.87. The gain of

2 lbs. the first summer is moderate, and 1| for the next year not

excessive on a young thrifty beast, grained the year round and six

months at the barn. Poorer goods have sold to go to Boston fre-

quently in my section this fall, and I regard the price as below the

probable selling value. I sold several grade Durham steers this fall,

averaging 1100 each, at two years of age fed by a slower process,

from the fact that I am obliged to hire pasturing from home. They
had very much of their food weighed, and hence with them I can

make very close calculation. The first three weeks they were fed on

new milk. The following nine weeks on skim milk and grain. I

paid $1.00 for pasturing. They came to the barn weighing 422 lbs.

and costing $6.73. They were wintered with 10 lbs. of hay and 3
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of grain dailj^, costing 9 cents, or for IGO cla3-s, $14.40 ; second sum-

mer at pasture, $2.00. They were wintered the second winter on

mixed clover and straw, 20 lbs. daily, for $12.00, and pastured till

sold for $3, or total of $38.13. They were sold in a lot of other

cattle and probably should fairly be rated at 4 cents per lb., or $44.

Evidently there is no gi'eat profit in feeding stock for direct tlesh

sales. If we can sell our produce at home and much purchased

food at market rates, we certainly know of a direct wa}' to fatten our

farms and make them pa^'.

Feeding Pigs.

Feeding pigs, except for the purpose of disposing of waste from

house, or skim milk, has nearl}- gone out of practice in New P^ngland.

The cost of a pound of pork is vastl}' overrated by our farmers. The

average of three years' experiments with middlings and corn meal

fed with nothing but cold water whatever, has been that to grow a

200 lbs. pig (live weight) it required but 100 lbs. of middlings

to make 28.4 lbs. growth on average, and 26.1 lbs. have been made

from 100 lbs of corn meal. I have made as good returns with 100

lbs. of cob meal. During the first half of the periods I have fre-

quently got over 30 lbs. growth for 100 lbs. grain and over that,

and in one case 40 lbs. The value of pig pork has averaged to

give for these growths more than the cost of the foods named. This

work was accurate and continued for three 3'eai-s, and is good proof

that manure from pigs is cheap manure. It is worth}' of note that

the middlings have been worth nine per cent, more than the corn

meal, and that the manure from middlings is worth twice as much

as from the corn meal, and theoretically more than one-half of the

cost of the pork made. The amount of cheap rich manure thus

made is limited only by our ambition.

A well managed flock of mutton-wool sheep will pay better than

either class of animals named. The profit is so certain for such a

flock that time ma}- not be required to review the cost of a pound of

wool or mutton. They will give a profit. Thus, good animals,

quick fed on purchased foods rich in nitrogen matter—this pur-

chased food being fed in conjunction with the coarse foods of the

farm—make cheap manure. Baby beef, cheap beef,
—

cheap beef,

cheap manure,—and cheap manure, cheap crops.
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Chemicals.

The polic}' outlined "will surely and with moderate rapidit)' allow

of broader and better eultui-e. The farmer, like the business man,

should push his business to its utmost verge of prosperit}*. Why
should the farmer, alone of all the industries, be content with a

narrow business when plainly greater possibilities lie within his

reach? Why? In our day three years of former existence is

crowded into one
;
and it is not enough to know how to accomplish

a given result, but how to accomplish that result the quickest way
consistent with econom}'. While yard manures ma}' be the cheaper

source of manure, yet, if in addition to this source it can be shown

that chemicals can be used at a good profit, then they are most wel-

come aids to the slow methods of New England farming. With a

small per cent, of exceptions the most successful farming cannot be

carried on in N. England without chemicals. Yard manure and chem-

icals combined will give more and cheaper crops than either alone.

Chemical manures have a popular reputation among farmers of being

stimulants, exciting the soil to give up of its stores of nourishment, and

that the gi'owth made is made at the expense of the soil and not of the

fertilizer. Science has demonstrated that ninety- to ninety-eight per

cent, of the weight of a crop is drawn from the air and water. The

small bulk of chemicals used to grow large crops in contrast with

the large amounts of 3'ard manure used, has given color to the opin-

ion that chemicals are stimulants. Science has shown that of this

two to ten per cent, not gathered from the air and water, one ton of

yard manure contains but 31 lbs. of matter that we value, and that

this 31 lbs. can be supplied in 133 lbs. of chemicals. There is no

juggler}^ in nature. Law has no exceptions. If one wheat plant

can be grown in pure water with added chemicals then a million can.

The growth of one b}' pure chemicals in pure water proves chemicals

plant food. Plants have been frequently so grown and also in

calcined sand. What sa}' field tests? For thirty-five 3'ears a farm

in Germany has grown its crops by chemicals alone, and to-da}- cuts

more of oats and rye than a neighboring farm well treated with 3"ard

manure. Ville, ot I'rance, has used them for I think over thhly

j-ears, and holds a low opinion of yard manure. For forty years

the world's benefactor, Dr. Lawes, who has expended fortunes in

experimenting for the world's good, has used chemicals in various

combinations in competition with ysLvd manui'e. For twenty-seven
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years wheat after wheat has been grown b}^ chemicals, and so on

another piece by its side wheat after wheat has been grown with

fourteen tons of yard manure annually, yet to-da}- the chemicals are

yielding the larger crop, although the average per acre from the yard

manure, | acre, is 34J bushels. Far the larger crops have been

taken from chemicals than where yard manure was used. Dr. Nich-

ols has brought up a worn out farm by chemicals. A host of other

instances might be given from shorter experiences. No fact is better

established in agriculture than that chemicals are plant food. Emi-

nent men headed bj^ Liebig, Ville, Stockbridge, and perhaps

Sturtevant, have looked upon 3'ard manures as waste products, good

and to be used when had, but needless and unprofitable to feed for.

Two points in chemical fertilization may be considered as established.

First, that the}' are eflScacious plant food, and second, that they are

profitable plant food when rightly bought and used. Otherwise,

uncertain.

To buy right is first to buy at the market rates. Its importance

will be seen when it is found that 99 cent goods have been sold for

$35 to S40, and $30 goods for 640, while $40 goods are sometimes

sold for $35. Those facts can be verified b}- consulting any of oar

experiment stations, or chemists employed in fertilizer analyses.

Our State laws compel dealers to state upon each bag or barrel of

fertilizer its contents of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash.

These are commercial terms and have commercial values. We
should banish an}- feeling that they are mysterious terms, and learn

their values as we learn the value of au}' article of trade. Obtain

the circulars of all dealers and buy of the cheapest, provided they

stand well with the experiment stations. I had fully intended to

buy a car load of goods of a firm, but shall not, because I find their

goods are constantly analyzing poorl}' or of a less value than their

price. The time is coming when many of us will buy by the car

load or loads. Until then, buy together.

In buying last spring a car load lot I found a difference in dealers'

prices, varying on different materials from 12 to 25 per cent., or 2

cents for muriate of potash by one, and 2^ by another, but not in

the same market.

What Shall We Buy.

Chemists find that all plants contain twelve to fourteen different

materials in their structure. You are familiar with some of them

like potash, sulphur, and lime. A plant would not grow in a soil
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and air lacking one of these materials. No soil has been found

entirely wanting an}' one of these materials, but so nearl}' deficient

in some one or more in an available form as to be practically value-

less in their native condition. But fertilization does not consist in

adding to a soil all of the materials found in a plant, for out of all

the conflict of opinion in regard to chemical fertilizations, there

stands out clearl}- this general agreement that the air and most soils

furnish all of the fourteen materials that enter into the growth of

plants in great abundance excepting potash, phosphoric acid, nitrogen

and possibly in some or man}' cases magnesia, but no attention is

given to the latter, perhaps unwisely.

Chemical fertilization, then, means adding to the soil materials

containing potash, phosphoric acid and nitrogen. Pressing the

matter a little closer we find that modern investigation has shown

that some soils mav be deficient in either potash or phosphoric acid,

but onl}' in them, and that either from the soil or air, or undoubtedly

both, some plants have the power to get their nitrogen supph' in

part or in whole. I am personall}' inclined to the belief that none

of our common field crops require heav}' or full formula doses of

nitrogen in our climate, although in England where three times the

water leaches down to a four foot drain that does here, such quanti-

ties are required for many field crops, notably wheat.

Three or four years' use of nitrogen in varying amounts have thus

far shown nitrogen in amounts based upon its relative amount in

corn, potatoes, wheat, barley, and sorghum, when compared with

amount of phosphoric acid and potash, has not paid. For corn,

four proportions of nitrogen have been used with the following re-

sult for 1879 : 64 lbs. per acre, yield corn 45.8 bushels
;
48 lbs.

nitrogen per acre, 3ield corn 61.1 bushels
;
32 lbs. nitrogen applied

per acre, yield corn 64.6 bushels; 16 lbs. nitrogen per acre, jield

corn 69 bushels. Minerals alone, yield corn 67.4 bushels. Like

results have been secured this j'ear, although it is the third harvest

of corn after corn on the same plats and under like fertilizers.

Inasmuch as the nitrogen cost more than the minerals for our crops,

the point is one of the ver}- first moment in chemical fertilization.

Professor Atwater has found like results. In sets put out among our

farmers I am receiving like returns, although not so marked, per-

haps because not continued on the same ground. The same obser-

vation may in part apply to the experiments of Professor Atwater,

although some of his are continuous.
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If it shoukl ultimately be shown that we can in practice approxi-

mate to Loibig's mineral theory in our climate and on our soil,

successful farming in New Enghmd of a very satisfactory order is

assured. I do not dare rest too nuich hope upon three years' exper-

iments, although a great many have been tried. Without time to

discuss it at present, I would say when yard manure is supplemented

b}' chemicals do not buy any nitrogenous manures. When chemicals

are used alone for corn, 100 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia to the acre

would be all that I would apply to corn, and less to potatoes.

Regarding the minerals, potash and phosphoric acid, I can only

say, apply at the rate of 300 lbs. of dissolved bone-black per acre

and weigh the products of corn and stover. Have an equal plat by

its side with no fertilizer and note by weight
—never by guess

—the

gain, if any, from the use of the dissolved bone-black. On a third

use the bone-black, and in addition 150 lbs. per acre of muriate of

potash of best quality. If this plat yields more than plat one the

inference is that potash is needed in your soil. If no increase is

made the plant has told you that out of that soil it can gather all

of the potash it needs.

On the College Farm I find that phosphoric acid does not pay for

use for corn. Three dollars and twenty-five cents expended for it

gave for 1879 and 1880 less corn than the nothing plat, while $2.88

woith of potash gives a very large increase, in one case, of 29.9

bushels shelled corn. My crops rise and fall with the use of potash.

On my private farm I have found that the presence of potash affects

but slighth' on its southern slope the amount of crop. Potatoes

being increased by it but about 28 per cent., or not enough to pay,

while i^hosphoric acid increased the crop 112 per cent., or for every

dollar's worth of phosphoric acid 12.9 bushels. In experiment sets

of fertilizers sent out both by myself and by Professor Atwater,

the same class of facts are being constantly' noted. No wonder that

superphosphates, containing no potash, have given to a large class of

farmers whose soil lacked potash, and could grow no good crop

without it, unsavoring memories of it. Do we strengthen a chain

with a weak link by incresing the strength of its strong link? To

a soil lacking potash, potash becomes its weak link, and adding

superphosphates we do not directl}- increase the producing capacity''

of the soil. Shall we add to a soil that which it does not need?

Some say put them both in. On the same principle we would put

in all the minerals. Some soils will show that both phosphoric acid
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and potash at-e needed, but there are a few only but what will show

greater results from one than from the other for some of the crops.

In such a case you would use the material most needed in largest

quantity. Again, on a soil that would show no results fi'oni the use

of phosphoric acid applied to corn, results might be noted when

applied to potatoes. Such I found to be the case on our College

Farm.

Each plant has its own special feeding characteristics, and

according to Ville, who is father of this system of plant analysis

of soils, has a dominant material that exerts a controling influence

on its growth. Time will not admit its discussion, and in practice

we are not ready to pursue the fine points involved. It is enough to

know that chemical analysis does not afford any guide to a rational

system of fertilization. The what to buy will depend, or should,

upon 3'our own experimental linowledge of your farm. In the

absence of such knowledge buy 300 to 400 lbs. of dissolved Iwne-

black, (or perhaps fine ground bone meal, an answer as to which

can alone be given in the light of present controversy by a personal

trial. On m}' own farm I find bone meal to be best to buy and am now

using fine ground mineral phosphates as bedding for my stock as

the cheapest way of phosphating my soil), 150 to 200 lbs. muriate of

potash, and 100 to 125 lbs. sulphate of ammonia for an acre of corn

alone to chemicals, or, as we are to go into expensive tillage, put

your yard manure over twice or thrice the former ground and add

two to three hundred pounds of the dissolved bone-black and one

hundred of muriate of potash. Both lots may be safely increased

and prudently. I advise the purchase of those materials for the

following reasons: 1st, because they are more concentrated and

thus save much in freight ; 2d, because they can be bought twenty

per cent, cheaper than in superphosphates, and because superphos-

phates contain no potash ; 3d, because they are less subject to cheat
;

4th, because more effective ; 5th, because they can be adapted to the

wants of the soil or crops, and can be used in constant tests of the

soil. Superphosphates would not be worth five dollars a ton for our

farm, and potash salts would be worth one hundred dollars a ton.

Do TiiEY Pay.

A gentleman (Mr. Prout) in England, gave $80,000 for a 480

acre farm and failed to make it pay by the use of yard manure.

For fifteen years he has run it with chemicals alone, plowing four
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hundred and fifteen acres of it. Its valuation is now doubled,

although the croi^s have been sold off. He has sold from $20,000 to

$25,000 worth of crops annually. The crops for 1880 were esti-

mated to give for 150 acres 40 bushels of wheat per acre ;
80 acres

of oats, 64 to 72 bushels per acre ; 40 acres sanfoin, value $G0 per

acre, and 134 acres of barley, 48 bushels per acre. His tenant's

income aside from landlords' income has averaged $3000.

In my practice I have often received 85 per cent, of applied fer-

tilizers in first crop. Lawes and Gilbert rarel}', in their moist climate

which leaches rather than evaporates its moisture, received 50 per

cent, return of fertilizer. Tliis is a most encouraging fact for us. Mr.

Front's only stock is a cow and two pigs. Thousands of less brilliant

instances might be named of profitable use of chemicals on a light

scale in this country. I will name onl}' a few instances that have

come into my hands within a short time, from gentlemen with whom
I had correspondence in the spring in regard to their use.

Mr. D. B. Wheelock of Barre, Vt., had several plats laid out.

Sixteen 25-bushel cart loads of manure per acre gave 52 2-7 bushels

ears of corn; the addition of $6.10 worth of dissolved bone-black

and muriate of potash gave 83 2-7 bushels, or an increase of 31 2-7

bushels over the manured part, the fertilizers being added to the

manure, or for $1 of fertilizer an increase of 5 bushels of corn and

300 lbs. of stover. Twelve dollars and twent}' cents' worth of

superphosphates as usualh* used gave but 70 5-7 bushels. J. A.

AYhitcher of Strafl^ord, N. H., got 5 1-5 more bushels of corn and

1040 lbs. more of stover where he used 270 lbs. of dissolved bone-

black and 150 lbs. muriate of potash than he did where he used 18

loads of 3'ard manure. His were ox loads, I suppose, of 40 bushels.

G. W. Sanborn of Gilmauton, N. H., got in a full experiment of

15 plats, with 21 tons of good strong yard manure, 58.45 bushels

shelled corn per acre ; with 400 lbs. of dissolved bone-black and 200

lbs. muriate of potash, 59 bushels per acre ; best of chemicals, $12.

Mr. Henry Hough of Lebanon, N. H., got 125 bushels of ears per

acre with about $12 to $14 of chemicals per acre. Mr. Hough's

statement of cost I lost, but know very nearl}' the cost. It was less

than $14. He is a free user of 3'ard manure—the amount I have

lost—and got no more from its use on an adjoining acre. J..B.

Potter of Goflstown, N. H., received on ground without manure 37^

bushels of shelled corn, on ground with 207 lbs. bone-black and

125 lbs. of muriate ot potash, 66 bushels. In all of the above
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cases, except Mr. Hough's and Wheeloek's, 80 lbs. is the basis of

ears for one of shelled corn. For three 3'ears with potatoes following

potatoes, treated to like fertilizers, my average crop has been,—no

fertilizer, 72 bushels ; 125 lbs. sulphate of ammonia, 73 lbs. dissolved

bone-black, and 68 lbs. muriate of potash, have given 163 bushels
;

cost, $7.72. Plat 3, with one-half ration of nitrogen, cost $5.29 ;

yield 155 bushels. Plat 4, no nitrogen, cost $2.80 ; j'ield 160 bush-

els. To corn, the average for $2.88 in potash salts has been 52

bushels of shelled corn. In the above cases I have given all the

cases that have been returned to me for this year, so that these are

not selections. I have more 3'et to come whose tenor I know noth-

ing of.

Chemicals are efficacious plant food ; chemicals are profitable plant

food ; chemicals and yard manure are more efficacious and profitable

than either alone and should not be divorced in practice. With

stock feeding, and chemicals inteligently bought and handled, the

question of broad tillage is entirely in our own hands.

TrLLAGE.
r

An anah'sis of good English wheat-soil b}' Dr. Anderson, showed

.354 per cent, of potash and .43 per cent, of phosphoric acid. Good

yard manure will contain but. 65 percent, of potash and but .33 per

per cent, of phosphoric acid. A ton of this soil will contain 8 lbs.

of potash, while a ton of yard manure will contain 13 lbs. This

sail has 8.6 lbs. phosphoric acid and the yard manure but 6.6 lbs.

Prof. Voelker in his celebrated analysis of clover roots and clover

soils, found to the depth of a foot, that the soil investigated con-

tained 5225 lbs. of nitrogen. Assuming 3,500.000 lbs. of soil to

the acre, then the soil investigated b}- Dr. Anderson would contain

15,050 lbs. phosphoric acid. If this amount were to be bought in

the market, at market rates of soluble acids, it would cost $1,881.25.

It would also contain 12,390 lbs. of potash. In round numbers it

would require 1000 loads of yard manure to furnish this potash to

an acre of soil, and over 2000 loads to furnish the pliosphoric acid.

This soil once existed as solid rock, and has been broken down into

soil by the forces of nature. Yet but a small part of it is avail-

able* as plant food. Man}' of the agencies that have made a part of

the soil available are still at work. By the art of tillage we may
intensify' or accelerate their work by opening the soil or producing a

condition in which the}' have freer or fuller play. That which
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interests the proposed scheme of farming, is not. only that there is

an immense supply of the elements of plant food in the soil in part

in insoluble compounds, that are gradually becoming soluble, l)ut

especially that by tillage we hasten the process by increasing the

action of frosts and the circulation in the soil of oxygen and car-

bonic acid, the two chemical agents specially active under favorable

conditions in soil decomposition.

Tillage is manuring. The increased tillage proposed will coax

from the soil more plant food than it will yield by present processes,

and alone will prove sufficient to increase our crops from fifteen to

twenty per cent. That grand old Roman farmer, Cato, placed tillage

of more importance than manuring. In fable, we find two brothers

digging a farm completely over in search of a bag of gold onl}^ to

find it in increased crops. The fanaous Jethro TuU and his disciple,

the Rev. S. Smith, proclaimed tillage alone a sufficient source of

plant nutritives, and for themselves, on their soils, succeeded well.

The world, however, only accepts tillage as one of the sources and

the cheapest source of fertility. The laws that underlie tillage we

cannot stop to discuss. It exerts an influence on temperature and

moisture of soil, and should be adapted to soils and seasons in so

far as it may in practice. Tillage fits the soil also for the proper

germination of plants and their excursion of roots for foods. While

it fines the soil it also fines and distributes the manure in that area

of soil where the roots must delight to grow, if properly conducted.

While good tillage is one of the essentials for success in the present

sj-stem of farming, and now sadly deficient in practice, 3-et I wish

only to make the point that increased tillage is nursing our own soils

to an increased extent for a part of the large stores of plant food

they contain.

Rotation of Crops.

More crops can be gi-own on a given area under a system of rota-

tion of crops than under a succession of like crops. This assertion

is borne out by the experience of old countries for long periods.

Practice asserts it, science corroborates it and exact experiments

prove it. Here again, everything else remaining the same, New

England farmers can, by introducing a system of rational crop

succession, quite materially increase their total crop production.

Suppose ten tons of good English hay to be fed over a good barn

cellar to growing steers, then we should produce about twenty tons
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of 3'av(l manure. This applied to wheat would give very nearly

280 lbs. of potash per acre, and as the growing steers would take

out more of the phosphoric acid from the ha}' than potash, 70 lbs.

of phosphoric acid per acre. The growth of 30 bushels of wheat

per acre would take from the soil 30 lbs. of potash and 24 lbs. of

phosphoric acid. Three such crops would exhaust the applied

phosphoric acid while but 90 lbs. of the 280 lbs. potash applied

would ])e taken. Either one or two views present themselves as

inevitable, either yard manure is not a perfect manure or such a

spstem of cropping would be faulty.

Casting about for a good crop to follow this wheat crop we notice

that potatoes takes three pounds of potash for every one of phos-

phoric acid, while beets require four to one. I name this as an

illustration of the principle involved in one direction. Our attention

is attracted in another direction in an emphatic way. We find a

class of crops whei'e feeding roots are mainl}' found near the surface

of the ground and exhaust it mainl}- for food. Yet another class of

our farm crops ai-e deeper rooted and feed in a lower layer, while

clover and its class feed ver}' largel}' deeper still, or much in the

subsoil. Again, some crops make a large root developement, while

others oul}' a small root growth. Also we find narrow and broad

leaved plants, and plants that make their growth during the first

half of the season while others maintain green leaves until frost, or

nearly so. The latter two classes stand in different relations to the

nitrogen supply as regards each other. The late developed plants

being far more independent of nitrogen supply. During the sum-

mer b}- nitrification from the organic compounds of the soil nitrates

are formed for these crops. The importance of clover in rotation is

worthy of a brief notice. B}' its long tap-root clover goes down into

the subsoil and gathers up and elaborates in growth the elements of

plant nutrition that may have washed below the reach of the roots

of ordinary plants. Its broad leaves gather, it is said, more largely

from atmospheric sources of plant food. The roots and stubble of

clover weigh very heavy, amounting to nearl}' or quite as much as

the growth harvested. Dr. Voelker in his investigation of clover

found 3^ tons of roots per acre, to the depth of six inches, con-

taining as much nitrogen as is found in 37^ bushels of wheat or

61 lbs., and 180 lbs for total depth. This has been gathered from

sources bej'ond the reach of the roots of ordinar}^ crops. I can onl}'

find time to give the practical conclusions of Dr. Voelker, which
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were in substance in agreement with the popular opinion of farmers—
that the clover crop actually enriched the surface soil, and that tliey

were right in asserting that a larger crop of wheat could be grown

after clover than before, without the intervention of manures.

When the value of clover as a cattle food is weighed and coupled

with its value as a renovating crop, especially to precede wheat, or

indeed liarley, corn or potatoes in rotation, little is risked in

asserting that it is one of the most important of the crops grown in

Maine, and that in rotation it should never be left out. I find very

many sections where clover is little grown and poorly estimated. In

rotation of crops we have the rules laid down by the English, as fol-

lows, in their more obvious bearing: "Broad-leaved plants to alter-

nate with narrow-leaved plants. Those plants that require the same

kind of food should be kept as far apart as possible. Plants of the

same habit of growth and general character of growth should not

follow each other." Whatever may be the theoretical or popular

reasons for rotation of crops, we are glad to know that accurate

experimenters have actually found in practice that large crops follow

this practice. Upon this point Lawes and Gilbert will be accepted

as authority. They and others have so found. Roots followed

by barley, this by clover, and clover by wheat, was the famous Nor-

folk succession. This has been extended by many during late •

years. Markets, soils, and other reasons, will procure a strictly

theoretic rotation of crops for home. Indeed, with chemicals, it is

no longer so needed. In case of the illustration given in the wheat

crop of the need of rotation of crops, an addition of a superphos-

phate would have supplied the needed phosphoric acid and main-

tained a proper balance for wheat between the two materials. So-

for any crop, potash for potatoes. Resting their opinions upon this

basis of procedure many have proclaimed chemicals an antidote for

needed rotations, in order to exhaust a soil in equal relative ratios

of its elements of plant food. There are some deeper and more

problematical reasons for rotation of crops, that chemicals do not

meet in succession crops. Clover cannot be made to follow clover

long on most lands by any known method of procedure. Lawes'

experiments speak emphatically upon this point. While wheat fol-

lowed wheat nicely, turnips would not. For thirty-eight years, to

chemicals, a German farm maintained a yield superior to the yield

from yard manure for rye and oats, but sadly failed to come up to

7
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this standard for clover and flax. Chemicals will release us from the

strict letter of rotation law, but will uot give the best result when

entirely divorced from it. Just what crops shall enter into our rota-

tion, each one must judge by his soil and market. I am quite

decidedly in favor of corn in the place of the turnip crop in the

Norfolk rotation. Tliis may be followed b}' barley for sale, or oats

and peas mixed, when sown for stock, then clover followed b}' wheat,

or potatoes. If wheat, those who desire can seed to grass for two

or three years, or continue some tillage crop ;
if potatoes, then

some grain crop. In our extended cultivation it will be desirable to

have in the rotation some cash crops for direct sale. These must

be eitlier crops of high selling value per pound, like wheat or the

best barle}', that is rarely less than a dollar a bushel, or a crop that

takes but little nutrition from the soil per pound of growth, like

potatoes that are sevent3'-five per cent water. Hay and oats are

bad selling crops. So much plant food is taken from the soil per

dollar of receipt for the resultant crop in these foods. These facts

should never be lost sight of in arranging selling crops in our

rotation.

Machinekv Required.

We are living in an age when intense methods prevail in all other

industries. It is sought to reduce muscular toil to its minimum

everywhere that metal can replace muscle. The mechanism of the

day is propelled b}' either brute foi'ce or some one of nature's agen-

cies. It is said that the combined force of the steam engines of

the world amounts to 46,000,000 horse-power, equal to twice the

available working power of the entire population of the globe.

This, and other agencies, has wonderfulh' enlarged the comforts and

luxuries of civilized life. Inspired by the rapid and less wearied

inarch of other industries, it will be hard to hold our boys and girls

to the long dull trial of our machineless farms. Progress is in the

air, and it will be harder still for our farmers if they are to continue

to pit their brawn against the machinery of the virgin forms of the

West, made a close neighbor to us by cheap freight. Our great

problem is the production of cheap food b3' as inviting methods as

possible.

Surelv, ours is not to be the onl}' industrv whose motive force is

the "sweat of the brow." Not that it is a misfortune to be forced

to be industrious, or degrading to toil. It is belittling to an industry
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to use the muscle much aud the mind little, when the mind could

work through mechanism more effectuall}'. This may seem some-

thing like a sentimental strain. lie tluit as it ma}-, it forms in part

the basis hv means of which an industries' relative social position is

measured, and, right or wrong, it has much to do with the attractive-

ness of our industry. If monej-, at any cost of muscular exertion

or social or civil standing, is the onlv criterion, and New England

farm life is to strike this level, then most assuredly our hopes of suc-

cess hang heavily on farm mechanism. Especially does the capital-

ized extensive system of farming proposed, imperatively demand this

aid. There is a feeling that machiner}- will not work well on our

rockv hills. From personal knowledge I know that the machinery

that I shall name, will ;
but first, let me premise that division wtdls

in many cases should go, and boulders be removed. A field that ten

to twenty dollars will clear, will pay richly for so doing. A field

that will require twenty to fifty to clear is not worth one cent for

cultivation in its present condition, for it will never pay a profit for

cost of handling. Any acre that is fitted for machinery in New

England, or Maine, within reasonable limits of railroads, and per-

haps anywhere in your State, provided it has enough acres vvitli it

for a business, is worth one hundred dollars, and will pay six per

cent, interest on this sum under modern methods. In my experience,

the loose rocks of our hill farms, from the size of a man's head down,

are of no special trouble to machine farming. On such a farm I

find that two men and two yoke of oxen are required to plow three-

fourths of an aci-e a day. A much faster speed is not desirable with

an oi-dinary plow on rocky soils, as the quality of the work is im-

paired. One man, three horses and sulkly plow, or common plow

with sulky attachment, will plow from two to two and one-half acres

a day, and do better work. This makes about a fourfold saving and

gives us a genteel farmer riding his sulky seat. Again, in his sulky

seat he may scatter, with one horse, fertilizers or grain over fifteen

acres in a da\', and not soil his hands, and do the work better than

by hand methods. Following comes the wheel harrows, the master

riding, surveys the lifting, pulverizing work that is sure to be followed

by better crops than tlie packing, square-toothed harrow. This in

turn is followed by a two-rowed corn planter, good to open, drop

and cover, for one man and horse, twelve to fifteen acres of corn in

one day. Better work is done for less than one-twelfth of the

expense than is done by hand work,—or for potatoes, the potato-
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planter will make as large a saving. After the corn-planter comes

the Thomas smoothing harrow. With it I have hoed, better than

tweut}' to twenty-five men would have done, sixteen acres of corn

in a day for one man and pair of horses. This followed by the

horse-hoe, completes the hoeing of the corn without the hand-hoe,

or, at most, excepting one da3-'s work or part of a day in pulling a

few weeds that may have escaped. For potatoes the hand-hoe is

absolutely unneeded.

Of the many machines used, or yet to be used in the various

departments of our form industry, these will serve to illustrate the

absolute indispensibility of the full employment of mechanism on

the farm. I hold it no exaggeration to say that one man can plow,

fertilize, plant and tend thirty acres of corn alone up to harvesting.

If in one department of farming all this is true, will it have nothing

to do with the profits and with the attractiveness of farming? It is

said that machiner}' cannot be afforded on our hill farms with nar-

row opportunities for use to the few crops grown. This objection

would have some force provided our conditions were forced upon us.

Our walls can be cheaply removed, thus removing one objection.

But machinerj" for two, or five acres of corn, or potatoes or grain, we

are not going to bu}-, but for many times those numbers. We are

going into business now and get a full and fair yield for machinery'.

But the smaller class of farms? says some one. Cooperation—
joint ownership of some machines is a clear way out. A two-

rowed corn-planter will do the work of a neighborhood. The same

with the fertilizer distributer, and some other machines. It is said

that there is friction in this method. Necessit}' is a wonderful

lubricator and will smooth this difficult}'. But if we prefer to growl

at each other like animals, and be so selfish that we cannot har-

monize, then we have got to live one degree nearer their existence ;

hunt just for an existence. I am sorry that it is so, but am not

responsible for the fact that, in agriculture as elsewhere, the

tendency is towards centralization or laig:'st success in largest

operations. The old motto is reversed, and it is now large farms

for profit. I do not refer to the top-heavy fiirms of the West, but to

the larger farms East, that can till from one hundred to three hun-

dred acres. In referring to machinery, I maj' be allowed to say a

word of encouragement for the East against the West. Freight now,

in December, is forty cents a hundred from Chicago, but the corn

comes from beyond Chicago, and pa3-s local freight into Chicago. We
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will assume it to be thirty cents a lumdrod. We have 39.2 cents on

a bushel of freight, which is virtuall}' a tariff in our favor. Then

our corn stalks are worth (100 lbs. to the bushel) 50 per cent, more

to us than to them, probabl}- more, but this will give 12| cents in

our favor, or a total of 52 cents a bushel in our favor
; 25 cents will

pay for fertilizers to raise a bushel here and keep the farm good, and

more, while theirs are depleting. Farming is certainly going to be

more prosperous in the East than in the "West, and 1 should prefer

to own a good New England farm than a similar Western farm.

Acting in this belief, I am now engaged in full faith in the system of

farming proposed to you, and have not as yet been disappointed.

Capital Required.

Any occupation whose chief factor involved is muscular exertion,

receives low compensation. The returns for the labor of the farm-

ers of New England at $1.25, has far exceeded the returns of the

capital invested in their farms. The amount of capital and skill in-

volved in our low t3'pe of farming, has brought our condition and

rewards very close to the pay of day laborers, and less than skilled

labor. Our farmers look upon their business as an opening to put

or expend their labor, rather than as a field for investment of

capital. This policy is to be reversed if high social position or finan-

cial success is expected for our business. English farmers not

infrequentl}' have a personal capital of $75 to even $100 for every

acre of their arable farm land, while, speaking from memory, their

average is $50 per acre
;
and yet their tenant farmers pay from $5

to $15 rental per acre, and make interest on personal capital in-

vested, 3"et the world-renowned English farmer (Mechi) says $100

to the acre, at least, is required. The more capital the more net

returns, seems to be his motto, and a good one.

What is the value pei» acre of personal capital in Maine? I am

everywhere met with the objection that they, the farmers, have not

the capital to put in and can't get it. The trouble lies deeper—
neither you nor capital have faith in the outlay'. Millions of Maine

farmer's capital is in 3'our savings banks and elsewhere, 3'et these

farmers that loan, pursue the same system of farming, or a worse

one, than those do who borrow. Demonstrate to keen-e3'ed capital

that has seen your farms sell lower at each auction sale for a genera-

tion, that farming will pay six per ceut., as it will and more, on
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present valuation of land in farms ($18.93 per acre for 1870, bj- the

census,) and hundreds of millions are at the command of our busi-

ness. But the first start, the gaining of confidence for our business,

must first be established.

There are in agriculture, as ever3-where, men without business

energy. Men of resolves but not of action, who have uo confi-

dence in their business, nor business in them
;
who are in a condition

of semi-bankruptcy ;
who have all the 3-ear to figure their expendi-

tures down to their small incomes, working when the}' feel like it.

The freedom, and certaint}- of corn bread and pork, makes farming
attractive to such men. Sheer necessity will keep such farmers,

following by imitation, a generation in the rear. To all others, the

question of capital is the smallest " lion in the way," and inherited

methods the largest. Given, 50 acres of plow land, now producing
35 tons of hay ; 2^ acres corn, 100 bushels shelled corn, and five

tons stover; 1 acre potatoes, 100 bushels; and 125 bushels of oats

and barley, worth in the barn $450. In the spring put ^our manure

over 7 acres in place of 3^ acres, and add 250 to 300 lbs. dissolved

bone-black, and 100 to 125 lbs. muriate of potash, costing $6.90 to

$8.37 to the acre, for G acres corn, and 125 lbs. each dissolved

bone-black and muriate potash, to 1 acre potatoes, costing $5.29 ;

total cost. 84 G to 855. You will now get 50 bushels shelled corn

per acre or 300 bushels, 15 tons of stover, and 150 bushels of pota-

toes, but 2^ tons of hay less. Your excess crop will cost but little

more in labor, 30U having become full or part owner of a coru-

planter, horse-hoe and hiller, for corn and potatoes ; Thomas smooth-

ing harrow, and disc harrow, whose total cost is but $75 or $100, if

planter is two rowed. Value of excess crop over previous j'ear with

corn at 65 cents, potatoes, 40 cents, and corn fodder $6 per ton,

less 2J tons of hay at $10 per ton, $187.75. This will more than

pa}' for tools and fertilizer. During the summer you will want to

feed $100 Avorth of middlings to pigs that will return the money in

the fall. If you have capital or credit enough, the excess fodder

grown will want to be fed, and a ton or two of cotton-seed meal fed

with the corn fodder and straw, after the clover ha}' has given out,

that should go with it. If capital is lacking then a part of the grain
could be sold, but you will not probably be forced to this. The
second year you will have very much more manure and better than

before, and can break ten acres, using chemicals as before, and also

on the grain ground, making seventeen acres to fertilize. Twenty
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dollars will now be wanted for a fertilizer distributer ; and a siilkv

plow attachment costing $20 will pay- For another year more ground
will be plowed. You will have the corn grown the previous year to

fatten oft' your increasing herd of pigs that have been grown this

season on middlings. Your money will now be coming back from

excess crops of last 3'ear, in i)ork, butter, lambs or steers. This

will more than pa}' for the $100 in chemicals that j-ou will Iiave to

buy, and ncAv tools, $40, or total, $140. So that the capital, as yet

involved, is only the first 3'ear's outlay. An increase of stock will

have to be made to feed the increased crops of this year, and to

buA' cotton seed to match, say fifteen acres of corn fodder and straw.

Under such circumstances one's credit would be good for two hun-

dred dollars. This would mean more manure and more plowing for

the third year. Thus, in four to five years, the whole of plow land

could be put under constant culture, excepting ten acres of clover,

if the rotation was a five j'cars' course. This ten acres of clover

in two cuttings of one year only, would soon be good for the
thirtj'-

five tons of hay originally got.

It was not mj' purpose under the heading, Capital Required, to lay-

out a course of rotation, nor to pursue the matter- to the end, indi-

cating the amount finally required. I onlj^ wished to indicate

that little was required to start for the first 3'ear or two, that

the system would bring quick returns
;
and that while it increased

the crops of the fiirm and l)usiness done, that it would substantially

pa}' as we go. After having gone over the farm once, the continuous

culture, rotation of crops and increased manure used, would increase

the crops per acre until we should achieve 65 to 75 bushels of corn

as an average, wheat 30, and other crops in proportion. Fifty

dollars per acre would then be achieved for 50 acres, at a very
handsome profit on present valuations. But land would not long
remain at $18.93 per acre under these conditions. The farms are

abundant where, out of the wood land and pasture could be carved

a total, with the field now in use, of 100 to 150 acres of tillage.-

Upon such farms steam power for threshing and grinding will find'

their place, along with a full line of machinery and heavy stock, all

of which will require a degree of capital and skill, and will yield an

income that will give to our business a rank second to none in

attractiveness. Our farming is going through its transition state

rapidly in the directions named. Intelligence, business energ}^ and

capital will carry it to a successful issue. The farmers of Maine, in
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common with those of New England, have the energ}' and native

ability, and will command the capital and acqnire the developing-

facts that will, with onr favorable markets, make of New England

farming the most successful, and New England farm life the most

attractive of any section of the country.
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APPLES FOR AROOSTOOK.

By Dr. T. II. Hoskins, of Newport, Vermont.

[At tho request of Secretary Gilbert the following article is prepared for this Re-

port, as containing tho substance of my extemporaneous address upon Fruit Growing,

at Houlton and Presque Isle, October 24 and 26, 1880. T. II. H.]

Fourteen j'ears ago, when I first settled ni_yself to farming upon

the shore of Lake Memphremagog, in Northeastern Vermont, it was

generally believed that apples, with the exception of Siberian crabs,

could not be successfuU}' grown in that elevated and bleak locality.

The range of mountains forming the water shed, summit, or "divide"

between the upper Connecticut and the vallc}* of the lower St. Law-

rence, is probably, in winter, the coldest locality on the Atlantic

slope south of the Lawrentian chain, whicli forms the northern

boundary of the St. Lawrence valley. Lake Memphremagog lies

among those mountains which stretch across the Connecticut valley

and connect the White Mountains of New Hampshire with the

Green Mountains of Vermont. The surface of the lake is 700 feet

above the sea, and the country around it, though fertile, and a fine

dairy region, rises to more than double that height, some of the best

dairy farms standing at least 1400 feet above the ocean level.

Above these the wooded summits of the hills rise as much higher.

Owl's Head and Bear Mountain, wdiich stand before my west win-

dows, six and ten miles away, being respectively 2,800 and 2,600

feet high, while Mt. Hor, Mt. Pisgah, Burke Mountain, and the

Sheffield and Sutton Hills rise in the south and southeast to at least

an equal height. Fourteen miles to the southwest stands the

Green Mountain range, whose highest summits rise 4,600 feet.

This ampitheatre of hills opens unprotected to the north and north-

east, and in winter the mercury is kept, even in the milder times,

pretty constantly below zero. I have known three weeks to pass

in which llie themoineter was not once above zero ;
and hardly a

nisiht durino- the time in which it was not at least twenty degrees

below that point. ^Exceptional temperatures range downwards to

the freezing point of mercury, and below. This severe and long-
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continued cold has seemed to make it impossible to grow any kinds

of tree fruits. The intense and persistent frost destroys the vitality

of even such tough and enduring sorts as the Tolman Sweet and Red

Asti'achan apples. No cultivated stone fruits except the old-

fashioned red pie cherr}' and the red Canada plum have as yet

succeeded, and none, even of the hardiest pears, have been brought

to bearing.

Notwithstanding this ver}- unpromising outlook, I could not

abandon the idea of producing my own fruits. Born among the

abounding orchards of Kennebec county, I would not give up the

hope of sitting under my own apple trees in the countrv where my
lot was cast. There were few grounds for encouragement, yet there

were a few. A single
"
English apple," as it was called, (though it

proved to be a French one,) had been found hardy enough to re-

sist the winters' cold. This, known as the '' Peach Apple," but

unlike any recorded variety of that name, had been brought from

Montreal, and was a decided success. I could not but hope that as .

there was one such, there might be others found, when a partial

search was made. To begin with, I ordered one hundred and eighty

trees of some thirty varieties of the hardiest sorts known in Maine.

These included Sops of Wine, Red Astrachan, Williams' Favorite,

Porter, ]\Ioses Wood, Gravenstein, Fairbanks, Northern Sweet,

Duchess of Oldenburgh, Winthrop Greening, Morgan Sweet, Frank-

lin Sweet, Canada Reinette, Fameuse, Rockwood, Jewett's Red,
Black Oxfoid, Cathead, Blue Pearmain, Tolman Sweet, Yellow Bell-

flower, Cole's Quince, Westfield Seek no Further, Ribstone Pippin,

and several less known sorts. Though a few of these still survive

and produce fruit, onlj^ one of them proved to be entirely hard}'

and safe to set as an orchard apple. This was the Duchess of

Oldenburgh, of the same season (early September) as my Montreal

Peach apple. The next entirely hard}' apple which I obtained was

the Tetofsk}', a Russian variety', imported at the same time as the

Duchess of Oldenburgh, b}- Manning of Massachusetts. It is an

August fruit. Thus I had supplied myself with apples for summer

and early fall.

Meantime, I had been searching in my rides about the country' for

native seedlings that might prove to be of value. I had also reached

out to the great North-West, toAVisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota for

hol[), and also to the adjoining Province of Quebec. INIany varieties

from these localities were tested, and some progress made. Plumb's
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Cider, a good lato iiiU sort from Wisconsin, proved hardy. Tlic

Alexander, another Russian, came to me from Canada. The

St. Lawrence was yet another hard}' sort received from my i)r()vin-

cial neiohbors. Both of these are fall fruits, the latter l>i'ing an

October, and the former a November apple. These were the few

successes among many failures. At last I found two genuine

winter apples near home, which had come up and grown to suc-

cessful bearing along the western shore of our lake. I have had

the honor of naming and of l)eing the first to propagate both of

these. One, the Magog Red Streak, is in season from January to

April, and the other from March to July. From just over the

" divide" to the south came to me my first successful early winter

sweet, known as the St. Johnsbury Sweet. Later, among our

native seedlings on the lake shore, I have found a late keeper of the

same class, which has received the name of Newport Sweet. From a

friend in the Champlain valley came a small but excellent September

sweet apple, called the Pringle Sweet. Among recent importations

from Russia that have succeeded with me, are a fall sweet called

the Prolific Sweeting. From the same importation came my best

early apple, the Yellow Transpai-ent, which is eating all thi-ough

August. But probably the most valuable of all my acquisitions has

come from northern Minnesota, in the form of the Wealthy, an

early winter sort (sometimes keeping until April) of high quality,

good size, great beaut}- and bountiful productiveness.

Thus I ma}' say that in apples I have now about all that I could

wish, and far more than I could reasonably have expected in so

short a time. More than a hundred other varieties, many of them

very promising, have come to me and are under trial. Probably

there are some among them that will more profitably replace vari-

eties named above. If life is spared to me I shall not fail to report

their merits to my friends in IVIaine.

A little more particular description of the best varieties named

above, with others, such as form a succession for all seasons, will

no doubt be acceptable to readers in northern Maine, who have not

yet found success in orcharding with varieties known to them. I

will therefore now name and describe them in order, as follows :

Summer Apples.

Telofslcy.
—Tree a slow, upriglit grower, with strong, rigid

branches. Fruit borne upon stout spurs, after the manner of most
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pears. Four or five sot upon each spur, and as they grow they

crowd one another off, until only one, or sometimes none, is left.

The fruit is from small to large medium in size, being very uneven

in this particular. It is of a straw 3ellow color with faint pinkish

stripes, and sometimes a blush upon the sunny side. Flesh firm,

even when full}' ripe, with a mild, pleasant, sub-acid flavor. Would

be desirable were it not for dropping the fruit and the uneven size.

Owing to its slow growth this A'arietj' may be planted quite close,

but should have a rich soil. Succeeds best in the garden. The

dropped fruit is good for sauce or pies. Season, the last half of

August.

Yellow Transparent.—Tree a free, rather upright grower. Fruit

abundant in alternate years, with but few in the intermediate sea-

sons
; light straw yellow in color, with a waxy delicacy of tint.

Flesh tender and melting, with much perfume but not a very high

flavor, and but little acidit}'. It resem])les the well-known Early

Harvest, but is not quite so good. Will mature well if picked green,

which makes it a good shipping apple. Season, the first half of

August.

St. Peters.—This is a small apple of the same season as Tetofsk}'.

It resembles the earl}- Joe. The tree is a free, slender grower, and

though upright at first it becomes drooping after reaching bearing

age. The fruit is about two inches in diameter, mostly of a dull

red, and of excellent flavor. This is a good apple for home use, but

too small for market. Season, August. This and the Yellow Trans-

parent were among the Russian varieties imported bj' the U. S.

Department in 1870. The Tetofsk}' is also a Russian, but of an

earlier importation. Another of these, almost identical in tree and

fruit with the Yellow Transparent, is called the Grand Sultan. It

is a little larger and a little higher flavored than tlie Yellow Trans-

parent, and sometimes has a faint red cheek. The tree is, however,

a poorer grower and less hardy.

Fall Apples.

Duchess of Oldenhurgh.—This A'ariety, (which has been dissem-

inated in Aroostook under the name of New Brunswickor,) is a

general favorite in all cold localities. The thrift and hardiness of

the tree, its early and profuse productiveness, large size and fine

color, are considered full compensation for its onl}^ moderate quail t}'.
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It must be said of it, however, that it becomes better in qiiahty the

further north it is planted, and with me it is accepted as a vevy fair

eating apple of its season, which is the first two weeks in Septem-

ber. It is a very profitable market apple. Nearly all are i)erfect

and of good size. It is a good pic fruit when only half grown.

Picked early it ships and keeps well for an early fruit. It is a

profitable apple to dry. I have over two hundred bearing trees, and

find a quick sale for the fruit at good prices. This is a variety which

succeeds well under neglect, and is therefore recommended to the

lazy and shiftless planter as his "best hold" for apples. It is a

Russian.

Peach of Montreal.—Tree a strong, but rather straggling grower

when young, becoming more symmetrical with age. Somewhat sub-

ject to bark blight on the trunk, but usually outgrowing it. Fruit,

medium to large, in foim like the Porter, but not quite so conical.

Buff yellow in color, with a fine rich red cheek, which makes a

small specimen at a short distance look like a Crawford peach.

Quality very good if allowed to mature fully on the tree. If gath-

ered before maturity it does not ripen. This, with the tenderness

of the fully ripe fruit, renders the variety of little value as a market

apple, but for home use it is a good deal better than Duchess. It is

a heavy bearer alternate years. The fruit ripens along all through

September and into October. It is tart enough to cook well, except

when dead ripe.

St. Laivrence.—This is a first class dessert apple of large size and

great beauty. The tree is not strictly
" iron clad," yet I have never

had one killed, or very badly injured. Its chief fault is that it is

very long coming to bearing, and is never a profuse bearer. A
Duchess or a Peach Apple tree will bear a dozen barrels liefore a

St. Lawrence will produce one barrel. Yet I would not be without

this variety, both on account of its excellent quality and its season,

which is October. It is a large greenish yellow apple, covered with

broad l)right red stripes, being very distinct in its appearance from

any other apple of its season.

AJexander.—This variety, (also called Emperor, or Emperor

Alexander) is one of the earlier importations from Russia. It is an

imperial apple in appearance, being very large and beautiful to look

upon, but rather "
woodeny" to eat. The tree is about with St.

Lawrence in hardiness,—not "iron clad," but doing pretty well,
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being hardier tluiii Red Astrachan. It is a good bearer
; the fruit

hangs on remarivabl}*, considering its size, and sells well in market.

"With care it will keep all through November, and sometimes longer.

It is not tart enough for a good cooking apple, nor good enough for

dessert, but is just the thing to get the first premium on at a fair,

from an average "Fruit Committee." It is a Russian, imported

man}' years ago.

lUabinouka.—This is another Russian, of the Department of

Agriculture's importation in 1870. "When n\y two trees of it first

liore I thought it the Alexander, which it resembles in size and color.

It proves, however, to be distinct, the shape being different and the

quality much better. The tree seems to be entireh* hardy, thrifty

and productive. Season, October and November.

Plumb's Cider.—This is a large yellow apple, faintly striped with

red on the sunny side. The tree is hardy and a very vigorous

grower, but at twelve years old has not shown much productiveness

with me. It is, however, regarded as a profitable variety in Wis-

consin, whence I obtained it, and is well spoken of in the report of

the Iowa Horticultural Society. I suppose cider could be made

from it, but it is not a cider apple in the ordinary use of the term.

It is a mild, pleasant flavored, late fall apple, sometimes keeping till

January.

Wolf Rh'cr, is another "Wisconsin apple, perfectly' "ironclad" as

regards the winter's cold, a strong grower, and reported to be pro-

ductive. It is as large and handsome as the Alexander, and, sa3's

the honest gentleman who sent it to me, "not much better." Sea-

son, late fall and early winter. It has not yet fruited with me.

Winter Apples.

Fameuse, (or
" Snow apple,") is a Canadian apple, which we all

trj' to grow, but in the severest localitie>s Avith only moderate success.

It is one of the best of desert apples, and though small, one of the

handsomest and most salable. The tree is more tender in the nur-

sery, and after being transplanted, than when it gets larger. I have

lost no trees after the}- have come to bearing, but a good many l)e-

fore. I grow them most successfully by scattering them through

the nurser}' at pi'oper distances, and letting them remain when the

rest of the nursery is taken up. Season, early winter. Further

south it is a late fall apple, and in warm seasons the same with me.

Occasionally it will keep nearly all winter.
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Wealthy.—This Minnesota seedling, (grown from seed sent, 20

3'ears ago, to Peter M. Gideon of tliat State from Bangor, Me., b}'

All)ert Emerson) is, for an early winti-r apple, all that the Duchess

of Oldenbiirgh is for an early fall apple, with the addition of first

rate quality as a dessert fruit. Trees seven years old bore for me

the past year over half a bushel of beautiful apples, perfect in form,

large and even in size, of a clear bright red color, and at this time

(December) most delicious for eating. The tree is thoroughly hardy,

a handsome, thrifty grower, with a spreading upright top,
—in short,

all that could be desired in an appletree. Last year the fruit kept

in perfect order until April, but this season it does not seem likely

to keep long after New Years. I am so pleased with this variety

that I have already 400 trees of it growing in orchard.

Mcintosh Red.—This Canadian variety is very similar to the

Wealthy, in all respects, so far as I can see, except that the tree is

not quite so hard}', being, however, hardier than the Fameuse. The

fruit is of the highest quality, much larger than the Fameuse, but

having such similarity of flavor as to cause me to regai-d it as a

seedling from that variety. I have not j'et had a good opportunity

to test its keeping qualities, but think it about with the Wealthy in

this respect.

Marjorj Tied Streak.—This is the first of the two native seedlings

found growing on the shore of Lake Memphremagog that I have

thought to be worthy of propagation. It is a large 3'ellow apple,

somewhat like the Yellow Bellflower in shape, but with more or less

distinct stripes of red upon the sunn}' side. It has a 3'ellow, fine-

gi'ained flesh, and a mild sub-acid taste, with a rich and rather

peculiar flavor. It is a superior cooking apple, and a very good

eating apple. The tree is quite hardy, a vigorous grower, and a

fairly productive annual bearer. In keeping quality it is about with

the Baldwin. Specimens can often be kept until July, but it loses

quality after the first of Ma}'.

Scotfs Winter.—This, which is the second of my two native seed-

lings, is an exceptionally strong grower, and hardy as a crab, but

needing careful pruning when young, otherwise it makes too close a

head. It comes into bearing about as soon as the Duchess and

Wealthy, and is an equally profuse and constant bearer. The fruit

is heavily striped, and sometimes covered with shades of red. It is

of medium size, becoming quite large under good treatment. It is
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rather a spring than a winter apple, being useful onl}' for culinarj'^

purposes during the winter months. It keeps in prime condition

quite as long as the Roxbury Russet, and is a far better apple, being

crisp, spicy and refreshing up to the last. It is a good keeper as

well as a long keeper, very few decayed specimens being found even

as late as the middle of June, when kept in a cool, dai'k cellar. I

have already 350 trees of Scott's Winter in my orchard.

Bethel of Vermont.—This a first rate, hard}', lai'ge, handsome,

long-keeping red apple, whose only fault is its uncertaint}' as a

cropper. In some places it is a profuse bearer, while in others it

has the contrar}' reputation. It seems to be most at home in valley

lauds that are rich, deep, and moist without being wet, and I should

expect it to be successful in many places in Aroostook County.

I have not included sweet apples in this list, because thej' are the

most ditficult class in Avhich to find thoroughly- hard}- and otherwise

satisfactor}' varieties. For a while I almost despaired of fiiiding a

series of sweet apples adapted to my location
;
and now, though I

think I have them, I have not had them long enough to speak pos-

itively in regard to them. Those of which I am most hopeful are,
—

Pringle's Sweety a strong growing, profuse bearing, and perfectly

hard}' sort, two inches in diameter, ripe in September. Baked, it is

equal to a fig in richness, and it is a fair eating apple. It is attract-

ive, being of a rich yellow color with a red cheek, but its small size

greatly lessens its value as a market fruit, except with those who

know it.

Prolific Sweeting.
—One of the newer Russian varieties that is

quite hardy and promises to be productive. It is of large size,

3'ellow in color, and in season during all of October. Excellent for

cxDoking, a fair eating apple, and valuable for market.

St. Johnsbury Sweet.—A very handsome and excellent early

winter varietv. It is richh' striped with red on a yellow ground,

medium to large in size, excellent for eating or cooking, and keeps

till Februar}'. The tree is productive and hardy.

Nev^port Winter Sweet.—This is a home grown seedling, only the

original tree having as yet produced fruit. It is a long keeper, of

good size, productive, and in color and quality like the Tohnan,
but flatter in shape. The tree is hardy and thrifty.
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3Iountain Sweet.—This is a Maine apple, received by me from

Wisconsin. I can only say that the tree is hardy. I am informed

by Secretary Gilbert that it is a fine apple of dessert qualit}', and a

keeper. This will make it very valuable.

I will conclude b}' giving a brief account of mj^ method of growing

nurser}' trees and planting an orchard. To begin with, I am par-

ticular about my stocks, growing them from seed of the hardiest

varieties of native apples, but never from crabs. The crab stock

has been thoroughlv tried and found not to produce good orchard

trees, though fair looking young trees can be grown upon them.

Crab stocks have been tried in this vicinity for twenty-five years

under the idea that they would impart their hardiness to varieties

grafted upon them. The experiment has proved a perfect failure.

The crab stock gives no hardiness to a tender variety, and shortens

the life of hard}' sorts grafted upon it. I use only-~3'earling stocks,

sorting out those which are of strong growth, and throwing the rest

awa>'. For several years I grafted with short cions upon long roots.

Now I have reversed the practice, and graft long cions on short

roots, setting so as to leave but one or two buds above ground. In

this wa3', with almost all varieties, I get good roots from the cion,

which take the lead of the ' ' nurse-root" upon which it is grafted and

give me a tree at three 3'ears old which is practically upon its own

roots, and is therefore as hardy in root as in top. I do not bud^ or

top-graft, as is the custom so generallj' in Maine, for the following

reasons : First, no matter how carefully' you may select your seed

from hardy fruit, a large proportion of the seedlings are not hard}',

and will winter-kill, more or less, if allowed to grow above ground.

Second, no matter how carefully top-grafting may be done, there is,

in our severe climate, more or less injury done to the stock in the

operation, and the union is never as perfect between stock and cion

as in milder climates. Thirdly, stock for budding must be a year

older, at least, than for grafting, and the union being above ground
the stock, when cut off above the bud, is at least two years in heal-

ing over, and there is almost sure to be an unsound spot in the tree

at that point. Fourthh', you cannot get a tree on its own roots b}'

that method. This getting roots from the cion is as practicable

with apples as with pears, and my ver}' best trees have been grown
in that way. I was strongly prejudiced against it at first, Ijut the

"logic of wants" has convinced me that for mv climate it is the

true way.

8
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The trees being grafted as alx)ve are set in good soil in rows four

feet apart, the grafts being twelve inches apai-t. They are carefully-

cultivated and allowed to grow as thej' will the first year. Very
few are lost, and the growth averages eighteen inches. The next

spring they are pruned to one stem when more than one has grown,
and after the buds have opened all but one strong one, as near the

top as ma}' be, are rubbed off. At the close of the second season

the average height is about four feet. The next spring five or six

strong buds at the top are allowed to grow for branches, those below

being rubbed off' as soon as they are opened, and all that start sub-

sequentl3' during the season, are care full}' removed in the same way
as fast as they show themselves. The trees at the end of this, (the

third) season, will be from five to six feet high. This is the age at

which they are usually transi)lanted, or sold. Many of mine, how-

ever, have been transplanted when two 3ears old, and allowed to

branch where they are to stand. Some varieties (paiticularl}' Scott's

Winter) do not, however, transplant well until three years old,

owing to the fineness of their root growth.

The subsequent management consists in keeping the ground be-

tween the trees cultivated in low hoed crops until the trees come

well to bearing. My orchards are set out in rows 24 feet apart, the

trees being 12 feet asunder in the rows. My intention is to cut out

every other tree in the row as soon as they appear to crowd, leaving

the orchard 24 feet each way. These intermediate trees pi'oduce

many barrels of fruit before it is necessary' to remove them. With

varieties like the Duchess, Wealth}' and Scott's Winter, which bear

young and abundantlv, and do not grow fast after beginning to bear,

it would probably pay, when the available area for one orchard is

limited, to plant the j'oung trees 12 feet apart each wa}*. But the

soil should be good, well tilled, and well fed to make this method

successful, and as soon as the trees begin to interlock their branches

every alternate row must be relentlessly dug up, or the orchard will

be ruined.

In severe climates even the hardiest ti'ees are injured by cutting

off" limbs so large that the wounds do not heal the first year. This

necessitates careful and thorough removal of superfluous gi'owth in

the young tree before it reaches a size be3'ond half an inch in

diameter. With all trees disposed to grow bush}' this penknife

pruning must be relentless during the first four or five years after

setting. With the best care some superfluous branches will escape
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our notice until too Lirgo. These should be removed with a fine

saw and the wound cemented. The best cement I have ever used

is made by simmering a quart of pine tar over a slow fire for three

hours, then adding .'? ounces of tallow, ^ a pound of beeswax and |

of a pound of rosin. When these are thoroughly molted and mixed

b3' stirring, the dish should be taken from the fire and the contents

allowed to partially cool. Then have ready 1^ pounds of dry and

finel}' powdered clay, which must be gradually stirred into the melted

wax, continuing the stirring until it becomes so thick b}' cooling that

the clay will not settle. This cement is soft at ordinary- temper-

atures during the spring, summer and fall, and can be spread with 1

the point of a knife. It remains soft and pliable for man}' 3'ears, .

yielding to the growth of the young wood, and can be pushed back

into any crevice with the end of the finger. It forms a perfect pro-

tection from the air and external moisture until the wound is healed.

I should have mentioned that with trees as I grow them, properly

dug with plent}- of roots, and properly set out, there is no need of

cutting back the limbs when transplanted. 1 object to cutting a

tree at that time as more injurious than at any other, and witli the

small top of five or six branches of only a single year's growth, it

is quite uunecessar}'.

Any reader of this who wishes further information by letter I

shall be glad to oblige if he will write to me and enclose in his letter

a stamped and directed return envelope.
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BUTTER DAIRYING.

By G. M. Gowell, President of the Board.

When considering the propriety' of pursuing anj^ course of stock

or crop production, there are, or should be, two objective points,

never to be lost sight of. First, the influence of the course upon the

condition and welfare of the farm. Second, its influence upon the

farmer and his receipts. It is perfectl}' safe to be guided b}- the

assertion, that any course which does not tend to the building up or

increased productiveness of the farm should be avoided. I do not

wish to draw comparisons between the different methods of utilizing

the grass and hay crop, b}' producing beef, wool, mutton, cheese or

butter ; for, practically, it makes but little difference to the fertility

of the farm, so long as the crop is consumed upon, or the resulting

manure returned to the land that produced the crop.

Accepting it as a fact, that in the management of our farms some

one branch must be pursued as a leading specialty, attended by
others of minor importance, if desired, we come at once to consider

the subject of Butter Dairying as an important interest, and one

worthy of our attention, where surroundings and 'circumstances are

favorable to its pursuit. The demand for butter in the markets at

home and abroad, and the location of our State, with its cool

clin)ate, pure water, and natural grass producing capacit}', are

strong arguments in favor of supplying not only our own wants, but

exporting largely of the finest qualit}' of dairy goods.

There are but few farms in Maine, comparatively, that are not

adapted to the production of butter. Anj' land that furnishes good

qualities of cultivated or natural grasses, with an al)undance of pure

cool water, can be used successfully for dairying. It has been, and

still seems to be quite generally supposed, that unless a farm con-

tained an extensive pasture, producing an abundance of grass, and

not liable to be affected bv summer droughts, it could not be used

to advantage as a dairy farm. This is accounted for, probably, b}"

the prevailing idea that no other food furnishes so good a quality of

butter as grass, and that hay, and the cool weather of other portions

of the 3'ear are not conducive to its production. By growing crops,

especially for forage, and feeding to the cows, nights and mornings,
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the difference between poor and good pastures can be readil}' sup-

plied. I do not propose in this connection to lav down rules for a

complete course of soiling ; neither do I advocate exclusive soiling,

for portions of the areas of nearly all farms seem peculiarly fitted

for grazing, by reason of producing a close, fine growth of nutritious

grass, the soil being of such composition as not to be seriously in-

jured by the trami)ing of the feeding animals, while other parts

which are too rough or rockv to be readily made into mowing fields,

but which are sufficiently fertile to produce a good sod, should of

course be kept in permanent pasture.

But in most cases our pastures do not furnish food enough, easily

gathered, to admit of cows feeding exclusively upon them, producing
such quantities of milk as they are capable of doing, on moi-e gen-

erous rations. By having a few acres devoted to the growth of

orchard grass, oats, and Hungarian grass, the pasture food can be

supplemented from the first of June until September with green

fodder from the fields, after which, cured fodder and hay from the

barn can be fed. By no means understand me as speaking lightly

of the value of a good pasture, for he is fortunate indeed who pos-

sesses one
;
but I do wish to show that it is not indispensible and its

absence not a good reason wh}- a person who has a good "grass

farm," with a poor or ordinarj' pasture, should hesitate to engage in

dairying if he desire to do so. Of course the cows should have the

benefit of the best pasture the farm can furnish
;
but even with the

best, there is but a small part of the year, when additional food will

not be consumed, and will not be accounted for by the increased milk.

I am fully aware of the reluctance entertained by most farmers,

to use dr}' hay so long as it can possibl}^ be avoided ; but what is

the difference whether we feed out our hay in summer or winter, so

long as we receive for it its full value ? Dairying can not be made

profitable, unless each cow receives all the food she can utilize. It

should be supplied regularly, and in uniform quantities. It is

economy to give concentrated food, in the form of bran and corn

meal or cotton seed meal throughout the whole time the cow is

giving milk, withholding it only when she goes dr3', and for a few

days after coming into milk again.

The winter quarters of animals should be as comfortable as it is

possible to make them, with the temperature never so low as the

freezing point, and the free admission of sunlight should be pro-

vided for, by means of glazed windows. Within these comfortable
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living rooms, the animals should be kept from fall until spring,

excepting the few moments daily in which the}- are turned to the

j'ard for water and exercise. Warm and clean, thej* are in condition

to make satisfactory returns for the food and care bestowed upon
them. One rule covers the whole ground of successful management,
viz :
—See that no animal in the herd has a single uusupplied want.

As they come crowding from the pasture to the yard at night, see

that the weak as well as the strong have au opportunity' to take an

additional swallow of water from the overflowing trough, before

going to their stanchions in the barn for the night. Teach them

that you are their friend—they will readih' understand it, and come

crowding around for a friendl}' word and a gentle pat that will cause

them to chew the cud of contentment and peace. Of course the

cows are to be kept in the baru nights throughout the year, and

bedded with cut straw, sawdust, sand, or some convenient material,

sufficient to keep them clean. Thus provided for, a few moments
use of the card and brush daily, frees them from loose hair and

adhering filth. Of all customs so common, I might say almost

universal, there is none that calls so loudy for condemnation, as that

which compels milch cows to become encased in armors of their own

voidings, from which the}- cannot free themselves until the approach
of spring, when kind Nature gives them new clean coats in exchange.
The average annual production of butter from each cow in many

herds is from two hundred and fifty to three hundred pounds or

over, and there is no good and sufficient reason wh}- a single cow

should be kept that falls below these figures. But the present actual

average production is far below this amount
; people Avith an oppor-

tunity to judge, claim it not to exceed one hundred pounds. With

this amount as the standard, is it any wonder that dairying is un-

popular, and the poorest paying business one can engage in ?

Let us look for a moment at practices still too common, as show-

ing some of the causes of this low average. The idea generally

prevailing, that the profits of the business come mostly during the

grazing season, the cows are allowed to breed earl}' in spring, so as

to be fresh with the starting grass, and in the best possible condition

to convert the abundant growth of June pasturage into milk. Little

or no provision being made for the summer droughts, except a few

rods of fodder corn, they are nearly dry when turned into the

mowing fields in autumn, there to be surfeited with the surplus

growth of clover aftermath. As the cold fall rains come on, we
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find them huddled in fence corners, or seeking shelter beneath the

branches of some isolated tree ; and as the season advances they

are still turned out in the early morning, to graze the Trozen grass

that breaks under their feet like icicles, and contains about as much

nutriment, there to remain, raia or shine, until they are wanted for

the night milking ; and this course goes ou until the snow of winter

hides the last leaf of grass from the sight of their ai'aricioiis owners.

During winter they are kept in cold, dark barns, in dampness and

filth, varied by standing all day in the open yard, and eating their

dinner of straw or over-ripe hay from off the muddy ground or

knee-deep snow.

Gentlemen, you maj' claim this statement overdrawn, but take the

State together, from the coast to the northern border, and there are

still too man}^ such examples to be found.

It is not my duty at this time to extol the qualities of an}- one

breed of cows, to the detriment of others, for butter of good quality

is made from all the breeds and also from their grades. Some cows,

or families of cows, are especially adapted to its production, while

others are worthless for that purpose, and it is onh' by actual tests

that their value can be ascertained. The records of careful tests of

a cow and her ancestr}-, are of much more practical value than a

ver}' long pedigree. It is claimed that not more than one or two

pounds in one hundred of the whole amount of butter made, is of

good qualit}', and rciilW fit to eat. While this statement seems in-

credible, and reflects upon our intelligence and skill, and wounds

our pride, 3'et, if the whole product could be put upon the wholesale

market and sold upon its merits, it is doubtful if a larger percentage

than is indicated would sell as a really first-class article, while the

great bulk of it would go as fair, ordinary, poor, and—grease. Yet,

while so small a proportion of it is good, it is probablj' in keeping

with the number of consumers that know the difference between a

fine and common article. But the public taste is being rapidly edu-

cated to a higher standard, and the demand is made by the masses

for a better article than they have previously been satisfied with.

The time is not far distant when poor butter will be forced from the

market b}' a better, more satisfactory, higher priced article, the re-

sult of greater skill in manufacture, and more fastidiousness ou the

part of consumers.

Butter has been slow in arriving at a high degree of perfection in

qualitj- ;
and it is only within a few years that the firm, fine-grained.
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rich colored, delicate]}' flavored kind, known as "
gilt edge," has

been produced. The cit}' market of Philadelphia was first furnished

with it, from makers in that vicinit}', and it is but just to admit that

the wonderful improvement in its manufacture is largel}' due to that

section. But there it was not long confined. Some of the most

progressive butter makers of New England, influenced by the desire

to excel, availed themselves of the necessary knowledge, and put

upon the market a perfect article ; and we have within our own
State as notable examples of success as are furnished by any other

part of the country, and our best butter, when examined by critics,

is pronounced ptrfect, and is selling to retailers and private con-

sumers in the towns and cities of Maine and Massachusetts, at

prices which, although not fanc}-, are above the general market.

Do not understand me as advocating the attempt to obtain "fancy

prices." Reasonable return for investment and labor, is what should

first be sought for. Fanc}* prices, although the}- may be obtained

ill a few instances, are no guides, but apt to mislead and disappoint

the enthusiastic novice. Perhaps it is well for us to consider what

the prices are that we can actually obtain for all the perfect butter

we can produce. The answer is obvious
;
our surplus will seek the

wholesale market of Boston, and we must only be satisfied when its

quality is such as to secure for it the highest quotations in that

market.

So much has been said in regard to cleanliness in milking, that it

hardly seems necessary to refer to it
; but, reminded as we so fre-

quently are by observation of the impurities of freshly drawn milk,

it becomes a most important point, upon which too much is not

likely to be said. To mention in detail all the points that olfend

against cleanliness would be tedious. They must for the most part

be left to the milker's sense of neatness, which certainly ought to

be of an appreciative character. If all the milk of which butter is

made could be taken to the dairy-room as pure as it exists in the

udder, the quality of that luxury would be at once materially im-

proved.

There is at the present time much diversity of opinion and prac-

tice in relation to the setting of milk to secure the cream. The

controversy upon deep and shallow setting, which for several years
was carried on through some of our leading agricultural journals,

by the ablest supporters of both theories, resulted, not in the defeat

of either, but rather in establishing the fact that the quantity and
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quallt}' of the product in either case, was not superior to the other,

where circumstances were alike favorable to each. Until within

three or four 3'ears, deep setting had been confined to dairies Avhere

cold running spring water could be had, with which to surround the

cans. Hardin first conceived the idea of deep setting in refrig-

erators by aid of ice. He was closely followed by others using ice

and water, until we have at the present time several patented
"

Creameries," many of which are in use, all of them claiming to

separate the cream in twelve or twent3'-four hours. In the hands of

careful dairymen they have quite generally given satisfaction, and

their adoption seems to warrant a more uniform butter throughout

the year ; yet, after careful investigation, I am unable to discover

any superioritv in quality, over that from pans, when the same care

and skill are emplo3'ed in both cases.

The advantage of creameries over pans, in those dairies where

the temperature cannot be controlled and kept low enough during

the extreme heat of summer, to allow the cream to separate and

rise before the milk tends to ascidity, must be admitted. In deep,

cool cellars or dairy rooms, when common pans are used, very little

trouble need be experienced in ordinary' seasons, and the labor in

caring for a daii-y furnished with pans, is not much greater than

when a creamery is used, although it is somewhat different in kind.

With the creamer}^ the labor consists in handling cans, water and

ice, while with pans, the work lies in the skimming which, when

done as it should be, b}' turning off the cream, instead of dipping

or skimming, requires but a short time, even in a large dairy. If

small pans are used, a cool, dry cellar, or part of the cellar of the

farm-house partitioned off, and thoroughl}- whitewashed each year,

is a good place in which to keep milk at all seasons. A dairy room

either in the farm-house, or adjoining it for the exclusive purpose of

dairy work, and the storage of dairy fixtures, is necessar}-. It

should be supplied with water, and provided with means for main-

taining a uniform temperature during winter. This can most

economically be done b}' means of a small brick furnace, built upon

a hearth, or stone foundation. It is cheaply- constructed,—six or

eight dollars will build one in any locality,
—and bj' looking after the

fire four or five times daily, an even temperature, suited to the ripen-

ing of cream, can be easily maintained throughout the whole winter,

night and da}', at an expenditure of not more than two cords of

good wood. If deep setting is to be practiced, and a creamery
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used, it should be placed in this dairy room. The ice-house should

be handy, that unnecessary work be avoided.

The temperature at which milk is to be set is a much mooted

question ; sixty degrees or thereabouts is claimed by many as the

best, and that cooler setting results in loss of color and flavor. I

think I can sa^', without prejudice, that I have seen for several win-

ters past, milk set in a cellar at an unvarying temperature of forty

degrees, skimmed at forty-eight and sixt}^ hours setting, cream

ripened at sixt3'-four degrees, producing as fine grained, nicely

flavored butter, as the same dair^' furnished in June, with an even

temperature of sixty-two degrees, with the exception of a slight

falling off in color, which is accounted for b}^ the difference between

winter and summer feed. If set in shallow pans, the milk should

remain twent3'-four to thirty-six hours before skimming, and in win-

ter longer. A safe rule is to skim while the milk is perfectly sweet.

The cream should be kept at an even temperature of from sixty

to sixtj'-five degrees, according to the season of the year, stirred

two or three times daily, that the ripening may be uniform through-

out, and when slightl}^ acid, churned at sixty-two to sixty-four

degrees, varying soiuewhat with the breed of cows, their condition,

and the season of the year.

That dairj'man who boasts of accuracy of his forefinger, when

dipped in the ripening cream, as an infiiUible indicator of the tem-

perature, when a good dairy thermometer costs less than a dollar, is,

to say the least, willing to take more risk on the quality of his pro-

ducts, than the profits of the business will warrant.

The work should be systematized from first to last, the skimming
done in morning, the churning on stated days, two or three times

weekly, and the curing of the ci-eam regulated by time and temper-

ature, so as to be in condition for churnuig at the appointed hour.

With very few exceptions butter falls off in color during fall,

winter and spring, and no matter how firm the grain, or delicious

the flavor, if it lacks color it goes begging for a market. People

have accepted the color of June butter as the standard, and what-

ever falls below it, to them is imperfect. Probably not one pound

in one hundred of the fancj-, high priced butter, made in the cooler

part of the year, but has received additional color at the hands of

the maker. Coloring when properly done does not detract from the

flavor, texture, or keeping qualities of butter, and so long as the

markets demand a butter of nearly as high color in winter as sum-
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mer, that dairyman whose product is satisfactory in texture and

flavor, but deficient in color, should correct the fault by the use of

some of the preparations for that purpose, to the use of which there

can be no possible objection.

Before discussing the process of churning and working, a brief

explanation of what is understood by the grain of butter, seems

appropriate, and in this connection, I can use no language of m}^

own to so fully illustrate the point, as that of Prof. Arnold : Butter

is made up of the fat globules in milk which adhei-e, after having

been divested of their delicate membraneous envelopes by churning,

and that these little atoms of fat are themselves made up of several

varieties of fatt}' elements. These elements have in each globule,

not only a definite composition, but also a definite organization.

When butter can be churned and woi'ked so as to leave the dis-

robed granules of fat whole, or nearly so, if a piece of it at sixty

degrees or below is broken in two it will show a clear and distinct

fracture like broken cast iron, and when the fracture is viewed it

will show a granular structure. This unbroken, and undisturbed

condition of the granules of fat is what constitutes the grain of

butter. In this condition butter has its best flavor, and best keep-

ing qualities. If the churning, working, and handling has been

such as to mash and break the granules, the fatt}' elements com-

posing them become mixed, and the oil\' parts spread, and give the

whole a greas}' appearance, and the fractui'e instead of being distinct

like that of cast iron, will be more like a fracture of lard, green

putty, or salve. The more the atoms of fat are marked and broken

the more the flavor is depressed, and the sooner the butter spoils.

The difference in the keeping of butter, whether the grain is broken

or not, is ver}' great. When the grain is all right, butter may be

kept under great disadvantages, and almost anywhere. If the grain

is spoiled it will hardly keep long under an}' circumstances, and the

flavor is about as much aff"ected as the keeping. In all the pro-

cesses, therefore, of making and handling butter, the preservation

of the grain should be kept constantly in view, and those methods

adopted which will do it the least violence, and have the least ten-

dency to make it appear greasy. The right temperature too must

be observed, for if too cold when manipulated the granules will grind

against each other and be injured by friction, and if too warm the

gi'uin is spoiled b}' the too easy mixing of the softened fats. The

object of churning is to divest the milk globules of their delicate
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membraneous coverings, without breaking or disturbing tlie gi'an-

ulos of fat within them. This is best done by a force in which

motion and pressure are combined. Such a power is much better

than motion and friction. From forty to eightj' minutes is the most

approved time in which to bring butter. If brought in a much
shorter time the" grain is Hable to be injured b}' the too violent agita-

tion required. Devices for churning are ver}- numerous. The old

dash churn, although it operates ver}' hard, produces as good butter

as an}- patent with inside gear or floats, and much better than most

of them. The objection against it is that the butter must be gath-
ered in a mass, and is not easily- left in granules. The Oscillating

and Barrel churns, without inside gear, are easih- operated, and by

stopping the churn at the proper time the butter is left in granules
the size of half grains of wheat. The buttermilk being drawn otf,

and the granules rinsed several times with water or brine, they are

entirelj- free from milk, and upon their removal to the "worker" a

few minute's use of the lever frees the lot from remaining water, and

presses it into a compact mass. When butter is gathered in the

churning it is filled with more or less milk, and must be separated
and torn apart, and the buttermilk washed, or worked out with the

liabilit}' of injury to the grain. The amount of salt to be used

varies from one-half, to one ounce, per pound of butter, less, if the

market desires it, but 7iever more than that quantit}'. If one ounce

of salt will not preserve butter, a greater quantity will not, although

it ma}' conceal some of its defects b}- making it so salt that nothing

else can be discovered. Some makers finish the butter oft', and

print, or pack, at the time of churning ; others, set the lot by and

work a second time, in twelve or twent3'-four hours, thinking thereby

to secure a more thorough incorporation of the salt. While there is

no great objection to working a second time, and coarse salt, like

the "Ashton" or "Eureka" is used, it is necessary that it have

time to dissolve before the butter is finished off, yet, there is lia1)ility

of injur}' to the grain, by breaking down and working a second

time
; especially if it is firm and hard. If it is finished and packed

at once, which I prefer, a fine salt should be used, and no difficulty

need be experienced in securing an even mixture throughout without

undue working.

So much is being done in the manufacture of butter packages and

carriers that we have little left to ask for in that direction. If con-

sumers or retailers in the markets near home arc to be supplied,
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carriers for prints, lumps, or rolls, are desirable for packing solid,

for the same markets where the packages can be easil3^ returned,

the stone jars in common use are among the best. When sent to a

distant market tubs or firkins made from hard wood are cheai), and

continue to be the chief means for storing and transporting l)utter.

To prepare tubs for use thej- should be soaked with strong brine

two or three da^-s, then this brine turned out, and boiling hot brine

turned in, filling the packages to the brim ; when this gets cold the

tub is fit for use.

By all means avoid storing butter in damp cellars, no matter how

much care may be exercised, it cannot remain long without injury.

I have thus briefly touched upon some of the leading points of

butter making ;
the fear alone of wearying you forbids my entering

more full}- into the details, but an omission of their discussion here,

an idea of their unimportance is not to be conveyed, for it is onl}'

"by the closest attention to every minute operation, from beginning

to end, that we can hope to succeed.

The great objection to dairying as a pursuit, entertained by people

generally, is the vast amount of labor and the life of drudgery it

entails upon its followers. The attempt is too frequently made by

farmers to do as much labor upon the farm as though they have no

dairy work depending upon them. This they attempt to accomplish

in two ways. The ambitious, hard-working man, rising earh', milk-

ing, and choring till breakfast call, doing as much woi'k in the field

during the day as his neighbor over the fence, returns to his chores

at night, only to finish them by lantern light, and go tired and dis-

couraged to bed. His neighbor reverses the order of things ;
and

finishing his supper, enquires of a passer if he has any news from

the election returns, lights his pipe, leans over the barnyard fence

and watches his wife and daughters milk the cows among the whole

herd of frolicking farm stock.

Is it any wonder "the boys leave the farm," or the girls marry

men that don't keep cows? All this must be changed, and the care

of the stock and dairy become a part of the regular day work, and

those whose work it is should stop labor in the field at an hour early

enough to warrant the completion of all chores by sunset. They will

be done better and more cheerfully, and an opportunity for social

intercourse afforded. Nothing so completely robs farm life of its

enthusiasm as persistently dragging day into night.
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Butter dallying, conducted -with intelligence and zeal in all its

details, made a business and science of, will furnish an income suffi-

cient to satisf}' the reasonable demands of any one, and afford the

means to hire additional help upon the heavier work of the farm and

in the farm-house. Thus the daiiTman will feel that his time is not

lost, but that he is in his proper place when he devotes the time re-

quired in the dairv-room to the assistance of his wife in extracting

from the cans of ripened ci'eam the lumps of golden butter.

ludeed, there is no reason wh}' the dair}' farmer should not con-

duct his business with less labor and have more leisure time than he

who pursues crop or mixed farming, for in his case the land is nearly

all in grass and forage crops, which require comparatively little

work. And thus the means and opportunities are ajfforded for higher

mental culture, for more neighborly intercourse, and greater benefits

of social life.

The enthusiastic 3'oung Kentuckian, when boasting of his native

State,' claims for it,
—the richest bluegrass pastures, the finest

thoroughbred cattle, the fastest horses, and the most beautiful

women in the world. While we cannot allow his claim in full
;

while we deu}- that our sisters have superiors in point of beauty in

any part of the land, j-et the question presents itself, in what can

we pi'oudl^' claim that we excel? We have gained a national noto-

riety in producing some of the finest horses. Our herds of blooded

cattle have no superiors. We have flocks of sheep with which no

critic can find fault. Of all these we are justly- proud. Let us labor

to elevate all our flocks and herds to equalit}' with these samples,

and by our works refute the charge, that the agriculture of our

State is of low standard,—that she exports only crude materials.

Let us induce our sons and daughters to remain at home and apply
their intelligence and skill to the transfer of their raw material to

finer forms. Instead of sending hay from the farm to market, let it

be used to grow herds of Jerseys, A^Tshires, and vShorthorns. And
then our brothers and sons, that do go out from us to business and

homes in distant lands, may turn their thoughts to their native

State with the pride and satisfaction that upon her green hills and

in her fertile valley's, beside her cool springs and babbling meadow

brooks, are a people of culture and refinement, who are devoting
their physical and mental energies to the production of the nicest

luxury that ever graced the table of civilized man,—Golden Butter.
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Tlie Scientific Principles of Cattle Feeding ;

BY ALFRED B. AUBERT, B. S.,

Professor of Chemistry at the Maine State College.

Before entering into a discussion of the feeding of cattle, it will

perhaps be well to glance at the composition and properties of the

important compounds which make up the bulk of the animal, as well

as that of the fodder.

The Animal Body. •

The body is composed of the following substances :

1. Water. 2. Nitrogenized substances, called albuminoids.

3. Fatty substances (ftits). 4. Carbohydrates in small quautit}-.

5. Mineral substances.

Albuminoids. Of the nitrogenized substances, or albuminoids,

albumin, fibrin and casein are the most important. The best com-

mon representative of albumin is the white of the egg, which coagu-

lates upon being heated, is soluble in cold water before coagulation,

but not so after. It is found in the serum of the blood, from which

it can be separated by heating.

Fibrin is found in blood, and can be obtained by thoroughly wash-

ing the clot. It separates from healthy blood when it leaves the

living body. It is insoluble in water and forms a stringy mass. By

washing the flesh of animals until it becomes colorless, or nearly so,

another form of fibrin is obtained called flesh fibrin. Its properties

gi'eatly resemble those of blood fibrin.

Casein can only be obtained from milk bj' the addition of rennet,

or an acid. It forms the greater part of the curd. It is not coagu-

lable by heat. All the above bodies contain carbon, oxygen, hydro-

gen and nitrogen,. in very nearly the same proportions as the follow-

ing analyses show :

Albumin. Fibrin. Casein. Average.

Carbon 53.5 per ct. 52.8 per ct. 53.5 per ct. 53.3 per ct.

Hydrogen... 7.1 " 7.0 " 7.0 " 7.0

Oxygen 23. G " 23.0 " 23.7 •' 23.7

Nitrogen.... 15.8 " 16.5 " 15.8 " 16.0 "
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All these bodies are quite unstable and undergo many changes in

the living animal.

Fats. The fats are, next to the albuminoids, the most important sub-

stances found in the animal bod}'. Most of the fats are compounds
of glycerine, with the fatty acids of which stearic, palmitic, oleic

and butyric are the most common. Fat is quite universall}' found

in the tissues of an animal, and providing the food supplied be of

good quality and sufficient in quantity, it will accumulate in masses

in some parts of the bod}', and gives the rounded outlines which be-

speak a good and health}' condition of the individual. In animals

which have been starved to death, small quantities have still been

found at the base of the heart, and in the orbits of the eyes.

The fat of the different animals, or the fat obtained from different

parts of tlie same individual has the same composition as is shown

in the following table :

Fat of Sheep. Ox. Pig.

Carbon 7G.61 per ct. 76.5 per ct. 70.51 per ct.

Hydrogen... , 12.03 " 11.91 " 11.91 "

Oxygen 11.36 •' 11.59 " 11.52 "

It will be observed that fats contain carbon, hydrogen and oxygen

only.

Carbohydrates. These are found in comparatively small quanti-

ties in the animal body, and need not be specially described.

Mineral or inorganic substayices. These are found in the body in

varying proportions ; generally the organic substances are in far

gi'eater proportion than are the mineral compounds ; the bones form

a notable exception, for here we have a very great percentage of

mineral substances, about 68 per cent, of the bones being of inor-

ganic origin. Phosphate and carbonate of lime form the greater

part of the inorganic portion of bone. The metallic salts found in

the animal body are mostly combinations of potash, soda, lime, mag-
nesia and iron, with chlorine and phosphoric and sulphuric acids.

By looking over the composition of the living animal it becomes

apparent that, in proper feeding he must be furnished with a proper

quantity of water, albuminoids, fat, or fat forming substances, car-

bohydrates, which, though they do not occur to any extent in the

body are still very useful in fodder, and lastly mineral compounds.
All these bodies must of course be in an assimilable condition.
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The Plant.

By a rapid siirvej' of the proximate composition of most of the

products of the vegetable kingdom, we can easil}' convince ourselves

of the great fitness of phmts as tlie food o& animals.

Albuminoids. By expressing the juice from the potato, for

example, and heating it, we coagulate a sul)stance called vegetable

albumin, which has properties very closely resembling those of the

albumin of the egg.

By taking the flour of some cereal, especially wheat, and knead-

ing the dough obtained from it under running water, we will obtain

after sometime, a yellowish, tough mass, called gluten or vegetable

fibrin, and which closely I'esembles, both in properties and composi-

tion, animal fibrin. The meal of leguminous plants, such as peas
and beans, when treated with cold water gives a solution which is

coagulated by the addition of an acid. This coagulum is called

vegetable casein or legumin, and compares closely with the casein of

milk. All these varieties of vegetable albuminoids bear a strong
resemblance to one another ; their chemical composition is nearly

the same as shown b}"^
the following table :

Vegetable Albumin. Veg. Fibrin. Veg. Casein. Average.

Carbon 53.7 per ct. 53.2 per ct. 53.5 per ct. 53.5 per ct.

Hydrogen... 7.1 " 7.0 '' 7.1 " 7.1 "

Oxygen 23.5* " 23.3 " 23.4 " 23.4 "

Nitrogen 15.7 " 1G.5 " 16.0 " 16.0 "

By comparing this table with that giving the composition of the

animal albuminoids, one is immediately struck by their great simi-

larity. From this it would seem probable that the vegetable

albuminoids need not be greatl}' changed by the animal organism in

order to be fit for its use. All these bodies are very important, as

the}' are necessary for nearly every animal production which is of

value, and it is onlj^ to be regretted that they generally exist in

such small quantities in plants ;
as the vegetable kingdom is the great

source of albuminous food for most of our domestic animals.

Carbohydrates. Substances containing carbon, hydrogen, and

oxj'gen, the two last in the same ratio as they exist in water, that is

twice as manj- hydrogen atoms as there are oxygen atoms.

These ma}- be divided into two classes. The first containing

woody fibre or ligniu or cellulose, in a more or less incrusted condi-

9
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tion. The second contains bodies more easil}' digestible, and have

been termed extractive carbohydrates.

Woodfj fibre is celhilose more or less pure, and is that part of the

plant which is left after it has been treated with a series of solvents,

as dilute sulphuric acid, weak solution of potash, ether, alcohol, etc.

The substance thus obtained, contains more or less cellulose accom-

panied by an incrusted hard substance called lignin, which contains

.55 per cent, of carbon while cellulose only contains 44 per cent.

It was thought that woody fibre was not at all digestible, but this

has been proved an error, as no inconsiderable amount of it can be

utilized b}' animals, especially the ruminants. Cellulose in the early

stages of growth is indeed nearlj^ as useful as substances belonging
to the second class. The second class comprises extractive carbo-

hydrates, which are represented in plants by starch and sugar.

Thej' are all more or less readih* attacked b}- chemical reagents, and

are digested with facility. In composition thej^ are nearly identi-

cal. All these bodies are easily- converted into glucose, a kind of

sugar.

Fats. The fatty substances found in plants have a composition

which closety resembles that of animal fats. Fat does not exist in

large quantities in most fodder material
; varying between about one

to three per cent. The amount of fatt}- substance indicated in

anahses as being present in a plant is generally 'somewhat exagger-

ated, as the ordinary- method employed for its determination gives

results which are too large.

Mineral Substances. The salts found in plants are generally

those most needed by the animal. It may sometimes happen that

they are deficient in quantit}-. Phosphates of lime must at times be

added to the rations for growing animals
; powdered bone-ash is

very good for this purpose.

Digestibility of Fodder.

It has been found by numerous experiments, for which we are

mostly indebted to German chemists and ph3'siologists, that the

various substances found in the ordinary fodder given to animals are

not totally digestible. The digestibility of food varies, for several

i-easons
;
our domestic animals have different digestive aptitudes ;

the ruminants, for instance, can utilize more easil}' coarse woody
fibre than animals having a simpler digestive apparatus.
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This dlfTorcnce of digestive .aptitude holds true for the other con-

stituents of fodder as well as for woody fibre. Making the digestive

faculty of the sheep equal to one hundred for all substances, we

would have the following approximations for our domestic animals..

Kind of animal—Digestive aptitude for :

Albuminoids. Fata. Ext. Carbohydrates. Woody fibre. .

Sheep 100 100 100 100

Horse 122 97 94 off

Cow 100 109 97 105

Ox 113 105 92 103

It must not be forgotten that the age of the individual greatly affects

the digestive faculties ;
that various races of the same animal show

powers of digestion which vary considerably', and that the tempera-

ment of the individual itself has much to do with the food digested

and assimilated. The ph^'sical condition of the food has also con-

siderable influence upon its digestibility, the older and tougher parts

of plants being much less useful than the 3'ounger parts. Great

care must be exercised in the harvesting of fodder crops, both as

regards the period of growth of the plants and the influence of

inclement weather upon the harvest. It is well known that rain is

very injurious to drying hay, as it washes away a large quantity of

very valuable nutrient matter. The influence of one constituent

upon the digestibility of the others is very great ;
this can easily be

shown by the following experiment due to Haubner. He fed sheep

with one kilogramme (about 2 1-5 pounds) of cooked potatoes,

and one kilogramme, 250 grammes (about 2 | pounds) of wheat

straw, each. All the starch contained in the potatoes was full}'

utilized by every animal. To the above ration he added ^ kilo-

gramme (about 1 1-10 lbs.) more of potatoes, he then found that a

part of the starch was not assimilated and passed into the excre-

ment. By the addition of 125 grammes (a little over J lb.) of pea

meal to the mixture, he obtained a complete digestion of all the

starch [Ji'esent. The pea meal is rich in nitrogen, and in increasing

the quantity of albuminoids in the ration it increased the digestibility

of the carbohydrates, (starch, etc).

The digestive relation of a fodder is the relation between the

albumioids and the cai'bohydrates it contains. The general formula

for the digestive relation is „ or P : H in which P = albuminoids

and H carbohydrates. We see in Haubner's experiment the effect
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of increasirjg the numerator of the fraction. Before taking up the

digestibility of each constituent of fodder material, we will examine

what is meant by mean coefficient of digestibility. E. Wolff found

by experiment that there was a relation between the composition of

fodder and the quantit}' of proximate nutritive principles which were

digested. This relation maj' be put in the form. of a convenient for-

mula which ma}' serve as an indication of the value of a fodder.

The formula, though reliable enough, must be used with reserve, as

the alimentation of stock is surrounded by so many difficulties and

the nature of the digestive and assimilative process so complex that

one must be guided b}- practice as well as theory. Experience in

the manipulation of fodder and the feeding of stock is verj' neces-

sarj' to make the formula as valuable as it may be. The mean

coefficient of digestibility according to Wolff, is equal to the quotient

of the sum of the albuminoids, extractive carbohydrates and fat, by
the total amount of organi^ substance of the fodder.

Taking examples of various fodders of average composition we

have the following mean coefficients of digestibilit}' :

Hay, about G2

Aftermath 70

Clover ha}' 57

Luzerne hay 56

Sainfoin 60

Giving a coefficient of about .60 for the common varieties of hay.

For the various straws, we have a coefficient of about .40, as can

be seen from the following table :

Wheat straw 39

Rye straw 37

Barleystraw 43

Oat straw 49

Bean straw 52

Digestibility of Albuminoids. The digestibility of the albuminoids

in the various kinds of fodder varies greatly. In the same kind of

'fodder its variations are also very great, being influenced by its con-

dition and state of preservation. Tlie albuminoids found in haj'

and clover hay may vary in digestibility from 35 per cent, to 75 per

cent. The greater the quantity' of albuminoids in fodder the more

completely will the}' be digested. Various mathematical formulas

for the determination of the digestibilit}' of the albuminoids have
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been proposed ; thej* give us a coefficient of digestibility upon which

we must not too much rely, as the variations are very great, and in

all cases considerable latitude should be allowed for inaccuracy.

One of the simplest of these formulas, thougii not as accurate as

some others, is the one proposed by Henneberg :

E + Z
Digestibility of albuminoids = A

-f- C- In which E = extractive

carbohydrates — / = fats
— C == total carbohydrates

— A =
albuminoids.

DkjestibiUttj of Fats. This constituent also is subject to great

variations when we investigate its rate of digestibilit}'. One reason

of these variations is undoubtedly due to the fact that the waxy and

resinous substances which are generall}' put down in the analyses

with true fats are not digestible to any extent.

The digestibilit}' of the fiitty substance in 3'oung plants is gen-

erally gi-eater than that of older plants. The fat found in clover

ha}' and the stems of leguminous plants has for its coefficient of

digestibility from 40 to 60 per cent., while that of the fatty substance

found iu hay and the cereal straws varies from 30 to 45 per cent.

Digestibility of Carbohydrates. Crude or woody fibre is digested

by our domestic animals to a greater or less extent
;

the amount

digested varies greatly with the different kinds of fodder, being from

25 to 70 per cent, of the total quantity. Fibrous and coarse food

can be more completely" utilized by the ruminants than by the other

animals, as they digest crude fibre more readily. The pig, for

instance, seems only to utilize cellulose in its most tender and deli-

cate forms, as found in 3'Oung plants and roots. The crude fibre

digested b}' animals is cellulose and not lignin. The cellulose of

grains and concentrated foods are digested about equall}' b}' our

domestic animals. Experiments by Henneberg and Stohmanu upon
the digestibility of fibre b}' the ruminants gave the following results :

Straw of oats 55 per cent.
, digested.

Straw of wheat 52 " "

Straw of beans 36 " "

Hay 39

Clover Hay 60

Although a part of this insoluble crude fibre is digested, we may
be surprised to find that some of the more soluble carbohydrates,

a 41
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called extractive carbohjclrates, are lost in the process of digestion.

A sort of balance is however established between the fibre digested
and the carl)oh3'drates undigested, so that the amount of extractive

carbohydrates found in a fodder represents about the quantity of

mixed fibre and extractive carbohydrates which will be digested.

The amouiit of extractive carbohydrates present in a ration would

give us a rough indication of the amount of total carbohydrates an

animal could utilize. This method cannot be considered very exact,

the amount indicated b}- it being sometimes as much as 20 per cent,

too large or too small.

For young plants in which woody fibre is not present in very large

quantities, and in which it is comparatively tender, the method

above given seems quite valueless, as the amount of carbohydrates

digested is nearh' invariabh' more than the amount of extractive

carbohydrates found in the fodder. From experiments by Henne-

berg and Stohmann it would seem that the amount of substance in

coarse fodder which is soluble in boiling water is about equivalent

to the amount of digestible carbohydrates.

The following table gives the results arrived at :

!Kinds of fodder. Soluble in boiling water. Digested carbohydrates. Diflference.

Oat Straw 3.25 3.17 +.08
Wheat straw 94 1.07 — .13

Bean sti-aw 5.18 5.34 —.16
Clover hay 11.24 11.30 —.06
Hay 6.42 6.36 + .06

It must be borne in mind that this method can only be used when

rough approximations are sufficient. Comparative experiments

have shown the results to be far from accurate. The undioested

carbohjdrates are generally richer in carbon than the digested part,

containing 55 to 56 per cent., while the digested portion onl}' con-

tains 44.4 per cent. ; these carbohydrates are probably all converted

into sugar during the process of digestion and assimilation.

Mineral Substances. These are generalh* offered in sufficient

quantity to animals in their rations. The salts necessary- to the

animal are easil}' taken up, provided they be in a somewhat soluble

condition. The addition of phosphate of lime to the rations of

growing stock is sometimes very useful. The presence of phos-

phoric acid is of utility in nearly all kinds of animal production.

Nearly all the alkaline salts of the fodder pass out, 95 to 97 per
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cent, being voided by the urine, 20 to 30 per cent of the magnesia
is eliminated in the same wa}', lime only 2 to 5 per cent., and nearly

all of the sulphuric acid and chlorine.

Having studied the digestibilitj' of the various proximate con-

stituents of the fodder, we may now see what effect an increase or

a decrease of one of them will exert upon the digestibility of the

others contained in the ration. The digestibility of the coarser

kinds of fodder, such as the varieties of hay and straw, is deter-

mined more by the ph3'sical condition of the dry substance which is

more or less due to the climate, the manure used, etc., while the

effect of the wei^it of the ration, the race, the kind and age of the

animals seems to exert less influence upon the digestibility of

the food offered.

The addition of albuminoids to the coarse fodders does not exer-

cise a depressive influence upon their digestion. At the agricultural

station of Weende, sheep fed with one kilogramme (2 1-5 lbs.) of

meadow lia}^ per da}-, received in addition 120 grammes (4 1-5

ounces about) of gluten ;
this was subsequently increased to 262

grammes, (about 9 1-5 ounces). The dr}' gluten contained 78 per

cent, of albuminoids. No depression in the rate of digestibilit\- of

the proximate principles of the mixture was noticed. Numerous

experiments at Hohenheim, Mockern, Halle, and elsewhere, have

put the same fact in evidence, that the addition of highly- uitro-

genized substances to the ration of animals does not act prejudieialh'

upon the digestibility of the fodder. It must, however, be remembered

that the digestibilit}' of the albuminoids in these (nitrogenized) con-

dimental foods differs considerably, as for example : about 90 per

cent, of the albuminoids iu the fruit of the leguminious plants is

digestible, 85 per cent, of those contained in linseed cake, 78 per

cent, of those in rape seed cake and wheat bran, 74 per cent, of

those in cotton seed cake. The addition of cereal grains having a

mean coefficient of digestilMlity of from 1 : 5 to 1 : 8 does not have

a depressing effect upon the digestion of coarse fodder.

At Hohenheim experiments were made in the alimentation of sheep

with a mixture of meadow ha}^ and oats
;
the proportion of the food

being the following: 1 to 1.7G in one experiment, 1 to 3.09 in

another, and 1 to 3.30 in a third experiment; these experiments

showed that the amount of albuminoids of the oats digested was

78 per cent. — 78.4 per cent. — 77.5 per cent, respectively in the

above experiments. The same experiment was tried at Dresden,
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but in this case the relative amount of oats was smaller than in that

performed at Hohenheim. The amount of albuminoids digested

varied between 74.1 and 67.3 per cent. It must, however, be

added that the oats used at Holienheira were considerabl}' richer

in albuminoids than those used at Dresden.

Starch. Numerous experiments upon our different kinds of domes-

tics animals prove that the addition of starch to crude fodder, pro-

viding the quantity of starch introduced into the ration represent at

least 10 per cent, of the total weight of the dr}- substance, lowers

the digestibility of the albuminoids of the coarsefodders, and in a

slight degree that of the h\xlrocarbons therein. When the quantity

of starchy substance amounts to 1-7 of the weight of the dr}' fodder,

the digestibility of the all)iiminoids decreases 5.per cent.
;
if it be 1-6

the weight, the digestibilitj^ decreases 10 per cent.
;
1-5 decreases it

15 per cent. ;
1-4 decreases it somewhat less than 20 per cent. In

fodders containing large quantities of albuminoids, the depressing

effect is not so great as in fodder poor in nitrogen.

The effect of starch upon fodder ma}' be counteracted b}' the

addition of some food rich in albuminoids. The effect of sugar is

the same as that of starch, but it is less depressing in its effect upon
the digestibility of albuminoids. The digestion of the fats and ex-

tractive carboh^'drates is not appreciabh' lessened b}' the addition of

starch or sugar to a ration, provided the quantit}- added be not too

great. It is hardl}' necessar}' to add, that starch is very rarel}^

added to rations in actual practice, but there are many of our agri-

cultural root crops that furnish products which contain large quan-

tities of starch and sugar ; prominent among these is the potato and

beet.

From a series of experiments made at the Agricultural Station at

Hohenheim, it Avould seem that in a mixture of haj' of excellent

qualit}- and potatoes or beets, the quantity of digested albuminoids

does not decrease, provided the dried potatoes or beets do not form

much more than 1-8 of the ration. Potatoes have a more depressive

action on the digestibility of the albuminoids than do beets, and it

is, therefore, well to avoid in an}- rations an excess of potatoes ; at

any rate, the proportion should never be above 1-8 of the total dr}'

matter. These foods should be mixed with substances rich in al-

Iniminoids, in order to counteract the depressive influence of starch

and sugar.
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Fatty substance. There can be hut little doubt that manj' plant

fats are directl}' and easily assimilated by animals, and that the

quantit}' contained in fodder eaten has an important etfect on its

nutritive value. It does not seem proved that the addition of oil or

fats to a ratibn increases to an}- great extent the digestibility' of its

other constituents. Some authorities, however, advance the idea

that the addition of fats increases the quantit}' of digested albumin-

oids and carbohydrates, especially cellulose. Most of the experi-

ments have given such contradictory results that it would seem safer

to take a contrary view.

One must l)e guarded against mixing fats or oil for any length of

time in the rations of ruminants, as it lessens the appetite and dis-

tur])s the digestive processes. Fatty substance, when given in some

naturally combined form, such as cotton seed or linseed cake, seems

much less injurious than when added to rations in the shape of oil

or fats.

Common salt is recognized by everybody as a useful adjunct in

the feeding of cattle. It does not seem to increase the digestibility

of fodder, except in, perhaps, a single instance in which the amount

of digested albuminoids was increased by the addition of salt to the

ration. Its action generallj^ seems to be as an appetizer, giving the

food taken b}^ the animal greater relish, and inducing it to eat a

larger quantity'. Salt in small quantity is absolutely necessar}' for

the life of the animal
;

it is found in all parts of the body and seems

to aid in the dittusiou of the nutritive elements of food throughout
the S3'stem.

Potash in small qnantit}' seems quite necessary for the health of

the animal. This is generally found abundantly enough in common
fodder. As before noted, the presence of phosphate of lime is

absolutel}' necessary in the rations of our domestic stock. Its pres-

ence does not seem to affect the digestibilit}'^ of the fodder to any

extent, but unless present in sufficient quantity the animal is sure to

suffer. It is especially necessary for growing animals and milch

cows.

An experiment made at Proskau upon two milch goats, shows the

importance of giving a sufficiency of phosphoric acid and lime to

stock. One goat was fed with fodder poor in phosphoric acid, and

the other with fodder poor in lime
; at the end of fifty days both

died. The bones were found to be normal, therefore the phosphoric

acid and lime which were found in the milk, urine, etc. of the goats,
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must have been taken from the liquids and soft parts of the body,

thus giving rise to an abnormal condition from which death resulted.

When fodder is rich in phosphoric acid, lime ma}' be added in the

shape of pulverized chalk.

Effect of Steaming, Fermenting, etc.. Fodder.

The cooking or steaming of food is greath' recommended b}' some

as increasing its nutritive effect, in other words, increasing its digest-

bility. It is stated by an author that cows fed with cooked or

steamed potatoes gave a milk richer in butter than cows fed with

raw potatoes, though the quantit}- of milk was less. Experiments

on this subject have given conflicting results, and it would seem

that the good effect of steamed food be ascribed to its better flavor

rather than to an}' change which has taken place in its digestibility.

The same ma}' be said of fermentation. The question seems at

present to be somewhat an open one, though there may be reasons

why steaming or fermenting food could at times be economically

resorted to.

At the State College farm, pigs fed with uncooked corn meal

fatted more rapidly than did pigs fed with cooked meal. The ques-

tion is a rather difficult one to decide, as the taste of fodder uu-

doubtedlv has a great influence upon its effect in the feeding of

cattle. The mechanical division of fodder is of importance in in-

suring its most complete utilization by animals, this being especially

true for the monogastric animals.

The chopping of hay and straw permits their being intimately

mixed with other fodder materials in the making up of a composite

ration. The slicing of roots is beneficial, as is the ci-acking of

grain.

Notes upon different Fodders.

Meadoio Hay—Aftermath. Hay rich in albuminoids, generally

contains less crude woody fibre than does hay poorer in albuminoids.

The quantity of extractive carbohydrates remains about the same

while the ash and fatty substance is often found in larger quantity

in good than in poor hay.

It is well known that an increased quantity of albuminoids gives

an increased digestibility of the same as well as a greater digesti-

bility of the extractive carbohydrates. The digestibility of the

albuminoids may vary in hay from 39 to 70 per cent., according to

quality of the fodder.
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The time at which hay is made is of the greatest importance, as

the youug phiiit always contains a larger per cent, of albuminoids,

and less crude fibre than when they are at a more advanced stage of

growth. Oxen were fed at Mockeru with clover cut before flowering.

May 20th
;
then with clover cut after flowering, June 7th and June

20th, they digested respectively 71 per cent., 65 and 59 per cent.

of the albuminoids, and 51 per cent., 47 and 40 per cent, of the

crude fibre. The digestibility of the extractive carbohydrates was

not greatly affected. At Hohenheim the same effect was noticed in

feeding sheep with clover cut at four different periods ;
the propor-

tion of digested albuminoids falling from 75 to 59 per cent., and that

of crude fibre from GO to 39 per cent. Many other experiments

showing the same fact might be adduced. The greater digestibility

of aftermath is undoubtedly due to the more or less tender condition

of the nutritive pi'inciples.

The practice of aA^oiding the action of water upon hay, of choosing

as dr}^ weather as possible while hay making, is proved a very rational

one b}' actual experiments made at the station of Tharand. A spec-

imen of hay which had been exposed to rainy weather contained,

upon analysis, 2.1 per cent, albuminoids and 10.4 per cent, of car-

bohydrates and mineral salts less than ha}' from the same field, and

cut the same day, which had not been exposed to such weather.

It is well known that grass grown on manured land gives a more

nutritive fodder, richer, especially in albuminoids, than that grown

upon unmanured or poorly manured land
;
the difference being some-

times as great as 10 per cent.

Clover. In the process of drying clover it is of great importance

to be very careful, as large quantities of the most nutritive elements

may be lost by careless management. The quantity of albuminoids

varies considerabl}-, though not as much as in ordinary hay, being

12 to 18 per cent.
; verj' young clover may contain as high as 30 per

cent, of albuminoids. An increase in the quantity of albuminoids

gives rise to an increase of their digestibility, that of the extractive

carboh^'drates does not seem greatly affected by the quantity of

carbohydrates present, while that of crude fibre is increased by a

higher per cent, of them.

Rain}- weather is even more harmful to the preparation of clover

hay than to that of ordinary hay, the loss in nutritive elements

being far greater. It would seem that the most economical use of

clover is as a green fodder.
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Corn. Green corn is rather poor in albiiu)inoids, and in order to

obtain the completest digestion of its constituents it is well to add

some fodder richer in albuminoids, and thus have a better digestive

relation.

Beet Tops—Though quite watery, are comparatively rich in

albuminoids. Their use must be restricted, as the}' are liable to

occasion diarrhoea. The same may be said of carrot and rutabaga

tops. Cabbage leaves are good fodder, especiall}- for milk cows.

Cereal Straivs. As a general rule, the straw of summer cereals

is poorer in cellulose and richer in albuminoids than that of winter

varieties. Experiments upon the digestibilit}' of the constituents of

these straws are not ver\' numerous.

Leginninotis St7'atvs, contain a larger per cent, of albuminoids

than do cereal straws. The crude fibre of leguminous straws is dif-

ficult to digest, while the extractive carboh^^drates have a relatively

high digestibihty.

Cereal Grains. Their composition is variable. The influence of

the conditions of vegetation is ver^^ great, especial]}' in the quantity

of albuminoids which the grains may contain. Wheat and oats

seem to be more easily influenced by the conditions of vegetation

than barley or rye.

The influence of manuring is well illustrated by the following

experiment tried at PoppelsdortF. The per cent, of albuminoids in

wheat cultivated without manure was 16.3 per cent.
; by a manuring

with superphosphates it was increased to 17.6 per cent.
; by the ap-

plication of a highly nitrogenized manure, such as salts of ammonia

and nitrates, the per cent, of albuminoids was raised to 21 .4 per cent.

By the use of a manure containing the above compounds of nitrogen

together with phosphates, 22.4 per ct. of albuminoids was obtained.

The straw gave the following per centages of albuminoids : 3.4 per

cent., 3.7 and 5.2 per cent.

It is probable that about 90 to 95 per cent, of the albuminoids in

wheat and rye are digestible ;
95 to 97 per cent, of the extractive

carbohydrates are digestible.

The average of a number of experiments has given 75 per cent,

as the quantity of albuminoids and extractive carbohydrates which

are digestible in oats
;
in barley about 79 per cent, of the albumin-

oids and 90 per cent, of the extractive carbohydrates.
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WJieat bran is well digested b}' ruminants—78 per cent, of the

albniiiinoids and 82 per cent, of the extractive carbohydrates being

digested.

Corn. Eight^'-foiir per cent, of the albuminoids and 93 per cent,

of the extractive carbohydrates of corn are digested. The per-

centage of albuminoids is lower than in the cereals, and it is well to

add to it a supplementarj^ food, rich in nitrogenized compounds.
Corn contains as much as 5 to 9 per cent, of fatty substance, which

renders it valuable in fattening.

Brewery Slump. It contains about 24 per cent, of dry matter

which is rich in albuminoids.

Bean meal is quite rich in albuminoids, and is often useful as a

supplementar}- food to increase the quantity of nitrogen in a ration

which is deficient in albuminoids. About 90 per cent, of the albu-

minoids are digestible, and 95 per cent, of the extractive carbo-

hydrates.

Lupins are very rich in albuminods, containing 32 to 43 per cent.

They are not, however, generally I'elished by cattle on account of a

bitter principle which the}' contain.

Cake of the Oleaginous Gh'ains. On account of the high com-

mercial value of oleaginous grains, they are not, with the exception

of cotton seed cake, much used as a part of fodder for cattle, though

experiment has repeatedl}^ proved their great value as an addition

to fodder poor in fats. As before noticed, the amount of fatty or

oily substance must not be too large if we wish to avoid any disturb-

ance in the digestive process of cattle.

Linseed Cake. The digestibilty of the albuminoids is 84 per cent.,

fats 89 per cent., and extractive carbohj-drates 78 per cent. These

are the results of experiments in feeding tried at Hohenheim upon

sheep, at Halle upon goats, and at Mockern upon oxen.

Rape-seed Cake. Experiments tried at Dresden with sheep, and

at Mockern with cows, gave the albuminoids a digestibility of 80

per cent., as also to the extractive carbohydrates. More recent ex-

periments with oxen at Mockern gave 8G per cent, for albuminoids,

and 75 pfer cent, for extractive carbohydrates.

Cottonseed Cake. The digestibility of the albuminoids is 74 per

cent., and 46 per cent, for the extractive carbohydrates, as deter-

mined by experiments upon sheep at Hohenheim.
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Cocoanut Cake. The digestibility of the constituents was deter-

mined by experiments upon pigs, at Hohenheim, and gave for albu-

minoids 73 per cent., and for extractive carboh^-drates 88 percent.

Palm-nut Cake, gave in an experiment, made at Mockern upon

oxen, 100 per cent, for the digestibility of the albuminoids, and 92

per cent, for that of the extractive carbohydrates.

Whey. The product of cheese making has a very low digestive

relation ;
its dilution is also very great. On an average, it contains

about one per cent, of all)umiuoids, and 4 to per cent, of sugar of

milk, and .3 to .6 per cent, of fats. It is, however, very good food

for hogs, especially when thickened with barley or oat meal or bran.

Skimmed milk is of much greater nutritive value than buttermilk

or whe}', and can be used as an addition to food containing small

quantities of nitrogen, such as potatoes.

WJiole miJk is most digestible, and it is only when it is given alone

that some of it ma}' be lost.

Potatoes. The value of potatoes as fodder varies greatly with the

conditions of vegetation. The potato may contain from 18 to 30

per cent, of dr}' matter, 1,3 to 4.5 per cent, of albuminoids, and 12

to 27 per cent, of starch. The richer potatoes are in starch, the

poorer they may be in albuminoids. The relation of the albuminoids

to the carbohjdrates varies from 1 : 10 to 1 : 12. In a watery potato

we generall}^ have a decreased amount of starch, but an increase in

albuminoids and mineral matters. The influence of manures upon
their composition is very great, especially upon the quantitj' of

albuminoids. The same variety of potato, similarly cultivated, but

one patch manured with potash salts and lime, the other with car-

bonate of ammonia, gave in the first case 2.27 per cent, of albu-

minoids, and in the second 4.44 per cent.

The value of cooked or steamed potatoes seems to be somewhat

greater than raw ; at au}^ rate, their action is less debilitating. It is

stated by some authors, that cows fed on cooked or steamed potatoes

yield richer milk than those fed on raw ones, though the quantity of

milk is less. Potatoes must never be given alone, but mixed with

other fodder containing more albuminoids
;

the Av\ substance of

such a ration should not contain more than one-quarter potato. It

should be remembered, that though potatoes are rich in potash, and

contain considerable phosphoric acid, they are deficient in soda and

lime ;
this latter substance should be supplied in feeding milch cows,
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but more especially iu the feeding of ^'oung and growing stock,

when a proper proportion of lime is absolutely necessary for the

fullest development of the bony structures.

Jerusalem artichoke produces tubers which are more watery but

richer in albuminoids than potatoes, the relation being 1 : 8.

With root crops we find that the quantity of nitrogenized manure
used in their cultivation has a great influence upon the quantity of

albuminoids they contain, the greater the quantit}' of nitrogenized
manure used, the greater the quantity of albuminoids formed.

Large and well-appearing roots are often less valuable than smaller

ones, on account of the large quantity pf water and small quantity
of nutritive dry matter they may contain. The nutritive relation of

fodder beets and carrots is about 1:7; for rutabagas about 1:8,
and 1:4 or 1:5 for turnips, heavily manured with nitrogenized
manures.

Of all varieties of beets, sugar beets contain the largest total

amount of dry matter, but smallest of albuminoids. "When heavily

manured, and allowed to grow large and partlj^ out of ground, their

composition becomes more like that of the ordinary fodder beet.

Beets may be given to milch cows with good results. It is generally
best to slice the beets and mix them with other fodder. Large

quantities can be fed to cattle, providing they be mixed with supple-

mentary fodder rich iu albuminoids.

Carrots are considered very healthful food, exerting a good in-

fluence upon the digestive apparatus, and diminishing plethora.

They can be fed with good results to milch cows and horses which

are being fed with other food rich in albuminoids.

Rutabagas are probably more nutritive than common fodder beets.

It is well to bear in mind, that the feed of young cattle and of fat-

tening cattle should not be too watery. Of two varieties of equally

watery beets, the one containing the largest per cent, of albuminoids

will be the least injurious.
•

Sugar beet pulj) or pomace. The old method of expressing the

beet juice b}- the means of presses, gave a pulp containing 30 per
cent, of dry matter, of which the nutritive relation was 1 : 10 or

1:12. By the extraction of the juice by the use of centrifugal

machines, a residue is left containing about 18 per cent, of dry mat-

ter, having the same nutritive relation as the above. By the use of

the diffusion process for the extraction of sugar from beets, we
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obtain a pomace, the relation of whieli is about 1 : 5J or 1 : G|.

Generally the dry substance amounts to onl}- 5.5 per cent. B3- a

slight pressure a quantity of water ma}' be expressed so that the

dry substance may increase from 7 to 14.5 percent. B3' submitting

this pulp to fermentation water is also lost
;

this is proved by the

fact that pulp containing 5.4 per cent, of dr}' matter, after ferment-

ing in silo contained 6.8 per cent. Beet pomace when mixed with

other fodder gives us an excellent food for most of our domestic

animals.

Having now brief!}' reviewed the principal points in regard to the

constitution of the various fodder materials, the relative digestibility

of their nutritive elements, and glanced at some special points in

regard to the principal foods used for animals, it will be well, before

going on to the determination of the rations for special animal pro-

duction, to get an idea of the part which the various principles con-

tained in fodder pla}' in the formation of animal produce.

Formation of muscle^ (lean meat). It must be the endeavor of

the stock raiser to hasten the fixation of albuminoids, that is, he

must try to fix as much albumin to the organs of the body as pos-

&il)le, as it then has considerable stability, while the albumin found

in the liquids of the bod}' is contiuuall}' undergoing changes and

decomposition ;
70 to 80 per cent, of the albumin being excreted in

the course of twenty-four hours, while organs only lose .8 per cent,

in the same time. An over or exaggerated production of muscular

tissue is not to be advised, for it only leads to a rapid transforma-

tion of albumin, and when a change in the fodder occurs from a

highly albuminous one to one poorer in all)uminoids, it is noticed

that a certain quantity' of the albumin of the organs is excreted,

which would not be the case had the feeding been more scientific.

The addition of common salt to fodder seems to increase the

rapidity of transformations, and it is only in cases in which such

rapid changes are necessary that it is advisable to increase the dose.

In the alimentation of working oxen and horses, as well as in that of

males used for stud purposes, its use is, however, injurious. In the

case of fattening cattle, just enough may be given to add to the

savor of the fodder and aid in a normal rate of organic exchange or

transformation. Salt increases the sensation of thirst in animals,

and where water is at their disposal the}' will drink large quantities

of it ; it is known that the increased absorption of water increases

the quantity of albumin which suffers decomposition.
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Substances acting as nervous excitants do not seem to have very
much influence on the decomposition and excretion of albumin. A
large quantity of fodder will not only give a more abundant produc-
tion than a smaller quantity of the same fodder, but the nutritive

elements will also be more thoroughly utilized. This has been

proved by experiment, one tried at Weende may be cited as an

example ; the total quantity of nutritive elements in the ration o5

two oxen was raised from 8.03 kilogrammes (about 19.64 lbs.) to-^

9.73 kilogrammes (about 21. | lbs.), the nutritive relation remaining
the same. After the increased amount was fed to the oxen, 32 per
cent, of the albuminoids was fixed, while previouslj- only 18 per
cent, had been fixed.

When the quantity of albuminoids in fodder is increased without

a relative increase of the other constituents, an increased quantity
of albumin is rendered available for organic exchange, changes in

the body become more rapid, nevertheless some of the albumin is

generally fixed by the animal. It is only after some time that the

equilibrium of exchange is established, and that a part of the

albuminoids are fixed. An excessive increase of albuminoids is

rarely economical as the quantity deposited is comparatively small. .

The fat deposited in the animal tissues hinders the rapid transfor-

mations of albumin and therefore acts as a preservative agent

against its destruction and favors the formation of mncular fibre,

(flesh). Animals that are somewhat fat will therefore more rapidly
take on flesh than those that are less so. From this it is seen that

the most suitable fodder for cattle already in good condition will
,

have a composition quite diflferent from that most useful for animals

in poor condition. In order to feed animals economically it is

necessary to see that the nutritive principles of the fodder should

present a proper relation to one another, that is, the relation of the

digestible albuminoids to the digestible carbohydrates. A proper

quantity of fats in a fodder has the effect of slightly checking the

transformation of albuminoids, and in aiding the formation of mus-

cular tissue
; the action of fats in this relation does not seem very

well established, and it is probably in the long run only, that its

influence is at all felt. The eflfect of fats in food is less observable

in herbivorous than in carnivorous animals.

The amount of fat contained in fodder must not be too great, as

its influence upon digestion is on the whole injurious ;
small quanti-

ties may exert a favorable influence upon the animal's progress in

10
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flesh formation. From experiments it would seem that the best pro-

portion of fat as compared with the albuminoids is as 1 (fat) to 2.2

(albuminoids) or 1 (fat) to 3 (albuminoids) . The carbohydrates

in fodder lessen the transformations of the albuminoids to a 2:reater

degree than do the fats. Experiments upon carnivorous animals

showed that the carbohydrates of the fodder decreased the decom-

position of albumin 9 per cent., while fats only diminished it by 7

per cent.

The different varieties of carbohydrates are present in nearly all

fodder to quite a large extent, and are therefore moi'e important

generally for nitrogen than the fats which are only present in small

proportion. It must be remembered that fodder is only economically

utilized by cattle when a certain amount of albuminoids are present,

and without their presence the digestion of nutritive principles is

imperfect.

Formation of Fat. There can be no doubt but that the fatty

substances of fodder are assimilated by animals, and without change

deposited in the various organs.

At Munich, a dog that had been subjected to a fast of thirty

da^'s, was fed for five daj's with large quantities of fat, it was found

at the end of that time that there must have been a daily deposition

of fat in the organs of the bod}' to the amount of 250 grammes

(about ^ lb.) per day. Many other experiments irf which a more

normal ration was used gave similar results, proving conclusively

that the fats in food, providing they be somewhat similar to the

animal fats, are directly assimilated without undergoing much

change.

As a general thing, the rations of our domestic animals are not

rich enough in fatty substance to account for the quantity found in

their bodies ;
it therefore becomes an important question to decide

which of the constituents, other than fats, in fodder, can b}- their

transformations give rise to the formation of fat in the animal

economy.
Most of the physiologists of to-da}' are in favor of the view which

considers the albuminoids as the chief fat formers in fodder. It is

well known that the albuminoids in cheese are transformed into fatty

substance as it ripens. The eggs of the common fly when depos-

ited upon blood give larva? which contain from seven to eleven times

more fat than did the blood or unhatched eggs.
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Many experiments have been tried. By feeding dogs with per-

fectly lean meat it was found that from 42.1 gramnjcs to 42.7

grammes (about 1-10 lb.) of carbon were retained by the animals

daily. The nitrogen of the food was entirely accounted for by
excretions, while the carbon had, as fat, been deposited in the bodies

of the animals.

The stud^' of cases of phosphorus poisoning have proved beyond a

reasonable doubt that albuminoids, by their decomposition, give rise

to fatty substances. The matter has been studied at the Physiolog-

ical Institute of Munich, where the fat found in a dog submitted to

slow phosjihorus poisoning could only be accounted for by assuming
that the albuminoids had been decomposed and furnished the ele-

ments for the formation of fat.

The action of alkalies and ox^-dizing agents upon albuminoids

transforms them partly into fattj' bodies. It must, however, be

added, that though the question seems settled in favor of the theory
that fats are formed from albuminoids, yeb there are some scientists

who still consider the carbohydrates as fat producers, and it may be

that in some cases thej- do to some extent act as such. It seems

probable that the albuminoids decomposed in the body give rise to

the formation of fat, 51 parts being formed for every 100 of dry

albumin, which ma}' be ox^xiized in the natural processes, or else

deposited as fat in the organs, or used for the produc^tion of fat

globules of milk.

In case the quantity of fat assimilated by an animal is greater

than that which could be accounted for by the decomposition of the

albuminoids, and the fat contained in the fodder, it becomes evident

that some other constituent than the albuminoids must by transform-

ation yield fattv substance. By a series of experiments made upon
milch cows, at Munich and at Hohenheim, it was found that all the

fat in the milk produced by thein could have been entirely furnished

by the fats and the decomposition of the albuminoids present in the

fodder used. At Mockern an experiment with cows gave a quantity

of milk-fats slightly larger than that which could have been furnished

b}' the fats and albuminoids of the fodder. This slight excess of fat

can be explained, by assuming that a part of the animal's own fat

was used in the formation of the fat globules of milk. The experi-

ment was not perfectly complete, and the over production of fatty

substance cannot be explained in this case with scientific exacti-

tude.
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The influence of the quantitj' of albuminoids in determining the

formation of fat, is set forth in the following table :
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Conditions that effect the formation and the accumulation or depo-
sitions of Fat. B\' increasing the quantit}' of fat in a ration a

larger quantit}' of it is submitted to process of transformation, and

a part of it will be deposited in the organs if present in large

enongh quantit}', especially so, if the ration contain at the same

time a large proportion of albnmiuoids. Fat formed in the bod}' b}'

the transformation of albuminoids is more easily destroyed b}' vital

processes than the ready formed fat furnished by the fodder. The

presence of a large quantity of albuminoids in a ration prevents the

decomposition of the fat. Fats suffer decomposition more easily in

a fat organism than in a lean one
;
in this latter, fat is easiU' depos-

ited whether it exist in fodder or be formed by the transformation

of the albuminoids present.

The drinking of large quantities of water does not favor the accu-

mulation of fats in the organism ; it increases the decomposition

of the albuminoids and the elimination of carbonic acid. The tem-

perature of a stable or barn has considerable influence upon the

accumulation of fat
;

if the temperature be too low the process of

oxidation becomes more rapid in order to produce the normal bodily

heat, while if the temperature be too high, the animals drink too

much water, are more restless, and the appetite becomes more or less

capricious. A temperature varj'ing between 54° Fahr. and QQ° Fahr.

is the best calculated to favor the production and deposition of fat.

All violent exercise must be guarded against as it greatly increases

the decomposition of fat. Cattle undergoing a fattening process, as

well as those kept for the production of milk, should enjoy the great-

est possible amount of rest. Bleeding increases the decomposition

of the albuminoids and reduces the quantity of carbonic acid elimi-

nated, (owing to the diminution of blood corpuscles) ;
this would

diminish the quantity- of fat destro3^ed, and therefore favor an

accunmlation of it in the organism. The smaller the proportion of

blood corpuscles the greater is the tendencv of an animal to fatten

i-eadily. The influence which the carbohydrates exert upon the pro-

duction and accumuhition of fat is very marked in the herbiverous

animals. The}' suspend the destruction of the fat already deposited

in the organism, and when they are present in sufficient quantity in

tlie fodder they economize the fat so that all coming direct!}' from

the fodder and that formed by the transformation of the albuminoids

is accumulated by the animal. No matter how great the increase of

carbohydrates may be, it seems, as far as most domestic animals
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are concerned (except perhaps the pig and a few others) , that the

qiumtit}' of fat formed will always be proportional to the amount of

albuminoids present. If now, having a large quantity of carbohy-

drates present we increase the albuminoids somewhat, immediately*

an increased formation and deposition of fat takes place. It is

found that the fat formed in the body is not usually greater than

that which could be formed by the transformation of the albumin-

oids present. In order to have a thoix^ughh* economical use of a

ration it is not sufficient to give large quantities of albuminoids and

carbohydi-ates, but a proper relation must exist between them unless

we wish to lose a part of either one of the nutritive constituents.

If there is an}' lack of albuminoids but little fat can be formed on

account of the absence of the fat forming principle, if they be pres-

ent too abundantly, the transformations in the org^mism becomes too

rapid and some of them are destroyed without aiding in the forma-

tion of fat. By poverty in carbohydrates the decomposition of

albuminoids is not sufficiently hindered and not all of the fat formed

is accumulated.

Production of Muscular Power.

The old theory that muscular activit}' had a wearing effect ui>on

the oi-gans emploj^ed, due to an increased decomix>sitiou of albumin,

has been invalidated by the experiments which have been canied on

at the Physiological Institute of Munich, proving that work does not

induce a gi'eater wasting of the albumin of the oi"gans than does rest.

The organs in use during muscular exercise, may, owing to an influx

of blood, induce an increased decomposition of albuminoids, but the

passive state of the rest of the bod}" re-establishes an equilibrium,

so that the quantity- of albuminoids decomposed during activity or

rest is about the same. On the other hand, there is a greater destruc-

tion of fats and carbohjdrates when at work than when at i-est, more

oxygen is absorbed by respiration, the production of aniu)al heat is

increased, a great amount of which is lost owing to the active evap-

oration of water from the body. Experiments made upon a sti'oug

dog, subject to quite a large amount of work, showed that the quan-

tities of decomposed albumin were onl}' slightly greater during this

labor than when at rest, and this small increase in the amount of

albumin decomposed is to be accounted for not as the result of

activity, but on account of the large quantities of water drunk b}'

the animal, which as we have seen facilitates the decomposition of

the albumin.
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Experiments were tried on a vigorous and healthy man, wliich

gave results that show conclusively that the fatty substances sutler

oxidation, and that alljuniin is not destroyed when at work, though

it be severe. The man performed mechanical work during nine

hours of the daj', and the following table gives the results while at

work or at rest, under different conditions of alimentation :
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dueing mechanical work by means of the heat produced b}- the com-

bustion of the fuel. For the muscular activit}- of animals, however,

a more complex reason exists than the mere oxidation or combus-

tion of the fat, the phenomenon simpl}- accompanies more profound

changes going on in the body. The transformations that the albumi-

noids undergo in the bod}' seem to be the primaiy cause of mus-

cular power. This is practically recognized by the fact that animals

from which work is expected are fed with food more or less rich in

albuminoids. Oats are given to horses
; sometimes bean meal may

be mixed in the ration to increase the per cent, of nitrogen. A dog
fed with carbohj-drates and fat soon becomes obese and unfit for

active work. Feed one with lean meat, a substance rich iii albu-

minoids, and buoyanc}' of spirits and Strength are the result. A
large amount of muscular work cannot be expected from sickl}- or

emaciated bodies, the animal must not only be properl}' fed l)ut he

must be in a perfectl}' sound state of health and fully developed.

A strong animal well feci with albuminous food is capable of per-

forming a large amount of work ; the ration must contain a proper

amount of albuminoids in order to admit of the transformations

which go on within the bod}' during its activity-. The ration should

also be as rich as possible in fats in order that the body may remain

in fine condition. It may often be necessary to add to rations some

food rich in fats. Oats, for instance, are not only quite rich in

albuminoids but contain al^o considerable fatty substance.

Rations.

Rations may be divided into two classes :

1. Rations of maintenance or sustenance.

2. Rations of production.

By ration of maintenance, is meant the ration allotted to an ani-

mal to keep it in good condition without increasing its weiglit to any

extent, or of expecting of it any kind of production. For such

purposes the coarser kinds of food and those rather poor in albu-

minoids are often used.

By ration of production, is meant a ration so constituted as

regards the nutritive principles that the animal is not onl}- kept in

good condition, but the amount of nutritive constituents over and

above that necessary to keep it thus is manufactured by the animal

into something of utihty. such as : fat, muscular force, milk, the

building up and developing of the young organization.
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In giving some generalities which will be useful in composing
these various rations, the facts given in the former part of this paper

will be frech' used and applied.

Bations of Sustenance Maintenance. Rations of maintenance

can only be fed to fully developed adult animals, as they are calcu-

lated not for any kind of production but simply to mainiain the

animal in good condition. From experiments made at AVcende, the

condition and weight of oxen were found to remain essentially

the same when fed with the following quantities of fodder for every

500 kilogrammes (about 1100 lbs.) of live weight.

1—9.750 kilogrammes (21.45 lbs.) of dried clover.

2—1.850 kilos (4.07 lbs.) dried clover, 6.500 kilos (14.3 lbs.)

oat straw, .300 kilos (about 12 ozs.) rape seed cake.

3—1.300 kilos (2.86 lbs.) dried clover, 7.100 kilos (15.62 lbs.)

oat straw, .250 kilos (about \ lb.) rape seed cake.

4—1.900 kilos (4.18 lbs.) dried clover, 6.650 kilos (14.63 lbs.)

r3'e straw, .300 kilos (about 12 ozs.) rape seed cake.

5—12.800 kilos (28.16 lbs.) beets, 0.300 kilos (13.80 lbs.) oat

straw, 0.500 kilos (1.1 lb.) rape seed cake.

The quantity of albumen decomposed and assimilated for every

500 kilogrammes (1100 lbs.) of live weight varied from .205 kilos.

(.451 lbs.) to 420 kilos (.924 lbs.) an average of .285 kilos (.627 lbs.)

The digestible carbohydrates varied from 3.520 kilos (7.744 lbs.) to

3.885* kilos, or an average 3.700t kilos; giving the nutritive rela-

tion 1 : 13. By keeping the barn at from 62° Fahr. to 68°.Fahr.

there was a slight increase in weight; the animals were all main-

tained in an excellent condition.

In order to be sure of a good ration, it is, perhaps, best to increase

the above quantities and to have about .350 kilogrammes (.77 lbs.)

of albuminoids and 4.200 kilos (9.24 lbs.) of nutritive carbohydrates ;

giving a total of 4.550 kilos (10.01 lbs.) of nutritive substances,

having the relation 1:12. Such a ration could very economically

be composed of the cereal straws, to which would be added a fodder

rich in nitrogen. Roots could also be mixed with the ration. These

experiments have been applied in practice and the following exam-

ples may be given : The winter rations given to oxen were for J500

kilos, of live weight, daily :

* 3.885 kilos = 8.547 lbs. f 3.700 kilos = 8.14 lbs. 4:500 kilos = 1100 lbs.
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At Weende, 6.450 kilos (14.19 lbs.) of cereal straw, 3.550 kilos

(7.81 lbs.) of esparcet ha}-, 0.200 kilos (.44 lb.) of bean meal,

0.200 kilos (44 lb.) of rape seed cake.

At Greene, 8.150 kilos (17.93 lbs.) of oat straw, 0.200 kilos

(.441b.) of aftermath, 1.000 kilo (2.2 lbs.) of clover haj', 0.G50

kilos (1.43 lbs.) of pea straw and 1.450 kilos (3.19 lbs.) of mixed

barley and oat meal.

B^- referring to the anal^'ses we find that in the first case the

ration contained .500 kilo (1.1 lbs.) of albuminoids and 3.900 kilos

(8.58 lbs.) of carbohydrates, a total of 4.400 kilos (9.68 lbs.) In

the second case, 0.350 kilo (.77 lb.) of albuminoids, and 4.400

kilos. (9.68 lbs) of carbohydrates, a total of 4.750 kilos (10.451bs.),

and yet there was a slight production in both cases ; at "Weende,

the oxen weighing about 700 kilos (1540 lbs.) increased b}' about

35 (77 lbs.) to 40 kilos (88 lbs.), while those at Greene were used

every day for a small amount of work
; they preserved their good

condition throughout.

Great changes in the nutritive relation should be avoided. In-

creasing the amount of albumin greath' in a ration and decreasing

the quantity of carbohj'drates, will onlv have for effect the rapid

decomposition of the albumin without its being beneficial to the

animal
; onh' a very small quantity of it being accumulated in the

bodv. The same is true even to a greater degree of carbohvdrates,

the increase of which in a ration does in no wa^' add to the animal's

weight. Such a proceeding is a mere waste of valuable fodder.

When from a ration of maintenance one wishes to pass to a ration

of production, the transition should be gradual ;
the quantit}- of

carboh^'drates and albuminoids must be increased, though not in the

same ratio. The condition of the animal has considerable to do in.

deciding the proper ration
;

in fattening, if the animal be well

developed in muscle but not so in fat, the ratio between the albu-

minoids and carbohydrates may advantageously be made greater

than when the cattle to be fattened are alread}' quite well advanced

in fat.

The following data ma}' be of use in preparing rations :

Kind of animal. Ratio of albuminoids to carbohyd. Ratio of fats to albuminoids.

Ox 1 : 9 to 1 : 15 <- 1 : 4

Sheep 1 : 9 to 1 : 12 <^ 1 : 4

Horse 1 : 10 <1 1 : 3

The above figures must only be used as indications for the economi-
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cal compounding of rations ; deviations from them ma}' often be

advantageous. The same can be said of all these experimental

determinations, they must be intelligently followed ; they are simply

guides for the agriculturist, and he is to use them to his best advan-

tage.

The tables of analyses appended to the end of this short article

will be of use, if the agriculturist will also use his common sense

and experience as guides.

Rations for the production of Milk.

Before entering upon the subject of the most rational feeding of

milk-giving animals, we must first know the mode of its elaboration.

It is not a mere secretion of the mammary gland, it is really a pro-

duct of the degeneration of the gland itself ; a sort of fatty degen-

eration actually taking place, fat cells being actively generated

within it.

The milk shortly after parturition is filled with cells of a special

nature, and it is then called colostrum. These cells after awhile

disappear entirely from the liquid and we have in their place the fat

alobules of milk. In colostrum we have no casein but albumin. It

is only when the mammse are in their fullest activit}' that the albumin

and colostrum cells become caseii\and fat globules. The colostrum

cells are more or less epithelial in their nature, and have not, or at

most only partially, undergone fatty degeneration. The milk solids

of a mineral nature show that milk is not what is commonly under-

stood b}- a secretion, but that it partakes of the very composition of

the generating gland ;
the salts most abundantly found in milk are

those of potash and the phosphate of lime, while ordinary secretions

are very rich in chloride of sodium or common salt.

The average composition of cow's milk is given in Mie following

table :

Fat 4.0.3 per cent.

Casein 3.50

Albumin 0.58

Sugar of milk ." 4.60 "

Mineral salt 0.73 "

Water 8G.56

The method of generation of milk makes it very evident that the

quality and quantity of it depend greatly upon the composition of

the gland and its development. It is well known that two cows

to

\
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placed under similai* conditions and fed with exacth* the same

rations. ma\- give large qnantities of milk in the one case, and small

quantities in the other
;
that the milk may in the one instance be

rich, in the other poorer, in fat. An animal must be well selected

in order to do what ever}' agriculturist wants, that is, to give a pay-

ing return for the fodder which it consiunes.

From the composition of milk we see that the albuminoid which

occurs in largest quantity in it is casein, while the most important

non-nitrogenous substance in it is the fat.

The feeding of milch cows with highl}- albuminous food has a

very favorable effect upon the production of milk
; cows fed in this

way will jield a rich and abundant supply of milk longer than when
fed with fodder poor in albuminoids. The production of milk will

rapidh' become less when there is a decrease in the amount of albumi-

noids in the fodder, although the amount of digestible albuminoids

in the fodder ma}- be quite large enough. Experiments of this kind

were made at Mockern, and the production of milk was decreased

b}' two litres (4.2 pints) per cow per da}'. At Hohenheim, there

was a decreased daily production for each cow of five litres (10.5

pints) . The rations were abnormal as well as the appearance of the

animals, although they scarcely varied in weight during the experi-

ments. Good milch cows will give large quantities of milk even

when the fodder is rather poor in albuminoids
; sometimes it even

occurs that the body itself furnishes what may be lacking in very

poor fodder. This cannot last long, however, nor must the fodder

fall below a certain nutritive ratio. The best feeding will not make
a good milch cow out of a poor one, and ii is a waste of money to

keep such.

The casein of milk is formed by the changes which the albumi-

noids of the fodder undergo, the fat is also produced in great part

by the albuminoids together with that already existing in the fodder.

From experiments tried at Munich it would seem that sugar of

milk is derived from the albuminoids and fats. Sugar of milk in

the milk of carnivorous animals, subjected to a purely animal diet

of flesh and fat, can only be formed by the transformation of

albumin and fat ; while it seems probable that for herbivorous ani-

mals the curl)ohydrates may take part in its formation also.

From numerous experiments wiiich have been performed with

great accuracy, it has been deduced that the daily quantity of digesti-

ble albuminoids necessary for milch cows is about 1.250 kilogrammes
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(2.75 lbs.) for every 500 kilogrammes (1100 lbs.) of live weight,

and that of the digestible carbohydrates G.750 kilogrammes

(14.85 lbs.)
—200 grammes (.44 lb.) being fats. This gives the

nutritive relation 1 : 5.4. Such a ration should contain about 12

kilogrammes (26.4 lbs.) dry substance.

In order to obtain the highest possible yield of milk when using

hay of average quality-, it is best to add an easily digestible fodder

containiug a high percentage of albuminoids. Although a smaller

quantit}- of digestible albuminoids than 1.250 kilogrammes (2.751bs.)

for every 500 kilogrammes (1100 lbs.) of live weight per da}^, say

1 kilogramme (2.2 lbs.) will still give rise to a satisfactorj- produc-

tion of milk, nevertheless it is far more economical to have rations

rich in albuminoids as the quantit}' of milk will be greater and the

period of milk production longer. It can easily be seen, that good

milch cows fed with fodder containing less than 1.250 kilogrammes

(2 75 lbs.) of albuminoids will utilize them largely for the produc-

tion of milk, and ver^' little will be left for other productions,

although the quantity of fats in the fodder might be as high as 200

grammes (.44 lbs.)

From what has been said, it might be expected that by increasing

the quantities of albuminoids and fats in a ration, the quantities of

these substances would effect an increase in the milk. Experiments

in this direction do not indicate this to be exactly the case ; they

have been tried at Hohenheim, Mcickern, etc., and the result of

adding a fatty substance, such as colza oil, linseed oil, to the ration

has been in some, though not all cases, to slightly increase the

quantity of milk produced without increasing the percentage of fat,

in some instances the percentage of fat actually decreased.

From experiments upon goats it would seem that the mixing of

fats (poppy oil) with their rations, will, provided the ration be very

rich in albuminoids, increase the percentage of fat in the milk, while

in a ration poor in albuminoids the opposite effect was noticed.

It must be remembered that a sudden change in the fodder of

milch cows has an influence upon the quality of the milk, and

especially upon its contents in fat, but it will be found that if the

change from one kind of fodder to another be made, that the compo-

sition of the milk will remain nearly the same, or if some time be

,not allowed to pass after the sudden change of fodder has been

made before the milk be examined, it will be found to have nearly

the same composition it had before the fodder was changed. All
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experiments on the influence of fodder upon the composition of

milk must be carried on for a long time in order to give reliable

results. The fodder, undoul)tedl3-, has an influence, more or less

marked, upon the qualitj' of milk, which can hardly- be revealed
b}"^

analysis. It is well known that butter is often affected by the kind

of fodder the cows have had, varying greatly in taste and color.

When poor fodder is fed to cows the milk is generally less rich in

solids than when the fodder is of proper composition and given in

sufficient quantity. Individual idiosyncracies undoubtedly have

considerable to do in the production of milk of different qualities,

though the fodder be the same in each case.

It is well known that certain plants containing volatile principles

or oils of strong odor are very injurious to the quality of milk.

Some plants, such as madder, impart a color to it. The production

of milk ma3'^ be greatly hindered if the fodder does not contain a

sufficient quantity of phosphoric acid, lime and potash. In experi-

ments made at Proskau, upon goats fed with fodder poor in these

elements, the flow of milk rapidly ceased and the animals experi-
mented upon lived onlv fifty days.

The daily ration of a milch cow should contain at least 0.045 kilo-

. grammes (GI)7 grains) of phosphoric acid, 0. 065 kilogrammes (1012

grains) of lime, and 0.117 kilogrammes (1813 grains) of potash.
This last substance is generally found in large enough quantities in

fodder. Ordinary' fodder generally contains large enough quantities

of the other necessary mineral substances, but when husks, chaflT,

straw of cereals, and some roots form the basis of alimentation, it

may be necessary to add lime as powdered chalk, and perhaps even

phosphoric acid as phosphate of lime, for example.

Table showing the per centage of as/i, phosphoric acid, alkalies and

lime, contained in some of the most common fodders {dried).

Kind op Fodder.

Wheat bran

Rape seed cake . . . .<

Hay...
Luceni hay
Clover hay
Green iuddor corn.
Beets
Carrots

Potatoes
Wheat straw

Barley straw
Oat straw
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All niileh cows should have salt mixed with their fodder. It acts

upon the circulation of the nutritive matters in the bod^', increases

the changes of the albuminoids, and also stimulates the appetite.

Prof. Arnold cites the fact that cows which had not received any salt

for five days (in June) gave 2 per cent, less milk, and the quality

fell 7 per cent. From 15 to 30 grammes (232 to 465 grains) of salt

per day is sufficient.

Production of Fat Meat. Fattening ok CArri.E.

If animals are already in good condition when the process of fat-

tening is undertaken, it has been found that fat is accumulated in a

ten times larger quantity than flesh ;
if the animal is thin, flesh is at

first accumulated in somewhat larger proportion than it is in stock

in good condition.

Oxen in poor condition are not easily fattened, and a preparatory

ration must be given them for two or three weeks before the actual

process of fattening commences. In this preparatory feeding is

given for every 500 kilogrammes (1100 lbs.) of live weight, 1.250

kilos (2.75 lbs.) of albuminoids, and 6.250 kilos (13.75 lbs.) of

carbohydrates, the nutritive relation being 1:5.

The true process of fattening begins when the animals have been

put in good condition by the above-mentioned ration. The quantity

of carbohydrates is now increased to 8.125 kilos (17.875 lbs.) ,
while

the quantity of albuminoids remains unchanged ;
the nutritive rela-

tion becomes 1:6^. In this way the transformation of albuminoids

is lessened and a part of them accumulated, while the fat existing

in the fodder and that derived from the albuminoids therein is pro-

tected against oxidation. When considerable fat, as well as some

flesh has been accumulated, the process of fattening being then

about one-third through, the proportion of albuminoids in the fodder

is increased from 1.250 kilos (2.75 lbs.) to 1.500 kilos (3.3 lbs.),

thus giving a nutritive relation of 1:5^. This gives us more mate-

rial in the fodder from which fat maj^ be formed, while there is but

little danger of the destruction of albumin in the body, owing to the

fact that fat organisms prevent the rapid transformation of albumin-

oids
;
at the same time it must be remembered that fat is deposited

wath more difficulty in an animal which has already accumulated

considerable of it. This is the ration upon which the fattening pro-

cess mostly depends, and it must be continued without change for

some length of time.
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It is customary to give, towards the end of the process, fodder

slightly poorer in albuminoids
;
this is sometimes done by replacing

the oil cake there ma}- be in the ration by grain, this adds to the

flavor of the food and exerts a beneficial effect upon the uncertain

appetite of cattle in a fattened state. It may also give rise to a

somewhat greater accumulation of albumin without decreasing that

of the fats. It is to be recommended not to let the nutritive ratio

fall below 1:6.

The increase of the quantity of fat in the ration by the addition

of 250 gramm.es (about 9 ounces) to 500 grammes (1.1 lbs.) of

colza oil for oxen, or 30 to 40 grammes (about 1 to 1| ounces) for

pigs, has been shown to occasion a rapid increase in live weight

provided the fodder be rich in albuminoids
;
such an addition is

most profitable at the first and second stage of the fiittening process.

The high price of the oils and fats is an objection to their use, as

well as the fact that the}' disturb the digestion of cattle
;

it is,

however, ver}"^ useful at times to increase the proportion of fatt}'

substance in fodder, and this can be most economicallj' done by the

addition of the various oil cakes.

It must be one's aim during the fattening process to induce the

animals to eat the largest possible amount of rich and easily digested

food ;
to this end common salt is often added, as it gives flavor

to the fodder, and when used in small quantities does not act

injurioush'. Too much of it should be avoided, as it induces thirst,

and if considerable water is taken b}' the animal it accelerates the

changes of the albuminoids and thus occasions a loss of some of

the nutritive elements of the fodder. The use of fodder containing

large quantities of water, is to be avoided if one wishes to utilize it

as completely as possible, especially in fattening animals of the

bovine race. It is well to have from four to five parts of dry sub-

stance to one of water. The ration for fattening sheep must be

rich in albuminoids ; such feeding will give a rapid accumulation of

fat. The process of making fat sheep is conducted in nuich the

same waj- as it is for oxen. It is hardly ever necessary, however,

to give them a preparator}' ration to put them in good condition so

that fattening may be economicall}- commenced. The ration upon
which the process mainly depends, and which must be fed to the

animal for the longest period, should have a nutritive ratio of from

1 : 5 to 1 : 4J ; the ration previously- given ma}- have a relation of

about 1 : 5i.
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Sheep eat a larger quantit}' of dry substance proportionall}- to

their weight than do oxeu. At the beginning of the operation of

fattening cattle it is best to give daily from 9 to 10 kilogrammes

(19.8 to 22 lbs.) of nutritive elements for evei'y 500 kilogrammes

(1,100 lbs.) of live weight; an increase of about 10 to 12 kilos

(22 to 26.4 lbs.) will be observed for every 100 kilos of fodder

eaten,—sometimes a larger increase in the case of oxen.

It must not be forgotten that various breeds of our domestic

animals have different aptitudes as regards the accumulation of fat.

Sheep fatten most rapidly between the ages of 1^ j'ears and 3 years.

Much Aounger than 1| years, they may still be economically fattened

and yield meat which is more water}' and less fat than when between

1^ to 3 3'ears old. Above 4 years old, they ma}' be fattened, but

then the meat is far below that of younger sheep in tenderness or

excellence of flavor.

The effect of shearing sheep upon the utilization of their fodder

is very remarkable ; numerous experiments having shown that they
increase more rapidly in live weight after shearing. It is stated

that a ration somewhat less rich in albuminoids produced, after

shearing, the same increase in live weight that one richer in those

constituents did before. These results may be explained by the

fact that the appetite is somewhat increased, and that the quantity

of water which the sheep need is generally less than when in full

fleece
;

the quantity of water drunk being reduced, the nutritive

elements of the fodder suffer decomposition less rapidly.

For pigs that are being fattened the food may be considerably

poorer in albuminoids than in the cases previously mentioned, and

as the fattening process goes on the proportion of albuminoids can

be decreased until the end of the operation. This gives fat of

greater consistency and better quality, and the animals are less

liable to disease than when fed with feed richer in albuminoids. A
pig will devour large quantities of food, 40 kilos (88 lbs.) and over

of dry substance for every 1,000 kilos (2,200 lbs.) of live weight,

and as they increase in size the consumption of feed becomes less

and less, until finally it is hardly as great as in the case of fattening

ruminants.

If the fattening of the pig be begun at a very early period (as

soon as it is weaned) ,
so that at the age of one year it weighs about

150 kilos (330 lbs.), it will, if it has an aptitude for accumulating

11
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fat, and is properly fed, increase 100 kilos (220 lbs.) for every 400

kilos (880 lbs.) of dr}- fodder. In ease the pigs are old, it will take

at least 500 to GOO kilos (1,100 lbs. to 1,320 lbs.) of dry fodder to

produce a similar increase.

Although it is necessary at the beginning of the fattening process

to give rations rich in albuminoids, it must be done with care and

observation, as it often affects the health of the animals. It is well

never to give fodder richer in albuminoids than that represented by
the relation 1 : 4| or 1:5, and to diminish that ration from the

sixth month on until it becomes 1 : G^. It is usually necessary to

add smaller quantities of chalk to the ration, especially of young
animals. Among the fodders used most successfull}' for pigs, must

be mentioned barley meal, corn meal and pea meal. These can be

given alone or mixed with steamed potatoes. Oatmeal and different

kinds of bran have not proved as valuable as the first mentioned.

Skimmed, sour or butter milk are excellent additions to food for

pigs, and often render accceptable that which without them would

be rejected.

Rations for Working Horses and Cattle.

An animal to be used for work should have a vigorous constitu-

tion and great muscular development. In order to keep such an

organism in good condition it is evident that it must be supplied

with large quantities of fodder rich in albuminoids, especially while

at work, for though albumin does not suffer decomposition more

rapidh' during work than when at rest, neveij^heless it must be

abundantly' supplied, as the source of muscular activit}' is the change

which albumin undergoes in the bod}^, and it must be remembered

that while the rapidity' of the transformations of the albuminoids

depends upon the quantity and condition of them supplied in the

food, the oxidation of fat is increased
b}"^

muscular effort.

As the loss of fatt}' substance is very great during protracted

work, it becomes very necessary to give food rich in fats or in carbo-

hj'drates ;
the former are the most useful, being the most concen-

trated of the so-called respiratoiy elements of fodder. For working
oxen the daily ration should contain for every 500 kilos (1100 lbs.)

of live weight, 0.800 kilos (1.76 lbs.) of digestible albuminoids and

G kilos (13.2 lbs.) of digestible carbohydrates, giving the nutritive

ratio 1 : 7^. Hay of medium quality, to which small quantities of
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some concentrated food has been addod, would give such a ration,

A proper mixture of clover hav and straw, or a mixture of straw,
roots and some highly allmniinous food will give good results for the

feeding of animals at work. Such rations would contain about 12

kilos (26.4 lbs.) of organic substance, and not more than about

0.150 kilos of fatt}^ compounds, (.33 lbs., that is about ^ lb.).

When the work of oxen is of a very severe nature the amount of

albuminoids is raised to 1.200 kilos (2.64 lbs.) and the carbohy-
drates to 7.200 kilos (15.84 lbs.), giving a nutritive relation of 1:6;
some concentrated food rich in albuminoids and fat is generally used

in such cases so as to increase the amount of fatty substance to 0.250 '

kilos (.55 lbs.). For the horse no fodder seems to be more univer-

sally used, nor any with better effect, than oats and hay, to which ;

straw and meal are sometimes added. For a working horse oats .

are uudoubtedh- a most valuable and rational food. The daily

ration should consist for ever}' 500 kilos (1100 lbs.) live weight of

0.900 kilos (1.98 lbs.) of albuminoids and 6.300 kilos (13.86 lbs.)

of carbohydrates. (Nutritive ratio = 1 : 7). Such a ration would

contain about eleven kilos (24.2 lbs.) of organic substance and

0.300 kilos (.66 lb.) of fat, as oats are rich in fatt}' substance. This

must be taken into consideration if oats are to be replaced by any ,

other fodder. For heavy draught horses hard at work, the quantity

of nutritive substances in the ration must be increased, the albumi-

noids to 1.400 kilos (3.08 lbs.), the carbohydrates to 7.700 kilos ,

(16.94 lbs.), giving a total of 9.100 kilos (20.02 lbs.) of digestible

substances having the nutritive relation 1 : 5^. Oats to which pea
or beau meal are added give excellent rations of this description.

The feeding of Young and Growing Anijmals.

Man}' practical experiments upon the feeding of young stock have

been made. In the feeding of the bovine race one experiment may
be cited :

Three calves 14 days old, and weighing respectivel}' 53, 59 and 52

kilogrammes (116.6, 129.8 and 114.4 lbs.), were fed during the

third and fourth week in the following manner :^The first received

daily a ration of 6 litres (6.3 qts.) of milk mixed with 6 litres of

whey (6.3 qts.), the second had 10 litres (10.5 qts.) of skimmed

milk, and the third 8 litres (8.4 qts.) of milk and 1| litres
(
1 4-5 qts. )

of cream.
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The result of the experiment is given in the following table
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have at our command oats, barley, pea and bean meal. It is well

to furnish small (juantities of the finest ha}' or clover to the animal

as soon as it is old enough to utilize it. In the proper season putting

the calves to pasture makes weaning comparativel}' eas}'. One must

keep constantly in mind the fact that the fodder should have as

nearl}' as possible the nutritive relation of milk 1:4^. The quan-

tity of fat in the ration can be quite rapidly diminished and replaced

by carljohydrates. By following out this line of feeding, calves can

be entirely weaned bj- the ninth or tenth week, and will have arrived

at a live weight of about 75 (165 lbs.) to 100 kilogrammes (220 lbs.).

After this, they must be continued upon rich food having a ratio of

1 : 5 to 1 : 6. When they have arrived at the age of six to nine

months, fodder which is more voluminous and less rich is offered

them.

The alimentation of lambs must be carefully attended to, as their

growth is easil}' checked by poor or insufficient food. Pasturage is

best adapted to their wants. If fed in the fall the3' must have the

best and the finest of hay, and if the quality is not good it must be

mixed with some grain, such as oats, to which msiy be added a small

quantit}' of fodder very rich in albuminoids.

It must not be forgotten that in order to have a well developed
and strong skeleton, young stock must have a sufiieient quantity of

phosphoric acid and lime in their fodder. A year old calf weighing
350 kilos (770 lbs.) had accumulated during that time 6.750 kilos

(14.85 lbs.) of phosphoric acid, and 7.500 kilos (16.5 lbs.) of lime ;

being a dail}' assimilation of 18.5 grammes (284.9 grains) of the

first, and 20.5 grammes (315.7 grains) of the second, about the

quantities present in 10 litres of milk (10| qts.).

These substances must be supplied to the young animal if not

present in sufficient quantity in the fodder. The lime which is some-

times somewhat lacking is easily furnished as powdered chalk.

"When both lime and phosphoric acid are wanting phosphate of lime

maybe added. Iron, potash, etc., are generally present in large

enough quantities in fodder for the needs of animals.

In preparing the foi-egoing pages, I must acknowledge m}' indebt-

edness to the writings of Kuhn, Garola, Grandeau, and especially

to the standard works of Wolff.
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Composition and Valuations of American Feeding Stuffs.*

Feeding Stuffs.

Green Fodder.

Norfolk ^Vhite Maize. . ..

Southern White Maizo. . .

Hungarian grass, early bios
" " in full <'

Hay.
Timothy, well headed out.

" in full blossom. .

" out of blossom. .

"
nearly ripe

Red clover, just before bios
" in full blossom. .

"
nearly out of bios

"
nearly ripe

Hungarian, heads part. filled
" hoadsdevel., seeds soft
"

nearly ripe
Norfolk White Maize
Southern White Maize

Salt Marsh Hay,
Better quality mixed
Black Grass
Rush Salt Grass

Coarse Salt Marsh Grass ....

Fresh Marsh Hay.
Bog hay—cut in June

" "
August. . .

Weeds.

Whitowoed, (Ox-eye Daisy).

Buttercups
Beach Pea Vines

Straw and Cobs.

Rye
Buckwheat
Corn cobs

Grains and Fruits,

Barley feed

Rice feed

Oats, No. 1, White
Oats

Corn, N. E. Yellow, 8-rowed
*'

King Philip
" Mass. White Flint
" Mass. Red Flint
"

Early Dutton
'• Sweet
" Western Yellow
" Southern White

Apples

p.c.
85.7

8). 7

5.0

75.0

r2.5

12.0

1'2.5

12.5

14.3

14.3

14.3

14.3

16.7

16 7

16.7

25.0

25.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

12.5

10.0

10.0

10.9

8.2

7.9

12.1

9.9

15.1

11.2

12.4

12.7

y.8

10.2

12.0

8.1

10.8

13.0

12.7

83.2

J3
QO

<i

p.c.
0.8
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Composition, etc., of Feeding Stuff's
—Concluded.

Feeding Stdffs.

Milling 4* ^y^ste Products

Coarse Wheat Bran
Wheat Middlings
Corn Starch toed

Brewers' Grains
St. Louis Ship Stuff. . . .

Ryo Bran
Malt Sprouts

Vil-Cake and Meal.

Linseed Cake
Cotton Seed Meal
Palm Nut Meal

Slaughter- House Waste.

Dried Blood
Meat Scrap
Ground Dried Flesh.,

Fish Waste.

Dry Ground Fish

p.o.
1.1.4

11.8

72.2

75.2

11.8

12.9

11.6

9.1

7.2

7.9

7.2

4.2

8.3

112.5
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Suaar from Sordmin and Corn Stalks.

Lecture by Prof. Peter Collier, Chemist to the Department of Ag;ricul-

ture, delivered before a Farmers' Institute at Brunswick, Feb. 10, 1881,

I regret very much that there is not a larger number to hear con-

cerning this matter. I have no doubt that, within a short time,

they will be surprised at themselves to have regarded a matter of

such extreme importance with comparative indifference.

I would sa}- in advance, that concerning all this matter of which

I propose to speak, I have no opinions to offer
;
I do not value them

at all, comparativel}'. I shall not have much to do even with con-

clusions, but leave you to draw your own. I shall chiefly present

facts which- have been ascertained by the experiments of the past

three years, and I wish you would give ver}' careful attention to

those facts so that if possible you ma}^ find some weak point upon

which success shall depend ;
for I assure you, at the outset, of the

points which I propose to make as my conclusions
;
and I think I

cannot be more emphatic when I say I thinlv that those facts make

clear that, as a people, we are no more justified in importing sugar

than we would be to import wheat or corn. Of course I think that

is sufficiently radical. I have no doubt that man}- of you will be

reminded of the admirable representation by Mr. Raymond of

Colonel Sellers, where he talks about his eye water and declares that,

in this matter—when he sells a couple of bottles to each of all the

teeming millions of Asia, "there are millions in it." Now I am to

present a subject that cannot be touched in any of its aspects with-

out going into the millions ;
but I wish, if at any time any of 3'ou

take exceptions or think I am speaking wildl}', that you would at

once interrupt me ;
it will be no interruption but a pleasure. I said

we cannot touch this question in any of its aspects without going

into the millions. It is almost incredible,—this question of sugar.

Our annual supply of sugar, that we import -into this countr}^, would

make a string of hogsheads as long as from Boston to Chicago,

touching each other all the way. It takes approximately the entire
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gold suppl}' of the world to pa}' for our sugars. "We have expended
as much for our sugars since 1848, when gold was discovered in

California, as all the mines of gold and silver of the West have

ever produced. Now, along with that, I say we are throwing away

ever}- vear ten times as much sugar as we import ;
that is, while we

are importing over a hundred million dollars' worth a year, we are

throwing away annuall}' the possibilit}' of making, and I believe

economically making, over a billion dollars' worth of sugar. These

are the conclusions which these facts fully substantiate. These are

no laborator}- experiments. 1 have worked with success by the ton,

and made a great man}' experiments in the manufacture of sugar.

Deducting fifty per cent, from the results which I have secured in

sugar, and then it will be clear that we throw away annually an

amount in sugar equal in value to the entire agricultural productions

of the United States, and that is a billion nine hundred million of

dollars. Now, those are startling facts
;
but as I say, they are

unquestionable. If any one does not so regard them I courteously

but deliberately defy their contradiction. I will go briefly through,

and allow you an opportunity to cross-question me, with the results

of our experiments.

Two or three years ago I prepared about two or three hundred

pounds of sugars from corn stalks by processes which did not forbid

its being applied to thousands of tons, and I was satisfied that the

method by which that was prepared, if followed out continiously,

would give identical results. I know, as you all do, doubtless, that

during the past twenty-five years there has hardly been an agricul-

tural fair, in the "West especially, where samples of sorghum sugar

have not been shown on exhibition. I know, too, as you all do, that

during the past twenty-five or thirty years there was almost one con-

tinuous failure to make sugar, but here and there were those who

succeeded.. Now, of course it is obvious that if some one could

discover the method, the conditions of success by which sugar was

made once in a thousand times or once in a million times, they could

make it a thousand times in succession—and I tliink we have done

that. Now I am aware that a good many, whose authority we res-

pect are committed against this matter
; notably is Professor Goess-

man
; he has given a good deal of attention to it, certainly, for one

absorbed as he is in his other work
;
but I feel that my testimony

should by all means outweigh his. You recollect the story of a

Pennsylvania justice, who had a person brought before him for steal-
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ing into a hen-coop and robbing it, and two witnesses were brought

who saw the fellow go into the coop and come out with the chickens,

and the attorney for the defense called in ten witneses who testified

that they had not seen him, and the justice acquitted him because

the balance of testimony was in his favor. Now, this negative tes-

timony of a cloud of witnesses really amounts to nothing as compared

with positive testimony. I see no reason to doubt but that any of

you can fully corroborate all my results. Year before last I exper-

imented with four varieties of sorghum, and I must say the results

were very surprising. They were all planted the same day, right

along side of each other, on the 16th of May. So soon as the plants

had begun to top out, the seed had begun to appear, they were then

in a condition so that many farmers would have plucked them and

worked them up for sugar or syrup. I question very much whether,

for two months succeeding, they gained ten per cent, in weight,
—

they maj- have done so. It was practically a maximum crop at that

time. Then the examinations were begun. Every two or three

days I went into the field and cut two or three stalks from each row.

The dimensions and weight of those stalks were taken, the juice

expressed and the sugar determined by well known methods. Every

two or three days this was repeated, and so on during the season.

The result of these examinations it seems to me fully explains why

we have failed, as I say, for the past twent3^-five years ;
and it

explains how we may expect to succeed in the future.

I have placed some charts on the wall in the rear of the stage

which I will explain, for the whole matter is there so it speaks for

itself.

On the 18th of July the juice of one variety of sorghum called

"
Early Amber," contains as you see, about 4| per cent, of sugar.

That is, 100 lbs. of juice contained about 4^ lbs. of sugar. Let us

see what was true a month later. On the 18th of August this con-

tained 14| per cent, of the sugar in the juice. On the 18th of July

it contained 4^ of crystallizable sugar in the juice, and it contained

nearly Sf per cent, of uncr3'stallizable sugar ;
that is of the total

sugars present in the juice nearly one-half were uncrystallizable.

Now it would require extreme care to obtain even at the rate of ten

pounds of sugar to the acre from that crop in that condition. On

the 18th of August, however, this uncrystallizable sugar run clear

down to about 13 per cent. In a month this uncrystallizable sugar

had increased about 400 per cent. In that condition those juices
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were as good as the juices of the best Louisiana sugar cane. There

is evidence of that. Here is a blue line which represents the

average of nine analj'ses of three varieties of sugar cane grown
in Louisiana, selected by and sent by the President of the Sugar

Planting Association. They came in excellent condition. They
were treated b}' precisely the same methods—by the same men who

analyzed the sorghum, and as you see, the average of the nine

anal^yses show that they were not quite so good as was this sorghum
at that time. The same is true of another variety—White Sibe-

rian—on the 18th of July. It follows up very closel}', almost as

though it was a duplicate variet}'. You will observe that when it

has obtained this maximum content of sugar it practicall}' main-

tains it from the middle of August to the first of November. That

is a matter of extreme importance. After it has reached that con-

dition it maintains it almost indefinitel3'. In this case it was onl}'

cut off b}^ a hea-v^' frost and subsequent thaw.

Here is still another varietj' called the Chinese sorghum. When
that was first examined on the 7th of August, it contained 7 per

cent, of cr^'stallizable sugar in the juice, and it contained 5^ per

cent, of uncr3stallizable sugar in the juice. There is not a person

on the earth, who from a thousand acres could produce a pound of

sugar, the crop being in that condition. Here a'Ou see this crystal-

lizable sugar rapidh* increased, ran up and was approximately as

good as the others, but with this difference, that while these reached

their maximum or reached that average the middle of August, these

did not get there till the fh'st quarter of October, the first week in

October.

Now the same is true of still another variet3' called the Honduras

sorghum, which had but a little over one per cent, about the 20th

of August, of cr^'stallizable sugar, and contained about five and a

quarter per cent, of uncr3'stallizable sugar,
—even worse than the

Chinese sorghum for making sugar.

Mr. Charles J. Gilman—When you speak of the one per cent,

and five per cent.
, perhaps it would be a little more intelligible to

the audience to indicate exactly the import of that. Do 3-ou mean

to take it as a per cent, of something else ?

Professor Collier—Certainl3\ When I sa}' one per cent, of sugar

I mean that one hundred pounds of juice contains one pound of

sugar. Most of the other ninetj'-nine pounds was water, but not all

water, bear in mind. These per cents, all have reference to the
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juice. This Honduras varieh'^ reached its maximum the 20th of

October. Now we have here an ex|)lanation of most, I doubt not,

of the faihires of the past twenty-five or thirt}' years out West, and

of nearly all of those in New England during the past 3'ear or two.

What might be regarded as a sort of " boom" in sorgham sugar has

arisen recently, and by many it is thought it is to sutler another

decline. It will not go back again
—it is bound to go ahead this

time, and I think I will clearly point out the reason for that laith

that is in me. The reason for this second boom, if we may so term

it, is this : that a natural hybrid was discovered in some, part of the

countr}' out West, to which the name Early Amber was given, from

the fact it was a ver}' early varietj- and I suppose gave a light

colored sj-rup. The farmers in the ordinar}- routine of farm work

found that the syrup made from the Early Amber granulated rapidly

and readily. They made their syrup as they had been accustomed

to make it for a quarter of a century. Now we have an explanation

of it on this chart. The variety that the}- had ordinaril}' grown was

a variety almost exact in its habit like this Chinese Sorghum, which

goes under the name of Liberian Sorghum in Ohio and Indiana and

Illinois. Now this Liberian Soi-ghum is just about a month behind

the Early Amber. So that those farmers w^ho have been accustomed

to grow this variety, when they got this new seed and worked it up
as they did, when it took its turn with the other farm work, when

they were ready to work their sorghum the sorghum was ready for

them—it had reached that degree of development that the content

of sugar in the juice was so great that the sj-rup made from it

crystallized readily', and that is all there was of it. I found that

at the close of the season, when the examination day by day of

these stocks had ceased, there was still remaining enough for several

experiments. Those stocks were cut, the juice expressed, and it

was treated precisely as sugar cane juices would be treated, and the

result was that three of them gave me at the rate of two thousand

pounds of sugar to the acre, and one of them gave me at the rate

of four thousand pounds of sugar to the acre. So much confidence

I have in the result of these experiments that I have not one shadow

of doubt but that with ten acres of good land, such land as you

would put sugar beets on for example, I could obtain ten tons of

sugar. Now I have no idea the average farmer is going to secure

such results. I know that in 1879 the average sugar receipts in

Louisiana per acre were 1350 pounds, yet, in one of these varieties
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of sorghum, I obtained 4000 pounds, or at that rate. There has

been obtained more than 2| tons of sugar to the acre on some farm-

ing soils. I have here a few samples of the sugar, to which I will

call your attention, that compare favorably with the best Muscava-

does that we import. Two of them are made from sorghum, and

one from corn stalks. This last j-ear examinations were made of

thirty-eight varieties of sorghum, ostensibly such. There were,

undoubtedly, about thirtj' of them that were distinct varieties. The

seed was received from fourteen different States. The\- were all

planted side b})- side, and the examinations were conducted with

these thirty-eight preciseh' in the manner indicated with the four of

the vear before. The result is that each of these thirty-eight vari-

eties of sorghum were shown to be approximately as valuable as the

best sugar cane in Louisiana. The sugar was not taken from but

four of them, simph' because the mill I had used in my experiments

the 3'ear before had been leased to a gentleman in Virginia, and I

did not have opportunity to again obtain the sugar as I did the 3'ear

before, but its presence was determined in the same way, and in the

same quantity as the year before, and there is not one shadow of

doubt but that it might have been exti-acted. I would call your

attention to this chart where these results are depicted. I wish to

call attention to the enormous amount of data we have here. These

facts that I am presenting are the results of an amount of work that

is almost incredible. There were made over thirty-six hundred

separate analj'ses of stalks, and each lot of stalks had its weight

determined, the percentage of juice, the specific gravity of the juice,

the per cent, of the total solids in the juice, of the sucrose and

glucose in the juice, and upon this chart are embodied the average
results of the thirtj'-six hundred, excluding none. Now it is simply

incredible that these figures can be incorrect to the extent of a

hundreth of one per cent. An^'^ one analysis ma}- have erred pos-

sibh' one-half per cent, though I doubt it ; but the number of

anal3'ses is so great, one slight error correcting another, that the

general result is unquestionabl}- true to the hundredth of one per

cent. What are the results ? Here I have a chart similar to that

depicted but more data embodied. This line represents the devel-

opment of the juice, and along here instead of a calendar of dates

as on the other, I have the stages rather arbitraril}- assumed for the

plant. This first stage means when the flower was just bursting

from the upper blades of the stalk
;
the second stage when it had
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half or two-thirds emerged ;
the third, when it was fairly' out, and

no ]Dortion of the stem showing—and so on
;
but it onl}' marks in

brief the development of tlie pUmt till complete maturity, the per-

fect ripeness of the seed as indicated b}' its being as hard nearly' as

a filbert, certainlj- as a grain of thoroughly dried corn. You see

there was an increase in the juice. There is a point that few would

believe. One would suppose at this early stage, when it was so

green, there was more juice than later on, but remember this is

juice and not water. It probably did contain as much water at this

early time as any other, we cannot sa}' certain without some calcula-

tions, but this juice represents the water that was expressed b}- the

mill and the solids that were dissolved in that water ; the juice

then slowly increased up to the eighth stage, then dropped off; but

this does not represent much of a dropping off. I have placed below

here the actual figures which represent what is graphicall}' repre-

sented on the chart.

That is the average of one hundred sixty-six separate determina-

tions. Here there were one hundred ninety-seven separate deter-

minations which fixed the points on the chart of this successive

line. Here were three hundred thirty-nine separate determinations

which fixed the points that are there. That you ma^^ clearly under-

stand,—here are the results of the examinations of thirt^'-eight

varieties of sorghum ;
each of these thirty-eight were examined

perhaps a dozen times, or ten times or five, while they were in the

eighth stage. Now the average result of the examinations of all

the sorghums while in their eighth stage, for juices, is represented

here, and that was sixty-five per cent, of the weight of the stripped

stalk. This is a matter of considerable importance, and I dwell

upon it. Here we have the uncr3'stallizable sugar. You will observe

the same is true that is true of all these broken lines, they are

greatest early in the season and the^- run down towards the end.

Here it begun 4.26 and ends 1.56. Now that is nearly the average

of sugar cane in Louisiana. So that these thirty-eight sorghums

have a content of glucose not appreciabl}^ greater than the sugar

cane. A great manj'^ talk as though the^' knew a gi'eat deal about

it and perhaps may know more than jou,
—talk that glucose is what

prevents 3'ou from getting sugar. It is there they say, but that

prevents your getting it out. You tell them there is no more glucose

in the sorghum juice when it is in its best condition than there is in

sugar cane juice ;
and that is the actual fact, or so near it that it is
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practicall}' true. The specific gravit}' is represented by this line on

the chart. You see here it was 1031 water, being 1000. It runs

up graduall}'^ and gets up from 1031 to 1078, the average of the 197

determinations. Now what is this increase in specific gravit}' due

to? It is due to the fact that the juice expressed is becoming, as

the plants develop, richer and richer in soluble matter. \Yhat is the

soluble matter which increases its density? To a great extent it is

sucrose, that is crystallizble sugar. If that is so the curve that rep-

resents sucrose must closely correspond to the line that represents

the specific gravit3\ You will observe they follow ver}^ closely

along
—here they cross. The sucrose increases a little more even

than the specific gravit}". The glucose runs down, and here are the

other solids in the juice which are not sugar, which does not

increase except towards the last, and it does increase then appreci-

ably. There is still another point, and that is what we call the

available sugar, and of course that is the practical point. I have

said nothing about syrups. The amount of sugar that can be

obtained from the saccharine juices depends upon two things.

Obviously it depends upon the amount of sugar that is in the juice ;

the more there is the more you can recover, other things being

equal. But it depends upon the amount of other things in the juice

besides sugar ;
that is, the more of other things besides sugar that

are present, the less of the sugar that is present can be recovered,

because they will prevent the sugar from crystallizing. The avail-

able sugar in juice is determined by what is called the exponent ;

that is, it is the per cent, of sugar in the total solids ;
for instance,

if one-half of the total solids in a juice is sugar, the exponent would

be fifty ; if three-fourths, the exponent would be seventy-five, and

so on. Now, if the experiment is sevent3'-five it means that seventy-

five per cent, of the sugar present can be recovered as sugar. So

that multiplying the per cent, of sugar present in the juice by the

exponent of that juice and we have a number representing the per

cent, of available sugar in the juice, and that curve on the chart is

represented b}- this line, which runs very low down. What is the

luimorical representation of that line? At this time the average

result of these thirty-eight varieties of sorghum show that there

were seventy-seven pounds of available sugar to the acre. Next,

one hundred eight3'-six pounds of available sugar. Next, two

hundred forty-eight pounds. Then, three hundred sixty-three.

Next, five hundred thirty-four. Next, six hundred seventy-four.
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Next, eight hundred sevent3\ Next, nine hundred thirty-nine.

Next, twelve hundred one. Next, fourteen hundred forty-one.

Next, fifteen hundred eighty. Next, sixteen hundred sixty-two.

Next, sixteen hundred ninet^'-seven. Next, seventeen hundred

twenty-eight. Next, seventeen hundred thirty-nine. Next, nineteen

hundred sixty-seven. That is, the average of about one hundred

ninety-seven separate determinations of thirty-eight varieties of

sorgluira inehiding every analysis made at that time, showed that

there was approximately a ton of sugar to the acre availaljle. I

have no more doubt than I have of anything, other than my exist-

ence, but that a ton of sugar can be obtained from an acre of good!
stalks in that condition, and, as a matter of fact, although I have-

not obtained a ton of sugar, I have obtained at that rate, as I already
have mentioned, with three of these varieties of sorghum, and at-

the rate of two tons of sugar from another variety of sorghum.
Tiiere are a few words I would like to say in regard to corn stalk

sugar. The experiments with corn stalks have not been so

thoroughly carried out as with the sorghum,—I mean so extensively

carried out. It was simply a question of how much one could pos--

sibl^' do
;
but nine varieties of corn were planted, two of them ;

were sweet corn, two of them were Flint corn, and five the common.
Dent corn, such as we have literally millions of acres of in the

South and West. I presume few of you are aware of the numerous

acreage of our corn crop ; it occupies thirty-seven per cent, of the

entire cultivated land of the United States. Now, the experiments .

with these corns were conducted in this way : When the ears on

each A^ariety had reached such a condition as we would sa}' they

were in good roasting-ear state, we took tags and labelled twenty
stalks—say, for instance, the " 20th of July

—ear removed," was

all that was written, and it was tiecj on the stalk. The ear was

taken off; of course it was then in condition to feed or roast, or to

can. The rest of the field was allowed to ripen, its crop. The day
we removed the roasting ear the stalks of each variety were taken

and treated in the same way as the sorghum was treated, as has .

already been explained. A week after, another lot of those stalks

from which the ears had been stripped the week before, were taken,

and so on two weeks after, and three weeks after, and four and five.

The ears had been removed and successive examinations in these

stalks were made. Then, after the corn had thorouglily matured,

12
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some ears were taken off, tlie stalks were examined, and they were

examined a week after they were taken off, and then what was left

of the ci'op was worked out for sugar. You will see here that we had

practically secured, in every case where we made the sugar test, a

good crop. No stalk was examined that had not borne a good ear.

Here we have the average results of nine kinds and twenty-six

analyses made, showing that there was in those juices eleven and

two-tenths per cent, of true sugar, and that seven and ninety-one

one-hundredths of the juice was available sugar. Now let us com-

pare that with some of the other results we have. I have here the

average of four analyses of sugar cane in Louisiana made b}' m}'-

self, four anal3-ses of sugar cane made by a chemist in New Orleans,

Prof. Saunders, and analyses of sugar cane, six in uuml)er, made in

India. You see there is an approximate agreement, showing that

the method I pursued must have been correct, and I have not a

shadow of doubt it was. This shows the approximate agreement

in the content of sugar and in the available sugar, also in the juice.

We received two years ago, sixty or more samples of sugar beets,

many of them from Maine, and one specimen from Idaho—from

different parts of the North and East mainly. The average of the

best fifteen of the sixty gave eleven and seventy-six one-hundredths

per cent, of sugar in the juice ;
the second fifteen gave seven and

eighteen one-hundredths. These nine varieties of corn-stalks gave
eleven and twenty' one-hundredths ; that is, the corn stalks, weight

for weight, were nearly as valuable as the best quarter of the sugar

beets, and the^' were a great deal better than the best half of them.

If 30U grow beets 3'ou can by no means be sure 3'ou are going to

grow those that will come among the best quarter of those grown
in the country. But this was from practically- refuse material. I

know it is not refuse material with 30U, nor, to an}' great extent, in

New England. This sugar was only determined in the juice. You

say it was there, but you cannot get it. Last 3'ear, that is, 1879, I

made an experiment that I think has excited more interest than any
other connected with this matter of sugar. I have received, literally,

over fift}' letters from parties who supposed I must have blundered

when I spoke, or that there was some slip of the pen when I said,
'' the corn was ripe, after which the stalks were taken for making

sugar." In the fall of 1879, after having grown a crop for another

purpose entire!}', having in mind another experiment, and when my
whole object was to get the maximum yield of ripe corn, and I
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would have allowed it to have stood till Christmas if it would have

given me another ear, I plucked this corn and shelled it. It was
as good corn as was ever grown, so far as maturity was concerned.

1 had three varieties in 1879, and that furnished the seed for 1880
;

it was perfectly ripe. When it was desirable to clear up the ground,
I assisted, myself, by cutting up the stalks, and the}' seemed so

juic}' and fresh I told the man he could throw a blanket over them
so the workmen would not cart them away, and we would work
them uj) for sugar the next da}-. And we did, and the result

was, that I obtained at the rate of nine hundred and seventy- pounds
of sugar to the acre from the stalks, and I grew sixty-nine and one-

tenth |,biishels of shelled corn to the acre on those stalks—perfectly

ripe corn. Now that is more than twice the average crop of corn

in the country, nearly three times, and yet the sugar that was
obtained from those stalks, and it was obtained by an inexpensive

process, was worth, as 3-ou see, more than twice what the grain
would be worth. Now, our corn crop occupies thirty-seven per
cent of our territory-, and for a hundred years we have been grow-

ing it for the grain mainly ;
but it is perfectly clear, capable of

demonstration, that we have thrown away at least two-thirds the

value of this corn crop. This year, as I say, the rest of this crop of

corn—of the nine varieties, was ripened ; some of the lightest grow-

ing corn had dried up and was thrown out, but the coarser growing
corn was all taken, and I obtained this year at the rate of one

thousand pounds of sugar to the acre from stalks, approximately,
as you see, just repeating the experiment of the previous j^ear.

Now, I do not sa}^ to any one, go to any great expense in fitting

up mills, etc. One swallow does not make a spring. But I did it

twice. I see no reason to doubt but that it may be done a dozen

times. I propose to follow the thing up. It is important that we
should do so. There is a gentleman down near Frederick, Mary-
land, who grew last year twenty-five hundred acres of corn and

canned it,
—canned at the rate of seventj'-five acres a day,

—I be-

lieve the largest canning establishment in the world. I have no

doubt it was possible to recover an amount of sugar from those

stocks, and they are practically refuse with them, greater in value

than the corn he canned. I am not prepared to say just how to go
to work to do it, but I believe it can be done

;
these experiments

seem to indicate it.
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Here I have to show you some of the sugar that was made from

those ripe corn-stalks. It is a fair quality of Muscavado sugar.

It is a raw sugar and needs refining just as raw beet sugar does, but

it could be sold in any market in Christendom. It has a little

flavor of the corn which is not pleasant ; but it is a sugar that could

be sold as readily as the corn that grew upon the stalks.

There is another aspect of this matter. A year ago I examined

the reports from the "Western States of the acreage yield in our two

cereals, corn and wheat, and contrasted them with the acreage yield

of all our Eastern States for the years 1862 and 1877. I found

what astonished me, viz., that although our recent years have been

years of amazing fruitfuluess as we learned day after da}' during the

recent campaign, notwithstanding there has been a gradual falling

off in fifteen j-ears through the West, there has been a slight increase

in the acreage yield in the East. I found, too, that we are to-day

in the East (and I counted ever}' New England State, all the Mid-

dle States, and the Northern Atlantic States, east of Ohio—I took

all with Ohio and the West for Western States) raising more corn

and more wheat to the acre than the average in the West. Recently

I have calculated those results for the past eighteen j'ears, from

1862 to 1880, and grouped them into two groups of nine j'ears

each, so there is no questioning the conclusion, and I find the same

fact true. I could give you the exact figures. I found that there

has been a gradual falling off in the production of the West and a

slight increase in the East, and that we, in the East, are producing

more of corn, more of wheat to the acre than in the West, and

although the falling off is not so marked in per cent., still, owing to

the enormous acreage it again brings us into the millions in consid-

eration. For instance, at the prices at which wheat and corn sold

through the West last j'ear, the diminished number of bushels

caused a loss of thirtj'-two millions of dollars in the Western States.

That is an enormous sum. And, in the East, this slight increase,

at the prices at which corn and wheat were sold in the Eiast,
—the

slightly increased crop of the last j'ear gave us for our wheat and

corn four million two hundred and fifty thousand dollars more than

if our acreage yield had been at a stand still for the past ten years.

At ever}' agricultural meeting we attend we hear of the exhaustless

resources of the West, that it is the grainary which is to supply- the

teeming millions of the future. Now it seems to me the facts hardly

justify such a sanguine view. I see no cause for alarm, but, as we
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were told this afternoon, prudence dictates that we be placed upon

our guard in time. The time will come, if it has not come already,

when the production of corn and wheat in the West at present prices

cannot be maintained. At the West, thej- have for 3-ears been pur-

suing a wasteful, skimming process upon their lands, and the result

is decreasing crops. Take this matter of corn, and, as I said, we

shall find ourselves running into the millions.

We were told this afternoon, how the corn requires phosphoric

acid and potash. An average of twenty-one analyses of corn, grown
in different parts of the United States, shows that the percentage of

mineral matter is almost exactly one and seven-tenths per cent., and

nearly all this mineral matter, unfortunately, consists of phosplioric

acid and potash ;
those two things you see that we especiall}^ desire

in a fertilizer. At the prices we pay for those when we get our

monej-'s worth, seven cents per pound for potash and twelve cents

for phosphoric acid,—the phosphoric acid and potash in our annual

corn crop amounts to one hundred and fifteen million dollars, and

our entire corn crop brings almost exactly five times that. So that

we are selling annualh' in our corn crop an amount of these two

constituents—which you in New England are buying, and which

they at the West ultimately must buy—equal in value to one-fifth of

what the crop brings. So that, if the time comes when to maintain

tlie fertilit}' of their lands the3' must return what the crop takes off,

there comes off one slice of twenty per cent, for the fertilizers alone.

Consequentl}', the importance of this sugar matter is manifest. As

3'ou doubtless know, all the sugar comes from the atmosphere.

You cannot burn a grain of corn or kernel of rye or wheat without

having a certain amount of mineral matter. You might burn a ton

of pure sugar and not have a grain of mineral matter remain. So

that, we could produce sugar for the world's supply for a thousand

years and our land would increase in fertility.

Mr. C. J. Gilman—As far as you have advanced in 3'our experi-

ments have you been able to form a clear and well defined idea as

to the expense per pound upon the present processes of the sorghum

sugar and sugar from corn-stalks ?

Prof. Collier—The processes I have used with entirely satisfactory

results were identical with those processes used in the manufacture

of sugar from sugar cane. Now, they claim in Louisiana and Cuba,

that there is no trouble in producing sugars at three cents a pound.

I see no reason to doubt but we could produce them even more
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cheaph' than that. In that I am full}' borne out by a letter received

not a week ago from a large planter in Cuba, who said he saw no

reason to doubt but that we could compete successfnlly with Cuba

in view of our greater energy and other facilities, machinery, etc.,

in the production of sugar.

Among the man}- varieties of sorghum grown and examined,

there are at least eight of them which could be grown in an}' lati-

tude, where between corn planting time and frost there is a period

of ninety days. Many of them would be as unsuccessful in Maine as

sugar cane.

Mr. Gilman—I would ask what is your opinion of this Earlj''

Amber for this climate ?

Prof. Collier.—Of course it is an opinion, but I have no reason

to doubt Earl}' Anaber would work well. These were grown on

grounds of the Department in Washington. I have no reason to

suppose that the ground was at all exceptional, or but that you can

do as well here with several of these varieties as we did thei'e. As

matter of fact, in Central New York, I saw a crop of about twenty

acres that was at least fifty per cent, heavier than our crop of the

same variety
—Early Amber.

I would like to call your attention to analyses of two syrups sent

by Prof. Sanborn of New Hampshire, which show the same fact we

found true in Washington. When he first sent these specimens of

sorghum they contained three and twenty-six one-hundredths per

cent, of crystallizable sugar
—that was September 10th. And on

September 22, they contained eight and fifty one-hundredths per

cent. It was going right up.

Mr. Sanborn—If I had had another week it would probably have

gone up higher, but in waiting a day or two longer I got frost on it.

Prof. Collier—Bear in mind, that in Louisiana they grow sugar cane

with just the same embarrassment and risk that Professor Sanborn

perhaps may be compelled to grow sorghum with at Hanover ; they

have never matui'ed a stalk of sugar cane in Louisiana, nor will they

ever
;

it requires twelve months for its maturity, and they can only

give it about nine, consequently they are compelled to cut it and do

cut it and work it up, when it is no better for making sugar than

this Early Amber on the 22d of September, when sent to me. I

have here a report of a convention of sugar growers at Minneapolis,

with statistics for the growth of sorghum in Minnesota the past

three years. In 1878 there were grown 3207 acres in Minnesota;
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in 1879 there were 5033 acres; in 1880 there were 7317 acres, an

increase of approximately fift}' per cent each 3'ear. Those present

at the convention on January 21st, had made the hist year 115,816

gallons of S3-rup ; and tlie}- had on hand at the time of the conven-

tion 14,(100 gallons ; practically it was all sold, and they had sold it

at about fifty cents a gallon. So that if yon make good syrups

the}' are marketable, and there is still a wide field for that article.

I would like to read more statistics. It is rather pleasant, with the

numerous failures, to hear of occasional success ; but I am reminded

of that story that was told of the first Napoleon, who, when he pro-

posed going over the Alps was ridiculed, and he sent out and found,

upon inquiry, a mountaineer who had been over, and he called him

to him and inquired, and at last learned of another in a neighboring

hamlet who also had succeeded in getting over, and he is reported

to have said, where two men have been twent}' can go, where twenty

can go I can take m}^ army. And he did go over. It is a good

stor}', and the point is well taken. What I have done, though ten

thousand have failed, there is not a man in this room who is willing

to admit he cannot do, nor would I be so conceited as to believe

thei'e was oiie here who could not do it
;
but 30U must attend to the

fundamental principles, and that brings up another matter. I would

like to tell you of a gentleman who is as much interested in this

thing as I am if possible, who b}' repeated conversations with me

and letters written, had had the thing dinged into his ears. He

brought me four bottles of syrup made in one of the most favor-

ing sections of the country, but the)' were not one-quarter as good,

I will venture to say, as this syrup made at Hanover, one thousand

miles north of his localit}'. He had taken the juice expressed from

the stalks, emptied it into barrels, taken a dipper of milk of lime

and dumped into one barrel after another in succession, and allowed

it to stand there cold till it was ready to evaporate. It was then

drawn bodil}', lime and everything, into his evaporator, and boiled

down, with what skimming was necessarj'. It seems almost incred-

ible, yet he came anxiously' desirous to know wh}' he did not get

sugar. I have a letter from another gentleman, and it is ludicrous,

because he believes he follows directions. He, too, sends a sample

of the syrup and wants to know why it does not crj'stallize. "What

did he do? I wish I had the letter. It is like this : I cut my corn

the first of September, and being driven with work, stood it up in

the barn. Just three months after—it was pretty thoroughly dried,
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he says
—he put it in a water-trough and poured some water over

it and let it stand about one-fourth of a da}', and then squeezed it,

and it would not granulate. Yet, he writes to know why he did not

succeed. On the other hand, here is a young man, who, a j'ear

ago, had never seen a 3'oung stock of sorghum. He is about twenty-

one, in Central New York, and he did follow directions. He did

not know enough about it to know what was material and what was

immaterial, and consequentlj- he followed directions implicitly, and

the result is he has sent half a dozen bottles down to Washington

for examiuation, and the}' are as good syrups, and crystallize as

readily as though they had been made from sugar cane. The spec-

imens he sent showed that, of the total sugar in these samples, in

one case 88.6 was cr3'stallizable sugar, and in another case 85.3
;

in another case 85.9, in another case 82.8, and so on.

There was a point I was going to speak of out in Minnesota. A
young gentleman had eleven acres and five rods of wheat from which

he obtained one hundred twent3'-two bushels, which at $1, the price

at which he sold, and a good price at that time, he received $122.

One acre of sorghum taken out of the same field, allowing twenty

cents per gallon for its manufacture, which was a large price, gave

him in syrup a profit of $45.50. The wheat gave him a profit of

$42. He kept an' accurate account of his expenses of sorghum and

of his wheat. That is, a little over eleven acres of wheat gave him

$42 profit, and one acre of sorghum, with a liberal allowance for

manufacture, gave him $45,50 profit.

Mr. Gihnan—Is this machinery expensive?

Prof. Collier—It is not.

Here is a report of the Commissioner of Agriculture to the Presi-

dent, just issued. In the back part of the report are some, perhaps,

five thousand letters from those who have tried this sorghum during

the last 3'ear, and their success is here recorded, and the}' got from

forty to four hundred and forty gallons of syrup to the acre. It is

just the difference between knowing how and not knowing ; but I

should say, on good land with these varieties which you can grow

here, you ought not to be satisfied with less than two hundred gal-

lons of syrup to the acre, and whether that shall be worth twenty

cents a gallon or seventy-five, depends on the care with which it is

made. In Massachusetts a man wrote to me that he had sold all his

crop at seventy-five cents a gallon ;
another man met me in Hartford

and said he would be glad if he could sell his at thirty cents
;
and
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they are not fifty miles apart. The same is ti'ue, I presume, in

regard to butter. There is some butter that we would not care for

at ten cents and other we would be glad to get at $1 a pound if we

could afford it.

I have tried to refrain from uttering opinions in this matter. Do

not take m}' saj--
so on this. That has been the trouble for the past

thirty years. You can find in the literature on the subject for the

past thirt}' 3'ears authorit}- for almost any statement you may choose

to make, concerning the culture of sorghum, and it might be in

certain localities, under certain conditions, each statement and

each modification of statement was true
;
but let us try to find out

what the general principles are. Let us patiently seek out the facts

in regard to this matter, and rest assured that success is ultimately

goins: to crown our efforts. I have no doubt we shall very soon

make our own sugar. It seems incredible that we should continue

to waste annually four times as much sugar as the world uses, but

that is literally true
;

or else all these experiments must go for

naught.

Remember that the first beet sugar was made at the expense of

thirty cents a pound and more. And yet, now, to such success has

it been brought that it competes with sugar cane in the market.

That has a lesson for us. It behooves those of you who are

engaged in this new enterprise to be on your guard. Certainly

nobody in the world could wish you other than success in it
;
but of

this thing you may rest assured that, as the old Cardinal said to the

Arch Traitor in the play, you must not lose a trick ; you must start

full abreast with the most advanced in science and with improved

machinery, improved quality of beets, improved methods of culture,

or you will go by the board. On the other hand, here is sugar cane

where at least forty per cent, of all the sugar, by wasteful process is

lost. It is estimated that fifty per cent, of all the sugar grown in

Louisiana has been lost, and at least forty per cent. now. There is

a wide margin for somebody who shall enter upon this business, and

I confidently believe that our work with sorghum is going to benefit

largely the sugar cane industry. On the other hand look at the

sugar beet. Such perfection have they attained, that at least nine-

tenths if not eleven-twelfths of all the sugar in the beet is utilized.

Mr. Gilman—Will you be kind enough to state again, if agreea-

ble, the process of treatment of corn in your experiments. "Was

the corn cut up ? and was it after the ear had thoroughly ripened ?
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Prof. Collier—No. These ears were picked off of the stalks and

the stalks were left standing, but they were immediately cut up and

put through the mill, soon after the ears were ripe. INIany think

that when an ear of corn is ripe the stalk is dry ;
but as a matter of

fact*it is as juic}' as at any other time. There is no use trying to

make sugar from corn-stalks or sorghum if you can't press the

juice. If there is no juice, there is no sugar. There are ver}' few,

apparently, of good farmers, who seem aware of the fact that a

corn-stalk maj' be as juicy as though it was reality in the silk, and

yet have the ears perfectl}' ripe.

Mr. Goioell—Would not the sweet corn-stalk be better than the

common yellow?

Prof. Collier—I do not know. As I remember there is not much

difference, but the difference is not in favor of sweet corn. So far

as my experiments went they showed that the sweet corn was

not as good as the common corn.

After these stalks, whether corn or sorghum, have gone through
the mill, and you have recovered all the sugar 3'ou can by your best

mill (and b}' all means get a good mill) the pressed stalks are,

weight for weight, as valuable for food as before pressing.

Dr. Lajyham—Have any Western men made any sugar this j'ear?

Prof. Collier—A man at Red Wing made five thousand pounds
out of sorghum-^merehantable sugar. They made seventy-five

thousand at Crystal Lake last j^ear, 1879. Here is another report

in regard to the profits of it from Ontario. A compan}- was estab-

lished there, and they declared a dividend the first year of 33 per

cent. The}' have increased their capital stock, and the}' sa}' they

see no reason why the}' should not double the dividend another

year. That was syrup. But here is a Mr. Richmond of New York.

He kept accurate account of several acres, and he made a profit of

$21.50 a year the first year, with a good man}- unusual expenses.
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WASHINGTON COUNTY FARMING.

By A. R. Lincoln, Member of the Board for Washington CountJ^

[Read at a Farmers' Institute held at Pembroke.]

There is no romance in farming. It is work, liard work, that

makes farming a success. "
By the sweat of his face shall ho eat

his bread," is absolutely true of the husbandman, and the average

farmer should never complain of eating his bread dry. There is no

royal road to quick success in the life of a farmer. His whole busi-

ness is one of waiting. He sows his seed in the spring, and waits

until harvest. He starts his stock, and waits many long yeai's be-

fore he can realize anything from it. I once heard an individual say

that he did not like farming because it was too long credit.

We have some 70,000 farmers in the State of Maine, who wholly,

or in part, realize their subsistance from farms. Yet we import

immense amounts of agricultural products to supply our wants,

when, through our own exertions, we have the means to be almost

wholly independent. The questions that should occupy our minds

are these : Is farming profitable? and. How can we make it more

profitable? It is true that we have our seasons of despair, our late

seed times, our wet haying seasons, our droughts, early frosts, and

low prices for products. Yet, with all these drawbacks, there is a

sturdy indepeudence that no other calling in life can bring.

Well directed industry is the key note of successful farming. We

may sow and plant, but if it is not done carefully, and in a work-

manlike way, our harvesting will not meet our anticipations. Last

year I heard a conversation between two farmers, Farmer A, and

Farmer B, whose farms are adjoining. Says Farmer A, "lam

going to raise wheat next j-ear, and see if I can not raise my bread.

You did so well with yours last year, that I believe I can get my
bread cheaper and easier that way than any other." This fall I

heard the result of Farmer A's experiment. The yield was eight

bushels per acre, while Farmer B got twenty-four. The small yield

of A's was attributed to the dry season^ but the careful tillage of
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Farmer B, made his yield three times that of A's. Take the dry
statistics of the Agricultural Bureau at Washington, and look at the

average of the crops of the State at large, and the average Wash-

ington County farmer will, I think, be dissatisfied with the figures :

wheat, 14 bushels to the acre ; corn, 30 bushels
; oats, 28

; barley,

21
; potatoes, 107

; ha}- 95-100 of a ton. These are the figures for

1875, and are the average of the whole State. Are they satisfactory?

It would not be so on my farm. I do not think I could pay expenses
if I could not raise more than the average shown. The question

that comes home to our minds is. How can we increase this averasfe,

and Avill it be profitable ? Perhaps I may be an enthusiast, but I

believe that an}- acre of fair arable land in Washington Count}- may
be made to double the average shown without doubling the cost.

That is, if it pa^-s us for our labor to raise the average crop of 1876,

all that we can increase that average, without more expense, is

profit. Now how can it be done ?

1st. Bif a better ivorking of our Lands. I mean by better plowing,

ditching and harrowing, working our lauds when they are in a good
condition to work. Man}- of us in the spring are in a hurry to get

our crop's in, and on our clayey soils are apt to work them before

they are dry enough.

2d. Better Fertilization. The farmer's bank is his manure pile,

and his constant aim should be to make it larger and better. I am

sorry to say that a large majority of our farmers, (and some of them

think they are pretty good farmers,) think the liquid excrements of

our animals are of no value, or at least they make no effort to save

them ; and, often, their barns are built so as to have the quickest

drainage. The solid manures are thrown out so as to catch the drip-

pings of the eaves, which leach them to such an extent as to leave

them almost valueless. It is with manure the farmer fertilizes his

soil, and every method should be used to preserve it. The swaujps

should give us muck
;
the forest, leaves ; the shores, muscle mud and

sea-weed. The scraping of ditches, sawdust, in fact every thing of

a fertilizing and absorbent nature should be gathered, and made to

contribute to our wants. Special fertilizers can often be used to a

great advantage, extending the manure pile, and contributing their

share to the daily loss.

3d. Bd better feeding of Stock. The better the feed the richer

the manure. The closest econom}- in saving fertilizers, and the
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greatest liberality ia using them should be the practice. We
must have also better stock. A great reform in stock is going ou

around us. A few years ago it was rare to see our splendid thorough-

bred stock exen at our State and County fairs, but now the noble

Durham, and Hereford, the A3rshire, the Devon and the Jerse}' are

crowding out the old race of cattle, and the farmer can now raise

any breed adapted to his wants. There is a rut in keeping cattle

that we have followed long enough—that is, in feeding. We should

feed for profit, and not try and see how little it takes to feed au

animal through the winter, and have them shrink daily in their

weight, but it should be our boast to see how much we can make

them eat, and how much they will gain. Our animals are machines

for converting our products into food suitable for man, and the bet-

ter the machine, the more care in feeding, and the better character

of the food given, the more satisfactory will be the results secured,

and the larger the profits realized. If we work our teams hard, we

feed them so the^' can stand hard labor, and we should feed our

neat stock for the same result. If it costs us $25 to winter a cow

that will make but 100 pounds of butter, worth $20, how long will

it take us to get rich ? An easy problem to answer, but such as

many a farmer is trying to solve by practice. The figures for the

cost and the result will not lie. But suppose you feed your animal'

to double the product without doubling the cost of keeping, the

result over cost is profit. B}' an actual record of cost and product

a good cow can be made to pay $3G profits. Now how can this be

done ? By better feeding
—by feeding for profit. In doing this you

will surely have an increased yield, and a better product, which will

bring a better price. We are apt to be too economical in feeding.

I believe that the great secret (I will call it a secret, for it looks

like one,) in feeding stock of all kinds, is to keep our animals vig-

orous and growing. Never let them stop growing an instant, until

they arrive to maturity ; always bearing in mind that ever}- pound

of beef and ever}- pound of dairy product is made from the food

consumed. I saw in a Provincial paper a few da^'S ago, an account

of an excursion through New Brunswick of agi'icultural delegates

from England. They expressed themselves ver}' highly satisfied

with everything but the cattle, which they condemned as not worthy

of the country. Now, their cattle will average with ours, and we

should feel cheap to have men of such character as these delegates

tell us our cattle were no? worthy of our country. We have good
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facilities for grazing, good grass lands, good water, plenty of lum-

ber to build warm barns, plenty of help to take care of our cattle,

and tee can have good cattle.

The largest profits and the most successful results in our farming

come from the dairy and from stock-raising. Neglect these, and

we lose
;
be careful with them and we gain.

In this region where our farms are small, we are by necessitj- con-

fined to mixed crops, and it is well that we are. One class of pro-

ducts can follow another, each drawing the elements of its growth
in different proportions, from the soil, and thus jnelding greater re-

sults than can be secured b}' devoting the land to a succession of

the same product.

Marketing the products of the farm is a branch of our business

that needs sharply to be looked after in f^astern Maine. We have no

large towns, and our home market is small and easily supplied, and

the question of what shall we do with our products is continually aris-

ing. Upon the sea-coast we are in direct communication with the

great business centres, and we can market as readil}' from Maine as

can be done in any other State. It costs no more to ship by steamer

or vessel to Boston or New York from here than it does many times

to ship fifty miles by rail in the vicinity of those places. In my
vicinit}', for a few 3ears past, we have been in the habit of shipping

our produce to Boston, b}' clubbing together and filling a vessel, and

either giving the master a commission for selling, or consigning

them for sale. This plan has worked well, and has given us the

highest mai'ket rates for our products. There has alwa3-s been a

want of co-operation among the farmers, which has left them in their

individualit3'*a pre^' to the avarice of the traders who give what they

have a mind to for our products, and ask their own prices for their

goods. The whole trade has been one of barter, and it is rare for

a farmer to get his cash for his labor, unless he sells at reduced

rates. This must be remedied, and concert of action among us, and

that alone, can remed}' it. The most profitable farming is not done

by the nail-keg farmer in the country- store, but b}- the stalwart son

of the soil, whose well directed industry', and well balanced busi-

ness mind, keeps him constantly looking after all the little things,

that, taken together, will give him large results.
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE GRASS CROP.

By Erastus Lermond, Member for Knox County.

[Read at a Farmers' Institute held at Rockland.]

This subject does not receive the attention and investigation which

its importance demands. The hay crop is much more valuable than

an}' other which we grow, and one on which the success of our otlier

crops mainly depends. As valuable as this crop is, it is left to follow

others as a matter of course, without special care or preparation for

its growth or continuance.

Our grain and hoed crops, our horses, cattle, sheep, and their

various products, all depend either directl}' or indirectly upon the

grass ci'op, and there are also large shipments of hay from many
sections of the State, and 3'et, upon the area under cultivation, we

have not developed half of its productive capacity.

Our soil and climate are both favorable for growing grass ; still,

we fail to raise desirable crops on fields which are well adapted to

the purpose. If we do not bring the yield up to a proper standard

under favorable conditions, the cause must be improper cultivation.

There are two prevailing customs which tend to dwarf our opera-

tions, and which ai'e so closely connected that one in a measure

necessitates the other. They are deep plowing, and the practice of

planting land two or more years in succession.

Deeply plowed land is nature's order reversed, which seems to be

fatal to a grass crop, as it brings to the surface a heav}'^, sour soil,

nearl}' devoid of vegetable matter, and thei'efore unfit for plant

growth, and it also buries the most fertile part below the reach of

the general mass of the roots, and therefore requires more time and

manure to prepare it for a crop. It is observable where rough land

has been plowed that the places where the knolls had been are very

unproductive. These places contrast so i)lainly with the land around

them, that they illustrate very forcibly the injurious effects of deep

plowing ; for a piece of deeply plowed land will show the same

effects over the whole piece, which characterize the patches where

the knolls had been.
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After it is sown to grass, the sod will appear as though the grass

roots had collected together for mutual protcctiou, and had left little

bare spots which never heal over
;
and the result is that frost and

dr}- weather affect it very badl}'. The custom of planting a piece of

land two or more 3-ears in succession, is caused parti}' by the neces-

sity which deep plowing requires, and parti}' b}' the habit which has

prevailed from the time when this section of the State was settled

to the present day. This section of the State was heavily wooded,

and much of it rough and rock}', which made it slow and laborious

clearing the land
; therefore, Avhen the settlers got the stumps and

rocks from a piece, the}- planted it a number of 3'ears in succession,

and we have continued the practice without having the difficulties

which caused it.

With the exception of farm implements, we have made but very

little progress generalh', which should convince us that advancement

will not attend our present practice. If farms are not so productive

as formerly, it should prompt us to discover the cause, and appl}'

the remedy. Fields, instead of decreasing, will increase in fertility

if the hay product with the usual grain feed be fed upon the farm,

and the manure carefully saved and judiciousl}' applied to the soil.

It is poor econom}' to plant a piece of laud more than one year.

Even for special crops it is better to prepare land the first year, as

we cannot afford to spend a life time on a few acres to the exclusion

of the rest.

How many farmers have cultivated their whole fields during their

forty years of active life? We are not advancing with the rest of

the world, but are being left behind—chained to these few acres by
the force of habit. We are influenced by custom to a greater extent

than we realize sometimes.

Notice the varied customs, and the manner of doing all kinds of

work in different countries, and in different sections of the same

country, and see with what tenacit}' local customs are adhered to in

the face and eyes of improvement.

It is a standing prediction, each year in early summer, that the

grass crop on old fields will be light, and the prediction is generallj*

correct. How much hay old fields average to the acre is hard to

estimate, as the division between old and new is difficult to make,

but there are man}' acres which yield no more than five hundred

pounds of a very poor quality of hay, and the only comforting

reflection is, there is no danger of having much hay out in a storm.
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We don't want to be obliged to drive across a forty acre lot to get a

load of hay, nor do we want to see a large part of our fields lookino-

brown and bare till near haj'ing time.

Worn out fields should not be top-dressed. Some farmers have
made their first attempt at top-dressing on such land, and of course

faik'd. The cause of the poor condition of the crop is not altogether
lack of plant food in the soil, but the grass roots have become weak
and exhausted by old age, and as we can not renew old age, only
stimulate it to a certain extent, it is better to plough and re-seed.

But it will pay to top dress grass land which is in fair condition—
in October or about the time of the fall rains—with green manure or

any substance which will fertilize
; and it should be well pulverized

before freezing weather to give the best results. This, if well done,
will produce a heavy growth of well mixed grass of an improved

quality. Top-dressing should not be applied in summer, as it dries

so hard that it never can be made so fine as it should be, and is

therefore partially unavailable. Nor should it be applied while the

ground is frozen, for rains will leach and wash a large part of it ,

into places where it will do no good.
The cheapest and most rapid method of renovating worn out land

is to plough to the depth of five inches, completely inverting the sod,

and applying a dressing of manure and thoroughly working it into,

and mixing it with, the surface soil. This work may all be done in

the early fall, and grass sowed without losing a grass crop, or it may
be plowed in the spring and sowed to grass, or grain and grass,

thus omitting but one grass crop, and getting a crop of grain

instead. There need be no fear of ploughing too much worn out

land which is paying nothing, for it will be an improA'^ement even

without dressing, but if a moderate quantity of manure be applied
with thorough pulverization of the soil, which is an important factor

in all tillage
—there will be a great improvement which will give the

farmer additional means for the next year. This makes a seed-bed,

easily and cheaply prepared, which will produce good crops. In

connection with the manure applied is the decaying sod which the

roots penetrate and feed upon, and it also absorbs and retains a

large amount of moisture which is a protection from drouth. It

ma^' be put down as a truism that a rich surface insures a crop.

For surface manuring, a large quantity of dressing may be coU
lected which would be thought unsuitable for planting purposes.

13
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Surface manuriug in either form is much better than the adverse

method, for the farmer can renovate a larger area with the same

quantity of manure in much less time, which will enable him to

multijily his stock and therefore his dressing with an increasing

ratio. Such tillage makes rich surface, which is completely adapted

to the growth of grasses or any other crop. The plant food is

within eas}' reach of the roots, and where the rain, sun, and air can

act upon it with the greatest force.
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MAINE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This Societ}' held its Eighteenth Annual Fair at Lewiston, Sep-

tember 21, 22, 23, 24, 1880, in connection with the State Pomological

Society. The attendance and interest manifested at the Fair were

the best for several years. The show of fruit and manufactured

goods was large, filling Cit}^ Hall to repletion. Implements were

shown under a tent in the Park, there being as many as could be

exhibited under a tent 70 by 150 feet.

The receipts for the Fair were over $16,000 ;
the premiums and

expenses $11,000, leaving a surplus of over $5,000, the most of

which has been used in paying the debts of the Society. It is now

free from debt, and located at Lewiston for two years, on the most

favorable terms, and the outlook of the Society is most promising.

The Cobarn Cadets from the State Agricultural College wei'e

encamped on the Park during the entire Fair, and won much credit

for themselves and the institution b}' their gentlemanly and soldierly

conduct.

The officers of the Societ}' have for several years encouraged

camping b}- societies and families, and the same has been gaining in

favor until now. The Park during the Fair has really become a
" tented field," and is a source of much enjoj'ment to all partici-

pants.

Much credit for the success of the Fair is due to the superintend-

ents of the several railroads in the State and neighboring Provinces

for cheap fares, and trains run to accommodate the people desiring

to^visit the Fair. Especially is this due to Superintendent Tucker

of the Maine Central Railroad, on the line of which the Lewiston

Park is situated, for accommodations in this direction.

Appended to this report is a statement of the transactions, re-

ceipts and expenditures for the year, &c., prepared for the Society*

by its Treasurer, H. S. Osgood :
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Statement A,

Shotcing the number of entries, together loith amonnt of entry fees

received and Premiums paid., at the Maine State Fair, 1880.

CLASS.

Cattle.

Shorthorn Stock

Devon "

Ayrshire
'•

Hereford "

Jersey
"

" " Maine Herd Book
Holsteio "

Grade (or Native) Stock

Working Osen
Trained Steers

Fat Cattle

Matched Oxen

Pulling Oxen and Town Teams
Bulls of any age or breed

Horses.
Stallions for gonoral use '.

" four years old and under 5
" three years old and under 4

Best Draft Stallions

Mare.s with foal

Geldings and Mares, 4 years old and over

Geldings and Fillies, 3 years old ami under 4 . . .

Stallions, geldings. & fillies, 2 yrs. old and under 3
" " ««

1 yr.
" " 2

Draft Horse.s

Gents' Driving Horses

Matched Horses

Walking Horses

Trained Colts

Gen. Tilton's Special

Trotting Horses
Shkep.

Long AVooled Sheep
Oxford Downs
South Downs
Merinos

Breeding Merino Ewes

Shropshires
Bucks of any age or breed. Sweepstakes.

Swine.

Large breeds

Small breeds

Boars of any age or breed, Sweepstakes.

Agricultural Implements.
Plowing Match
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Statement A—Concluded.

RECAPITULATION.

PARK.

Cattle

Horses (for exhibition)...

Trotting Horses

Sheep
Swine

Agricultural Iiupleinents.
Plowing Match

No. of 'Entry Fees Premiums
Entry, received. I paid.

241
118

78

48

32
170

12

$2:':

330

1,525
57

17

none
none

20

5o;
00

90

40

699 I 2,208 00

$950
429

2,385
343
52

42
15

Medals and

Diplomas
awarded.

00
00

00
00

00

00

00

1 Diploma.

57 D

lib
Diplomas
rnz Md.

4,216 GOlSDip. 1 Med.

HALL

CLASS.

Corn, AVheac, Oats, Grass-seed (raised in Maine, 1880)
Colkctions of Vegetables
Butter, Cheese, and Dairy Implements
Honey ....

Household Articles of Maine manufacture
Brass, Tin, Copper and Iron Work, and Stoves
Maine Corporation Manufactures
Needle and Fancy Work
Articles of Leather, -Saddlery, etc., (Maine manuf.) ...

India Rubber Goods

Carriage.s and Sleighs ....

Hardware, Cutlery, Tools and Machinery
Bread and table lu.^uries

Canned Fruits, Preserves, Pickles, etc

Printing and Binding.
Pictorial and Industrial Arts (by Maine artists)
Household Furniture and Carpenters' work

Millinery, Hats, Caps, Furs and Regalias
Mu.--ical and Surgical Instruments, etc

Mineral and Botanical displays. . .

Miscellaneous and New Inventions
•'
Baby Show"

Total number of entries, 616.

No entry fees collectu'd at the hall.

remiums
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Statement B,

Shoiving Expenditures and Income of the Maine State Acjricidtural

Society on account of the Fair of 1880, and for bills of previous

years assumed and 2Kud.

Expenditures for 1880.

For Materials (Lumber, Hardware etc.).

Postage, Telegraphing and Express.

Stationery and Printing
Advertising
Hay, Grain and Straw
Labor
Salaries

Miscellaneous.
Rent of Park

Transportation
Use of Large Tent, etc
"

Furniture, Crockery, etc.,

Loss and damage on the same..
Music
Medals and Diplomas, except bill for

engraving, etc , not ascertained. .

Premium Ribbons
Drivers' Caps
National Trotting Association

Bill of Maine State Pomologloal
Society for exhibition of Fruit ..

Miscellaneous Expenses

Premiums Paid

On Park
Account.

? 46 26

61 91

850 35
687 73

1,000 00

73 30
151 10

17 35

5 00
27 25

12 00
66 00

2,987 25

4,216 00

Total for 1880 7,203 25

On Hall
Account

$ 158 18

17 3(1

34 67

619 58

5 00

29 07

69 00

200 00

21 25

1,054 05

475 50

1,629 55

General
Expense

$ 3 39

126 02
281 89
184 00

92 00

1,335 00

17 20

126 00

Total.

40 63

S206 83

143 32
378 47

184 00
850 35

1,299 31

1,335 00

1,000 00
95 50

151 10

46 42
125 00

74 00
27 25

12 00
66 00

200 00
61 88

2,205 13 6,246 43
, 4,691 50

2,205 13 10,937 93

TOTAL EXPENDITURES.

Amount of Bills and Premiums, 1880

Note, Bills and Premiums of former years.

Paid and to be paid in Cash as per vouchers and approved bills.

Paid by credits on sundry bills

$10,937 93

4,690 01

15,597 94

30 00

$15,627 94

$15,627 94

Income.
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Statement B—Concluded.

Total Income for 1880 $10,369 62

Balance from account 1879 48 12
*

$16,417 74

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.

Excess of Receipts over Expenditures for Park, 1880 $3,915 14
"

Hall,
"

1,625 68

5,440 82

Less deficiency in *' General account" 9 13

NetgainlSSO 6,43169
Balance from account of 1879 48 12

6,479 81

Credit on sundry bills 30 00

$6,509 81

Amounts paid on bills, etc, of former years 4,690 01

Balance carried to new account 819 80

$6,609 81

H. S. OSGOOD, Treasurer.

Treasurer's Office, Portland, Jan. 26, 1881.
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Fiuancial Statement of Agricultural

SOCIETIES.

a

T3
o
>

a
s
o
a

Androscoggin
Aroostook

Aroostook, North
Cumberland
Franklin .

Franklin, Central

Franklin, iSorth -

Kennebec
Kennebec, North
Knox
Knox, North
Lincoln

Ofsipce Valley ..

Oxford

Oxford, West
Penobscot, Central

Penobscot, North

Penobscot, AVest

Penobscot and Aroostook

Piscataquis, Central ...

Piscataquis, East

Piscataquis, West

Pomological, State

Sagadahoc
Shapleigh and Acton...
Somerset Central

Somerset, East

Somerset, West
Waldo and Penobscot...

Waldo, North

Washington . . . .

Washington, West
York

o
OQ

•a

c
s
o
a
<

358
1(54

100

400
105

15

66

218

781
71

74

OOi 2,129
72 769
93

42^

£8!

158
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Societies for the Year 1880.
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FiXANCTAL Statement of Agricultural

SOCIETIES.

Androscoggin
Aroostook
Aroostook, North
Cumberland
Franklin

Franklin, Central ,

Franklin, North
Kennebec
Kennebec, North ,

Knox
Knox, North
Lincoln

Ossipee Valley
Oxford

Oxford, West ,

Penobscot, Central .....

Penobscot, North ,

Penobscot, West
Penobscot and Aroostook

Piscataquis, Central

Piscataquis, East

Piscataquis, West

Pomological, State

Sagadahoc
Shapleigh and Acton. . ..

Somerset, Central.

Somerset, East

Somerset, West
Waldo and Penobscot. . . .

Waldo, North

Washington
Washington, West
York

>
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Societies for the Year 1880—Continued.
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Financial Statement of Agricultural

SOCIETIES.

Androscoggin
Aroostook

Aroostook, North
Cutnberliind

Franklin

Franklin, Central

Franklin. North
Kennebec

Kennebec, North
Knox
Knox, North
Lincoln ,

Ossipee Vulley
Oxford

Oxford, West

Penobscot, Central

Penobscot, North

Penobscot, West
Penobscot and Aroostook

Piscataquis, Central....

Piscataquis, East

Piscataquis, \^st
Pomologicitl, State

Sagadahoc
Shapleigh and Acton ...

Somerset, Central

Somerset, East

Somerset, West
Waldo and Penobscot...

Waldo, North

Washington
Washington, AVest

York .
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SociETiKS Fou THE Year 1880—Concluded.
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Cultivation, effects of ^8

Capital in farming 101

Commercial manures 50

Chemicals, plant food 88

what to use 90

profits of 93

Collier, Prof. P., lecture of 169

Cheever, A. W., lecture of 26

Ensilage, paper on 12

nutritive value of 22

Early maturity 84

Fodder-corn, value of 19

how to grow 30

Feeding stuffs, American, composition and valuation of 166

Fences, cost of. 37

Fertilizers, classes of 50

sources and character of 51

commercial value of 56

use of 69

Fattening cattle 159
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Farm manures, production of 63

percentage from food consumed 65

value of 66

loss of by exposure 69

preservation of 68, 71

Farming for success 76

Feeding, science and practice of 79

experiments in 81, 86

pigs 87

Gowell, G. M., paper of 116

Growing young animals 163

Grass crop, improvement of 191

shallow plowing for 191

Hungarian grass 31

Hoskins, Dr. T. H,, lecture of 105

Infertility cause of 48

Jordan, Prof. W. H., paper of 42

Lincoln, A. R., paper of 187

Lermond, Erastus, paper of 191

Millet 31

Manuring, principles of 42

Manures, commercial 50

farm • 63

application of 72

green or fermented 72

quality dependent on food 77

cost of, farm 85

Machinery in farming 98

Orchard grass 33

Principles of manuring 42

Plants, composition of 129

digestibility of 131

Rotation cf crops 96

Rations, stock 152

for subsistence 153

for milk 155

work 162

growth t 163

Silos and ensilage f 12

location of 14

cost of 15

advantages of 17

Sanborn, Prof. J. W., lecture of. 75

Sorghum, sugar from 169

Early Amber 171, 182

Sugar from corn-stalks 177, 178, 186

Tillage 94

Washington County farming 187

how improved 188

crops how marketed 190
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